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ABSTRACT 
Title of The sis: Women Vietnam Ve t e rans and Their Mental Health 
Adjustment: A Study of Their Experience s and 
Post-Traumatic Stress 
Jenny Ann Schnaie r, Master of Arts, 1982 
Thesi s directed by: Dr. Arnold R. Spokane 
Assistant Professor 
Counseling and Personnel Services Depar tment 
Approximately 8,000-10,000 women served directly in the Vietnam 
war. Popular literature and women's self-reports suggest that by virtue 
o f the ir exposure to extreme stressors resulting from war-time medical 
e xperiences women veterans are now describing their stress symptoms, 
and may b e suffering from Post-Traumatic Stre ss Disorde r (PTSD). The 
intention of this preliminary, descriptive research was to as sess the 
nature and extent of mental health problems affecting f e male Vietnam 
veterans. Subjects were contacted through a mailing list of a veterans 
organization and 89 women who had served in Vi e tnam as medical personne l 
completed a written questionnaire about their experie nces and reactions 
to them yielding a 97% return rate. The results indicated that approxi-
mate l y one-third of the stress symptom ite ms were endorsed by 25% of the 
subj ects, and of symptoms first reported as having occurred betwee n 
homecoming and o ne year after Vietnam, approximate ly 70% were reported 
as still present. These identified symptoms represented a fairly 
complete picture of thos e specific symptoms and experiences of PTSD as 
defined by DSM III of the A.P.A. This investigator conclude d that, (a) 
t he current research effort has provided preliminary evidence that PTSD 
may be applicable to the experiences of women Vietnam veterans, (b) 
there is evidence of mental health distress among the women sampled, (c) 
there are positive, growthful experiences for many of the women in this 
sample, and (d) at l eas t as far as biographica l-demographical factors 
are concerned, this sample of women Vietnam veterans are diffe rent from 
previously studied male veterans. 
FOREWORD 
One of the goals of research, and specifical ly of the researcher, 
is to maintain a scientific , non-personal perspective of the topic being 
studied. You are encouraged to be neutral, non-biased, and non-involved 
in order to provide the most accurate and complete information possible . 
While this certainly is sound advice, it tends to overlook t he human 
issues which of t en motivate the researcher in the first place. My 
research on women Vietnam veterans i s just such an issue that i s diffi-
cult, if not impossible , to deal with on a scientific leve l only. 
I chose this research topic based on the few accounts of women 
veterans that I read about in the popular literature. I was immediately 
touched by their stories, experiences, and the lack of informat i on 
about, or help for t hem. My involvement grew as I got furthe r into my 
research and received, through the questionnaires , an outpouring of 
emotions and events. The responses we r e often difficult for me to deal 
with emotionally and yet, I always fe lt compelled to read and understand 
them. 
I feel that I have l earned a great deal both personally and profes-
sionally through this research and have been especially lucky to meet a 
fe w of the women I sampled when they have approached me and identified 
themselves as women Vietnam ve t erans . Without these womens ' willingness 
to share their very personal experiences, this study would not have been 
possible and I am appreciative of how difficult this was for some. 
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These comments h ave been made as a foreword because as a " good " 
researcher I have tried my b est to remain neutra l and non-biased 
through o u t the wri t ing of this study . As a counse l or , h owever , I felt 
t h e need to express my personal fe e lings about these womens' lives and 
to thank them all for sharing their t ime, experiences , and emotions. 
iii 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Vietnam war has left its mark on America and on the women and 
men who fought it. This country's involvement in Vie tnam ended a lmost a 
decad e ago , yet, in the past few years the war in Vi e tnam has re-emerged 
as a topic of "profoundly unfinish e d mo ral and psychological business . 111 
The personal, social, and historical l e gacies of t h e Vie tnam war a re 
being conveyed in television documentaries , talk shows, popular maga-
zines, personal bibliographic accounts, professional conferences, a nd 
most recently , in sc i entific studies . Mental health r esearch is a lso 
revealing personal consequences for 9 million Ame rica ns who served in 
the armed forces during the Vietnam Era (August 5 , 1 964-May 7, 1975 ) and 
2 . 8 million who served directl y in the Vietnam theater. Whe n compared 
to their non-veteran peers, Vietnam veterans show 25 percent higher 
s uicide rates, divorce and unemployment r ates double that of non-
veterans, and widespread drug abuse and alcoholism. 
The Vietnam war expe r ience has b een s hown t o be unique and distinct 
from other war exp eri e nces (Bourne , 1969; Egendorf, Kadus hin, Laufer , 
Rothbart & Sloan, 1 981; Figle y, 1978 , 1980; and Wilson, 1 978 ). Several 
researchers h a v e pointed out that al though war and its c onsequ e nt 
s uffering has occurred before in the Unite d States, Vietnam was dif-
ferent in some important ways from other 20th Century wars . Wilson 
(1980 ), for example, argues that the Vie tnam war was {a) the longest war 
in history , (b) the most politically controversial war, (c) a wa r in 
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which there was no full scale national commitment, and (d) a war lacking 
in ove rarching ideological justification. Unlike other u.s. wars, 
rotation and return of troops from the Vietnam war zone to the u.s. 
occurred quickly, with no period of decompression, and no victory 
parades or hero's welcomes. These research studies have also documented 
t he existence in a large percentage of Vietnam veterans of lingering 
mental health problems which are connected to their military service. 
(A discussion of these research findings will follow.) 
Among the most prominent findings reported i s the discovery that 
many Vietnam theater veterans suffer from one of the several forms of 
Post-Traumatic Stre ss Disorder (PTSD), an anxiety disorder caused by 
severe externally induced stress. In a recent comprehensive study of 
veterans, Veterans Administration findings r eveal that the detrimental 
effects of the Vietnam war are widespread and far from resolved 
(Egendorf, et al, 1981). 
Post-Traumatic Stre ss Disorder 
The most common reaction of veterans to war is called Post-
Traumatic stress Disorder. Formerly known as e ither Post-Traumatic 
Neurosis or Disorder and Delayed Stress Syndrome, this reaction has been 
linked with "anxiety neuroses of a major sort due to severe and external 
stress beyond the usual and tolerable experiences of some people. 112 
Figley (1980) notes that these extraordinary events are outside the 
range of common, normal human experiences such as simple bereavement, 
chronic illness , business losses, or marital conflict. Rather, PTSD may 
be seen as a reaction to such events a s explosions, hurricane s, floods, 
major fires, and airplane accidents. Most specif ically it has been 
linked to the stressful military combat experience (Bourne, 1970; 
Egendorf, et al. , 1981; Figley , 1978, 1980; Wilson, 1978, 1981). It is 
not precisely clear how many veterans are suffering from this di sorder 
' 
but estimates of acute, chronic, or cyclical PTSD incidence range from 
3 700,000 to 800 ,000 or about 40 to 60 percent of all male Vietnam 
veterans. 
3 
Until the 1980 revision of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders III of the American Psychiatric Association appeared, 
there was no formal diagnostic category fo r PTSD. It is now however, 
classified as a special fo rm of an anx i e ty disorder . The diagnostic 
criteria for PTSD include (a) existence of a r ecognizable stressor tha t 
would evoke significant symptoms of distress in almost everyone, (b) 
re-experienc ing of the trauma, (c) numbing of r esponsiveness to or 
reduced involvement with the external world, beginning some time afte r 
the trauma, and (d) various reactive symptoms including excessive 
autonomic arousal, sleep disturbances, guilt about s urviving, memory 
impairment or t rouble concentrating, non-violent impulsive behavior, and 
s ubstance abuse. The disorder can range from mild to severe a nd in its 
most extreme forms can affect nearly every aspect of life. 4 Although 
symptoms often occur immediat e ly following the trauma, it is not unusua l 
for emergence to occur after a latency period of several days, many 
months, or even several years after the original trauma . PTSD can be 
diagnosed as acute, or chronic or delayed. 
Research on Male veterans and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 
Several researchers have been examining PTSD in the ma l e veteran. 
Peter Bourne (1970 ) explains that although fewe r psychiatric casualties 
occurr ed in Vietnam, Vietnam veterans have more problems in t he readjust-
ment period. He points to the "rapid trans it to and from the combat 
zone , " the 12-month tour and rotation that took away group support, the 
lack of social acceptance, and the psychological impact of ultimately 
l osing the war. 
4 
Charles Figley (19 78, 1980) has also written extensively on mal e 
veterans and PTSD . He has identified some of the unique characteristics 
of the Vietnam war and studied persons who developed stress reactions in 
an attempt to discern if PTSD was linked more with the individual's 
predisposing factors or was the result of the severity and nature of the 
external trauma experienced. Figley's data supported the prevalence of 
PTSD and showed that veterans with combat experience developed more 
pathology than those without combat experience . 
In a large-scale study, John Wilson (1 978 ) has also attempted to 
l o ok at PTSD symptoms in Vietnam veterans using Erickson's (1963) model 
of psychosocial development. Wilson 's findings provide strong evidence 
for the prevalence of PTSD. He is among the first to view this syndrome 
in a broader theoretical framework and to break down the disorder into 
different types and stages. 
The most extensive and comprehensive study of the Vie tnam veteran 
was commis sioned by the Veterans Administration and has just been com-
p l eted in March 1981 by Arthur Egendorf, Charles Kadushin, Robert 
Laufer , George Rothbart, and Lee Sloan of the Center for Policy 
Research , Inc . Designe d to look at "comparative adjustment of veterans 
and their peers," t his 900 page, 2 million dollar national study appears 
to be a statistically sound and thorough evaluation which looked at 
e ducational and work careers , post-war trauma, long term stress react-
ions , and veterans ' coping with the war experience. Investigators found 
a wealth of specific data supporting the existence of c urrent problems 
and globally concluded that "those who actually served in Vietnam are 
plagued by significantly more problems than their peers . " 5 
5 
The researchers found that the war was an "undigested experience" 
far from resolved, pointing out that for some veterans the war's effects 
dissipate over time, but for others the effects endure. Egendorf, et 
al., (1981) used specific mental health indices such as job status, 
educational achievement, drug and alcohol use, arrests and stress-
related symptoms and revealed mental health problems which remained 
pronounced, in spite of the finding that global measures of adjustment 
had not shown problems. Finally, they found significant variation in 
the war's detrimental effects on different veteran subgroups such as 
Hispanics and lower income veterans. 
The Female Vietnam Veteran 
Not one of the forgoing studies included women Vietnam veterans for 
study, and little if anything is known about their health and well-
being. Although occasional writers have discussed the possible 
implications of women in the military they have tended to look only at 
6-8 
possible participation in combat , the historical perspectives of 
. 9-13 f V A d. l . 14-15 
military nursing , or the use o .. me ica services by women 
There are approximately 188,000
16 
to 197,000
17 (statistics vary ) 
women who served in the armed forces during the Vietnam Era. Approx-
imately 10,000 of these female veterans served in the Vietnam theater in 
front-line combat zones, in medical positions . Other women served in 
s uch widely varying roles as intelligence and security, air traffic 
control, aerial reconnaissance photography, supply and legal positions, 
or clerks and non-military volunteers. (For the purpose of this study, 
6 
we will only be looking at those military women who served in me dical 
positions.) Little if any data exists on these female veterans and most 
of o ur knowl e dge about their plight h as been gleaned from the popular 
l i terature o r from self-reports of their mental health problems. The 
women who have begun t o speak out about their experi e nces r ecount daily 
exposure to extreme stressors while in military service and now disclose 
adjustment problems that they previously kept hidden. They, like male 
ve t erans, appear to have been negatively affected by the Vietnam war in 
a long t erm fashion. 
Who are these fo rgotten females ? It is very difficult to say. 
Current research and available statistics do not cover fema l e veterans. 
The Veterans Administration has no listing o f who these wome n are , nor 
t h e capacities they served in. They do not systematically collect 
statistics on gender and military service. Neither the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, The Office of Personnel and Management, nor the 1979 Ce nsus 
Survey (Rothman , publicat ion pending) collect data on women veterans. 
Any statistics that do exist are estimates based on v a rious other 
indicators such as the number of medals a warded. Most of the pre-
liminary and informa l studies s how that a ma jority of these women were 
nurses and many served on the front lines in combat zones in M.A.S.H. 
type facilities. 
None-the-less, a review of the popular literature on fema l e 
veterans reveals unrelenting experiences of constant casualties, mangled 
bodies , 24-hour work shifts, wartime romances ende d abruptly, necessity 
of immediate , God-like medical decisions a bout treatment , and a daily 
experi e nce of the death of young b oys (the average age of combatant was 
18 · f th ' h · 19 .2 years old ) who were at the prime o eir P ysica l deve l opment. 
These veterans report that the ir role as women and nurses i n the 
war wa s comp l ex , ambiguou s , a nd guilt ridden. In the days before their 
mili tary service, they acted in the ways t h ey had been raised and 
medica lly trained--feminine, nurturing, a ltruistic , passive , and r eac-
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tive . In t he s pace of a few days following their first assignment , they 
were far from anything remo tely feminine a nd we r e called upo n medically 
to b e assertive, active , and in charge. In s hort, they experienced a 
compl e te role change a lmost overnight . 
Wome n veterans' self-descriptions indicate that psychologically, at 
l east , t h ey h ad an experience different from the me n . 
... unlike men who are traditionally taught a c e rtain 
stoicism, women are more o fte n taught to expr ess emotio ns , 
yet during the war, the women we r e forced to negate these 
emotions in ord er to atte nd to the higher tasks at hand . 
... There 's a toughness you t ake on . It's thought of as a 
masculine, macho characteristic. It 's not masculine, but an 
. d f . t . 19 attitu e o strength and trying o s urvive . 
Women report h a ving tro uble maintaining both t h e ir strength a nd their 
feminity. When the women got angry, they were not able to release it as 
men did through the use of weapons, physical violence , or, for examp l e , 
drunkenness . Because there were so many fewer of them, women f e l t more 
isolated than men did. While men and women may have b e en s ee ing the 
s a me war, women vet erans appear t o have reacted very differently to it. 
Female Vietnam Veterans and Post-Traumat i c Stress Disorder 
In order to generalize the findings on male veterans and PTSD to 
female Vietnam veterans, the first and most important consideration is 
to establish the existence of a stressor; the counterpart of the combat 
experience for men . Wilson (1 980 ) defines a stressor as, 
An event which taxes or exceeds the resources of the system 
or , to put it in a slightly different way, demands to which 
. 20 
there are no r eadi ly available or autonomic responses ... 
Figley (1980 ) also points out that these stressful experiences are not 
limited to combat. 
The popular literature on women veterans suggests some possible 
stressors for women such as taking care of wounded Vietnamese c i vilians , 
women , children, psychiatric casualties and of patients who l ater died; 
making decisions about who would receive equipment or personnel if 
shortages existed ; physical and mental exhaustion, patients' death due 
to l ack o f equipment, time or nursing errors , helping patients to wait 
for their death; and being under direct ground fire. 
These identified stressors have also been connected with self-
identified symptoms in women veterans including: depression , flash -
backs , nightmares, guilt , anxiety attacks, s uicidal tendencies, migraine 
headaches, spontaneous anger, alcohol or drug abuse, inability to 
sustain relationships, avoidance of intimacy, inability to hold jobs, 
sleeplessness, and uncontrollable persisting tears. These symptom 
patterns suggest the existence of PTSD in female Vietnam veterans . 
Statement o f the Problem 
The unmistakable lack of scientific or empirical research on female 
veterans magnified the need for the present study. The purpose of this 
8 
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study was to assess the nature and extent of mental health problems 
affecting female Vietnam veterans. This assessment employed a question-
naire designed to ascertain Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder symptoms in 
women veterans. The instrument utilized in this study includes sections 
covering (a) biographical information, (b) details of the respondents' 
Vietnam experience , (c) the respondents' current general adjustment, and 
(d) the respondents' reaction to the Vietnam experience. 
Hypotheses 
This was a descriptive study which sought to examine ques tionnaire 
responses in a sample of women Vietnam veterans. No overt hypotheses 
were made regarding the existence of PTSD symptoms, other than that they 
were expected to be roughly equivalent to patterns found in male veter-
ans. Descriptive data (means and standard deviations) are provided. 
One specific hypothes is can be generated r egarding the relationship 
between stressors and symptoms. 
H:l: A strong positive and linear relationship will b e found 
between stressors experienced in Vietnam and PTSD symptoms experienced 
subsequent l y in women veterans. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Historical Background of Psychiatric Disorders in War 
Prior to World War I little was known about the d e velopment of 
psychiatric disorders that result from the war experience . Since that 
time, however, a great many of studies have focused on combat psychiatry 
and the diagnosis of various combat-related stress disorders. In the 
years before WW I it was general ly assumed that psychological casualties 
associated with war experiences were a result of poor discipline, 
cowardice or weaknesses on the part of the individual men. 
During WW I, however , specific clinical syndromes began to be 
associated with combat duty. The labe l " shell shock" was given to those 
soldiers who were believed to be suffering from some kind of brain 
damage resulting from the air blasts of high explos ives which left these 
men dazed and confused . Although shell s hock was originally believed to 
be the result of actual physiological it eventually came to be under-
stood as an enti r e l y psychological disorder. 
Between WW I and WW II these syndromes became known as "war 
neuroses" or " traumatic neuroses." Categorized as psychoneuroses, these 
disorders were thought to be the result of predisposing character or 
personality defects (Glass , 1969) even though t hey were considered to 
have been precipitated by the psychological trauma of battle. Figley 
(1978) notes that research, writing, and psychiatric categorization 
assoc iated with war increased sharply as a result of WW II, thus adding 
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to the base of knowledge. New terms developed to characterize war 
trauma including "psycho," short for psychopathology, and "exhaustion" 
which set forth the belief that physical fatigue played an important 
precipitating role in combat psychiatric breakdown. During the early 
years of the war, however, psychiatric casualties had increased some 300 
percent in comparison to WW I, even though the pre-induction psychiatric 
rejection rate was three to four times higher (Figley, 1978). This, 
along with the finding that psychiatric casualties were non-existent 
among troops who had experienced severe physical fatigue, eventually led 
r e searchers to discount the theory that physical exhaustion played the 
principal precipitating role in combat breakdown. Scientists began to 
look at other, situational factors involved. 
During the Korean War clinicians attempted to utilize previous 
findings on war trauma to lower the rate of psychiatric casualties. 
This included dropping the unsuccessful screening program of WW II, 
providing onsite treatment, and changing the term "exhaustion" to 
"combat exhaustion" and later changed to "combat fatigue" to implicate 
the psychiatric causation. These new changes may have been responsible 
for the lower frequency rates of psychiatric casualties during the 
initial phases of the war which did not reach even one-half of the high 
rates of WW II. A rotation policy of nine months in combat was insti-
tuted after the first year which also may have been an influencing 
factor for the decreasing psychiatric casualties in the later phases of 
the Korean War. 
Psychiatric casualties in the Vietnam War were at an all time low 
with a rate of 12 per 1,000 troups as compared to 37 per 1,000 for Korea 
and 101 per 1,000 in ww II (Bourne, 1969). This result led clinicians 
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to believe that the use of preventative measures learned from previous 
wars plus some additional manipulations, such as 12 mo nth tour of duty, 
had solved t h e problem of psychological breakdown in combat . Williams 
(1980 ), though, points out that as the war progressed, a trend similar 
to that found following the end of WW II was observed . Both those who 
experienced acute combat reaction and many who did not began to c omplain 
of symptoms of intense anxiety, battle dreams, depression, and problems 
with interpersonal relationships long after their combatant role had 
ceased. He notes that what was unusual about the aftermath of the 
Vie tnam War a s opposed to WW II was the pattern the disorder took. For 
WW II and Korea, the incidence of neuropsychiatric disorder a mong 
combatants increased as the inte n s ity of the wars increased. As these 
wars wound down, there was a corresponding decrease in incide nce of 
trauma disorde rs until the incidence rate close ly resembled the respec-
tive pre-war periods. As the Vietnam war progressed in intensity , there 
was no corresponding increase in neuropsychiatric casualties among 
combatants . He remarks that it was not until the early 1970's, when the 
war was winding down, that neuropsychiatric diso rders b egan to increase 
and t hat with the end of direct American troop involvement in Vietnam in 
1973, the number of veterans presenting neuropsychiatric disorders b egan 
to increase markedly. 
It was about this time also, that mental health professionals b egan 
noticing the effects of plane crashes, natural d isasters, fires, and 
other catas trophic events which yielded b e h a vioral symptoms to these 
traumatic events almost identical to t he Vietnam veterans' re sponse. 
This eventually led to a new diso rder characterization, "Post-Traumatic 
Stress Disorde r" which can b e e ither acute, or chronic a nd/or d e layed. 
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A review of the history of psychiatric casualties in war reveals a 
progressive understanding of the fac tors and conditions associated with 
war induced mental states. What it also reveals is an emphas is on the 
role of combat experience in the incidence of psychological problems. 
At the same time, it shows a solitary focus on males' reactions to 
involvement in war. 
History and Description of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 
As noted earlier , the group of symptoms now associated with the 
term PTSD has been recognized by mental health professionals since WW I. 
Even though knowledge about and labeling of this disorder has undergone 
many changes over the years , it is still seen as a survivor response to 
a traumatic stressor that is outside the range of usual human exper-
ience . The symptoms whi c h define the PTSD syndrome among Vietnam 
veterans have been viewed as virtually identical to those observed in 
other extraordinary events such as among the survivors of the Atomic 
bomb at Hiroshima, Korean P.O.W. camps, the Nazi holocaust and the 
Buffalo Creek Dam disaster (Wilson, 1980). The original Di agnost ic and 
Statistical Manual (1 952 ) categorized thi s disorder as a gross stress 
reaction produced by an individual being exposed to extreme emotional 
and physical stress, such as combat. However, the DSM II (1 968 ) deleted 
this category with combat-related stress being mentioned only in the 
context of adult a djustment r eactions. Willia ms (1980) observ es that 
the implication here wa s that there could b e more or less appropriate 
resolutions of the stresses of combat. Figley (1978) hypothesizes that 
the dropping of the category may be due to the fact that there was no 
war between the publ ishing of DSM I and the formative stages of 
development of DSM II (1964-65) and that perhaps combat-related stress 
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reactions were ignor ed as war vete rans of the Korean and the two World 
Wars were assimilated into mainstream Ame rica. The fact that DSM III 
(1980 ) was written after the Vie tnam War may explain why a new category 
of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder was created which listed military 
combat as a stressor . 
In order for an individua l to be diagnosed as h aving PTSD there 
must first be evidence of the existence of a recognizable stressor tha t 
would evoke significant symptoms of distress in most people. Some 
examples of this a r e rape, assault, military combat, natural disasters 
(floods, earthquakes), accidental ma n-made disas t e rs (airplane crashes ), 
or deliberate man-made di sast e rs (bombing, death camps). 
The first of the c h aracteristic symptoms is voluntary or involun-
tary r e - experi e ncing of the traumatic e v e nt. This can occur in various 
forms such as ''re current painful and intrusive r eco llections of the 
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e vent or r ecurrent dreams or nightmares . In Figley's (1980 ) r e view 
of PTSD's n ew categorization by DSM III h e points out that these e v ents 
nee d not be c ombat-related. These episodes which are described as 
"fugue-like" may last from a few minutes to several hours or even days. 
Th e manu a l s uggests that during t h e se periods the individua l r e lives 
certain compon ents of t h e e vent and reacts t o these memori es like they 
did origina lly in the event. 
The second major symptom noted is numbing of r esponsiveness to, or 
reduc e d invo l vement wi t h, the external world. This is what is gen e rally 
referred to as "psychic numbing" in which a p erson may, 
c omplain of f ee ling detached or es tranged from people, that 
h e or s he has l ost the ability to become intereste d in 
previously enjoy ed significant activities, or that the 
abili ty to feel emotions o f any type , especially those 
assoc iated with intimacy , tenderness, and sexuality, is 
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markedly decreased. 
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The third major area of r esponse is a variety of symptoms including 
excess ive a utonomic a rousal, exaggerated startle response , sleep 
d i sturbances , guilt abou t surviving, memory i mpairme n t o r trouble 
concentrating , avoidance of activities that arouse recollections of the 
traumatic event or intensification of symptoms by exposure to events 
that symbolize or r esembl e the traumat ic event. 
Assoc iated features identified by the manua l include symptoms of 
depression and anxiety, plus e l evated leve l s of irritability whi c h may 
be accompanied by explos i ons of aggressive b e havior or non-violent 
impulsive behavior (sudden trips, changes in life style) as we ll a s 
various fo rms of substance abuse . The di sord e r may b e gin soon after the 
e v e nt or may " occur a f ter a latency period of several days o r e ven 
months after the original trauma . 11 23 The more common course , however , 
is t h e remission o f symptoms within six months after the onset o f the 
trauma. Figley (1980) notes that this is an issue o f controversy, 
believing that the time frame of six months is an a rbitrarily chosen one 
and that the latency period is "significant ly longer '' than this. He 
believes this is due to the un i q ue circumstances of the Vietnam war 
e xperi e nce which taken togethe r, forc ed t he Vietna m veteran t o deal with 
his me mories alone. Another suggested theory of why psychiatric casual-
ties were low initially and later increased is that veterans were 
self-medicating the ms e lves in Vi e tnam through the easily a vailable 
alcohol and drugs (Figley , 1980). Figley fe e l s Vietnam v e t erans we r e 
unable to effectively integrate these troubling experiences into a 
process of "working through" a nd therefore the veterans simply avoided 
it and any reminders o f Vietnam . 
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The manual ob serves that no t everyone is stressed i n the same way 
or with the same degree of intensity and notes that PTSD impairment may 
be e ither mi ld o r severe , affecting nearly every aspect of life . 
Impairments caused by "p sychic numbing" may interfere with inte rpe r sonal 
relationships such as marriage or family life, emotional l abil ity, 
depr ession, and guilt which may result in se lf-defeating behavio r or 
suicidal action. 
The manual states that the disorder most often occurs without 
predisposing factors but that p r e - existing psychopathology may create a 
predisposition for PTSD. The population prevalence is as yet unknown. 
DSM I II lists five diffe rential diagnoses of PTSD symptoms. These 
include ; a Depressive Disorder , Generalized Anxi ety Disorder, Phobic 
Disorder , Adjustment Diso rder, and Organic Mental Disorde r. Wilson 
(1980) describes wha t differentiates PTSD from other forms o f human 
adaptation including: absence of de lusions, hallucinati ons, and 
di sordered thought; general absence of anti-social , ego- centric , immoral 
a nd se lf-destructive behavior ; the general a b sence of expl oitative 
interpersonal relationships; presence of strong emotional states; the 
general absence of the etiology of classical hysterical symptoms and 
mechanis ms ; the presence of depr ess ion which is reactive to situational 
stress rather than n e urotic or c haracterological; the general a b senc e of 
any pre-morbid h istory; the presence of cynicism, a lie nation and 
mis tru s t of a uthority; and a strong death imprint. 
With the new categorization by DSM III, PTSD has achieved recog-
nition a s a l egitimate disorder that has as its roots a survivor 
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response to a particularly traumatic or catastrophic external event. 
Although the manual itself does not list other military experiences 
aside from those involved in combat, it does define natural, accidental 
man-made , and deliberate man-ma de disasters which involve de a th, large 
scale intensive physical injuries, and war-like activities (bombing, 
torture) as being causitive factors in the development of PTSD. These 
events are similar to the ones experienced by Vietnam nurses who might 
be even more likely to develop the disorder by virtue of their exposure 
to a prolonged series of traumatic events which Figley (1980) suggests 
as a predisposing factor to PTSD . 
What this research proposes is that the Vietnam nurse's exposure to 
such stressors as taking care of wounded soldiers, psychiatric casual-
ties and patients who later died, seeing the mutilation of young bodies, 
and having a continual stream of casualties, supports our view that this 
population to be at risk to suffer from PTSD. 
Research on Male Vietnam Veterans and PTSD 
The knowledge gained from the increasing attention to mens' 
responses to past war experiences together with a clarification of PTSD 
by DSM III has provided a background in which to review and understand 
the research on male veterans and their psychological adjustment to 
warfare . Researchers have looked at various predictors of PTSD 
including the influence of combat exposure and its mediating variables , 
the effect of different war experiences ( isolation , boredom, diet, 
p hysical illne ss ), morale, demographic and pre-service variables, and 
family background, to list just a few. This research is quite e xtensive 
and the reader is referred to two good sources of review, Bourne (1969) 
and Figley (1978). 
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Bourne's review provides a historical background of military 
psychiatry and contains studies that focus mostly on combat effects and 
physiological responses to str ss . It is interesting to note that 
Bourne 's book was published in 1969, a relatively short time afte r the 
war h ad ended. Mental health clinicians had not yet begun to hear from 
clients complaining of delayed or residual effects from the Vie tnam 
experience . At the point of writing, the author believed that the 
psychiatric treatment and prevention program in Vie tnam had been suc-
cessful in k eeping psychiatric casualties down to a nearly "negligible'' 
level and appeared not to foresee the later development of stress 
reactions by these service p eople. 
Figley's review on the psychosocial adjustment of Vietnam veterans 
observes that the research falls into two categories with respect to 
read justme nt: (a) the stress evaporation perspective, and (b) the 
residual stress perspective. The former suggests that the combat 
veteran probably does suffer some psychosocial readjustment problems 
during and immediately after military service, but that any problems 
disappear after returning home . In other words, time h e als all wounds. 
The residual stress perspective holds that combat-related stress 
reactions among combat veterans were inevitable and that significant 
numbers of veterans are trying to cope wi th severe psychosocial 
readjustment problems originating years ago in Vietnam. In his 
conclusions based on the review of the research, Figley believes that 
the research supports the residual stress perspective, Figley makes the 
fo llowing additional observations about existing research: (a) little 
attention has been focused on the read justment problems of the veterans' 
family, (b) pre-service factors including personality, family life, and 
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psychoso cial variables appear to be related to in-service and post-
service adjustment among Vietnam veterans, (c) Vietnam-era veterans 
appear , in general, not to be significantly different from non-veterans 
in most areas of interpersonal and intrapersonal adjustment when either 
service in Vietnam or combat experiences are not controlled for, (d) 
there is considerable evidence to suggest that veterans who experienced 
combat in Vietnam are significantly different from other veterans with 
regard to several adjustment areas, and (e) at the time of his writing, 
that there had been few published attempts to systematically investigate 
t h e psychological readjustment process of the Vietnam veteran. 
Since that time two research efforts have been published which 
provide the scientifically sound investigations Figley called for. 
Sponsored by the Disabled American veterans , Wilson (J.978) undertook the 
Forgotten Warrior Project in an attempt to 
combine psychosocial theories of personality and life -span 
development into a framework that permits a more ho listic 
look at how the Vietnam War affected the veterans' reentry 
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into the mains tream of socie ty. 
Wilson chose an Eriksonian (1963) model to understand the veterans' 
problems of identity formation, interpersonal intimacy, alienation, and 
intrapsychic conflict in the process of personality integration itself. 
Wilson began his large-scale investigation in 1976 interviewing 400 
male veterans who were selected from a potential pool of over 800. They 
were solicited via advertising in newspapers, television, college 
campuses and organizations serving veterans in the greater Cleveland, 
Ohio area. The researchers used statistical profiles to create the 
sample which included Black and White combat and non-combat Vietnam 
veterans from all branches of the military who were then matched with 
cohorts who saw active duty during t he era outside of Southeast Asia. 
Of the 400 interviewed, 356 men successfully completed the entire 
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interview procedure which typically l asted between two and four hours. 
The veteran was questioned about himself and hi s experiences in the 
military and in addition, each completed an extensive questionnaire t hat 
included biographic and demographic information, a set of personality 
scales to measure moral reasoning, motivation and values, as well as a 
specially constructed questionnaire with 110 items designed to assess 
the six areas which were pertinent to the ma jor hypothesis under 
investigation . Those six areas were personal ity characteristics and 
personal attributes, interpersonal relationships and adjustment, moral 
reasoning and ethica l beliefs, military experience, political attitudes 
and ideology, and perception of socie ty and its institutions . These 
measures utilized Likert- type scales where the veteran was asked to 
assess himself at three time intervals--upon entering the mili tary , 
during active duty, and at t he time of discharge. All of the written 
items were completed with the interviewer present with the intent of 
providing any clarification necessary. 
In order to analyze the results, the researchers utilized descrip-
tive statistics and measures of central tendency, cross-tabulated 
correlations and chi- square analyses, ANOVA, multiple and partial 
correlations , regress ion analysis and factor analysis which reproduced 
the classficatory scheme for the six areas assessed and demonstrated its 
internal consistency and validity. 
Wilson (1980 ) found that 56.5% of those in the military had served 
in the Army, 61.9% had served in Vietnam, 39.1% were non-veterans and 
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t he sample was 42.6 % Black and 57.4% White. Looking at employment 
histories, 33 .9% currently held white collar jobs, 22.2% he ld blue 
collar jobs, 23.7 were students, and 20.1 % were unemployed. Marital 
status showed that 33.3% we r e single, 12. 3% divorced, 20.7% were married 
prior to military service, and 33.6% were married post service. Upon 
entering the military only 10% were college graduates, their mean age 
was 20 years old and 62.8% had volunteered for military service. They 
a lso noted that 82 .6% did not currently belong to any veterans' group or 
organization. Wilson found that a "relatively high" percentage of men 
were using psychoactive substances during and after military duty. From 
hi s research, Wilson estimates that about 40-60% of all male veterans 
suffer from acute, chronic, or cyclical PTSD. Wilson f e lt that the 
results of the research indicated that combat veterans, in total, had 
more problems in interpersonal relations than their cohorts and that the 
experience of combat was responsible for this. 
The kinds of statements and queS t ions expressed by veterans were 
interpreted to reflect the conflicts that Erikson describes for the 
developmental task o f "identity vs. role confusion" tha t normative ly 
occurs in late adolescence. Erikson proposed age-specific developmental 
stages for the entire life cycle and his fifth stage "identity vs. role 
confusion" has as its "task" the need to form a more stable and enduring 
p ersonal ity structure and sense of self in order to assume the various 
roles of adulthood and to meet adequately the demands that accompany 
them. Wilson noted time in service was a period of emancipation from 
parents, increased responsibility, career choice, early attempts at 
mutual intimacy , and the recognition of one ' s abilities and limitations . 
Wil son proposed that stress producing events in war interfered with this 
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stage of development and caused a retrogression to e arlier modes of 
conflict resolution and eventually led to '' identity diffusion." In 
general, the person with a sense of identity diffusion experiences 
strong anxiety and , at times, alienation from age-mates against whom 
self-defeating comparisons are made . Wilson theorized that after the 
war, these veterans were motivated to move ahead an d reintegrate--but 
several factors, such as America's "reasonable " doubt about the war, 
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conditions of society, veterans' psychological task of finding meaning 
and p urpose t o hi s ac tions in the military, combined as factors that 
intensified the need to establish a firmer sense of ego-identity while 
actually thwarting their ability to find their niche and to process this 
psychosocial task. Wilson a lso obse rve d that stress- inducing events 
could, under certain circumstances, accelerate psychosocial developme nt. 
Wilson concluded from his research t hat trauma tic war neuroses are, 
thus more than an overpowering of t he ego due to a specific 
event or set of experiences. Rather , it must be understood 
as a trauma that produces retrogression and affects the core 
organismic processes of ego- ide ntity, motivation, and moral 
judgment. In retrogression the total set of stress exper-
iences seems to shatter a sense of s e lf-sameness and 
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continuity to the point of severe self-estrangement . 
Once returning from the interruption caused by service in Vietnam, 
Wilson believed a complex set of soc ial, political, and economic factors 
undermined the period of psychosocial moratorium that usually permits an 
individual to unify e lements of ego identity. 
Wilson's research was among the f irst to provide a thorough and 
scientific investigation into veterans ' readjustment that was well 
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grounded in the principles of research. While this study has as its 
weak points a retrospective self-report by subjects, a se lf-selected , 
non-random volunteer sample, and a speculative theoretical framework, it 
was conducted with careful attention to how t h ese problems might have 
influenced the results observed. Wilson' s work is unique in that h e was 
one of the few who tried to understand PTSD in a broader perspective and 
proposed a specific psychosocial theory for understanding this pheno-
menon . 
The most up-to-date , thorough research yet conducted, is under the 
auspices of the Veterans Administration titled "Legacies of Vietnam: 
Comparative Adjustment of Veterans and Their Peers" (Egendorf , et al., 
1981). This second major research effort is an eight year study 
researched by the Center for Policy Research in New York which undertook 
a multiple site, nationwide probability survey of Vietnam veterans 
matched for age and race with men who were in the military but not in 
Vietnam during the Vietnam-era and with civilian controls. They ha ve 
looked at various stages of the veterans experiences and utilized both 
demographic and psychological measures to assess their adjustment . 
The researchers questioned a total of 1,340 men ( 714 veterans and 
626 non-veterans ) in eight u.s. cities and two rural communities in the 
South and Midwest. Utilizing two successive waves of data collection 
and various statistical sampling techniques to insure a representative 
sampl e which matched the profile of veterans and non-veterans during 
that era. They compil ed a sample of 842 Whites, 415 Blacks, and 83 
Hispanics who were sampled from represe ntative sites in each of the four 
following regions of the U.S., Northeaste rn, South ern , Midwestern, and 
Western. 
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There we re various measures used in order t o tap a wide r ange of 
adjustment areas. A c ombat exposure scale was used as a measur e o f 
experience and degree of stressors for the veterans . Psychiatric 
Epid emiology Research Interview (PERI) scales which attempt to tap 
general dimensions of emot i onal wel l-being was revised slightly and used 
as a measure of psychological adjustment. In addition, a Stress scale 
was devi sed by selecting items based on a review of the literature of 
traumatica lly stressed populations (e .g. study of combat v e terans from 
WW II , findings with P.O.W. 's from Korea, studies of concentration camp 
survivors , description o f the survivors of the Buffalo Creek Dam 
Collapse , a nd a number of studies of Vietnam veterans). The decision to 
include a n item on the Stress scale was made if any symptom was 
me ntioned 75% of the time . A total of 23 s ymptoms were chosen a nd a 
five point Lik e rt-type scale ranging from occurring "v ery often" to 
"never" was used to measure a response that occurred in the past 1 2 
months and whether or not it wa s still present. Along with these 
administered scales, extensive biological, d e mographic and historica l 
data was c o llected. 
A study as ext ensive as this provides an e normous amount of data 
and many findings. This review, therefore, will only highlight the 
observations made and conclusions drawn. The first area explore d was 
t h e e ducation and work careers of the sample. With an overall con-
clus ion that the military had a negative impact on educational and 
occupa tional attainment, the a uthors observe more specifically that the 
mos t important pre-military characteristic in e xplaining post-military 
d i fferences is education level at the ages of entry into the military. 
They find that only 20% of those veterans who h a d served in Vietnam 
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completed work for college degrees. They also believe that current 
occupational deficiencies are largely attributable to their educational 
deficiencies. 
Post-war trauma, which looked at social and psychological problems 
of Vietnam veterans in the aftermath of the Vietnam war , was the second 
major area studied. Specifically , the problem areas studied were 
alienation, psychiatric symptoms, medical problems, drug and alcohol 
use, and troubles with the law. This section, which utilized the Stress 
and PERI scales, observed significant differences between Vietnam 
veterans and Vietnam-era veterans, different geographic locations , and 
once again identified that Vietnam veterans felt different upon home-
coming from previous veterans. 
When using the PERI scales three items which were identified as 
failing to distinguish between veterans and non-veterans are, depres-
sion, recurrent thoughts of how they might die, and memory problems . 
Exposure to combat was found to be associated with four kinds of 
problems: substance abuse (self-perceived) ; emotional problems, trouble 
with the law, and medical problems. Although the majority of Vietnam 
veterans did not believe the war had a long-term negative effect on 
their personal development, the authors believed that the subjects' 
responses offered different insight. 
It becomes clear that combat and exposure to death and dying 
exerted a profound impact. While the end result of their 
experiences, such as becoming mature, might be viewed 
positively, many men acknowledge that pain and distress was 
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associated with the process. 
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Some of the positive effects c ited were, maturity, self-confide nce, 
positively influenced self-image and behavior, awareness and compass ion. 
The negative effects cited were around the focu s on death and brutality. 
The third major a rea studied explo r ed at some of the causes, conse-
quences, and natural ly occurring support systems that influenced long-
term stress reactions. This volume found that lower c urrent educationa l 
attainme nt, l ower income , a nd irregular or unsatisfying employment were 
all associated with higher leve ls of stress among Vietnam veterans and 
especially a mong combat veterans. Some of the identified e ffects of 
s upport systems were that, marri e d veterans we re better off than unmar-
ried, but only if they have positive social support. Also, for those 
who lived in cities, vetera n friend s ma de a positive differe nce , while 
those who live d in smalle r communities and had veteran fri ends were more 
l ike ly to show s tress reactions. 
In their examination of why some men changed in thei r degree of 
stress from the period immediate ly after the war to the p resent, some 
evidence wa s found to support suggestions that stre ss reactions can 
undergo lengthy latency or symptom-free periods b efore manifesting 
themselves. Howe v e r, the authors also found some evidence to support 
the argument tha t stress r eactions might diminish s imply in response to 
the l ength of time that has elapsed since a man left the military, 
a ddressing the question of a stress evapora tion or residual stress 
perspective. 
The f inal area investigated was the extent to which ve terans h ad 
"worked through " the ir war experiences by conducting a case by case 
study of 403 me n. By "working through," the authors meant a r efl e ction 
or process of repeated focusing of attention in a fre s h and open way on 
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ey e ieved this aspects of experience that are difficult to grasp. Th b 1· 
experience provided such things as new insights, lessons learned, 
broader post-war perspectives on themselves and their worlds , and an 
appreciation of life. Through various qualitative sorting judgments, 
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ores a l ed inner the researchers found that approximately one-fifth had f t 1 
conflict through emotional avoidance, about one-half remained troubled 
by war experiences that are unresolved, and almost one-third had made 
considerable headway in coming to grips with their war experiences. 
They be lieved that most Vietnam veterans deal with the war by either 
avoiding troubling issues, blaming the unease they f eel on others 
(government or politicians), or by resigning themselves to self-pity or 
self-blame. The researchers also felt that those veterans who had 
assumed r e sponsibility for the implications of their experiences are 
p e rhaps adjusting the best . They emphasized this by observing that, 
Most noteworthy of all, we find that unresolved war experi-
ences are a better predictor of global problems in the present 
than is the fact of having been in heavy combat. Thus, we 
conclude that these data support the view that the failure to 
come to grips with troubling war experiences detracts from 
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Vietnam veterans' overall adjustment. 
As stated in the introduction, the researchers conclude that the 
war was an "undigested experience" which for a significant number is far 
from resolved. Their analyses were able to break down their findings to 
subgroups by race, ethnicity, education, combat exposure, geographic 
locations and many more influencing factors. While these findings serve 
as a major contribution to the understanding of the individual male 
veterans' current adjustment, this study fails to paint a similar 
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p icture for f emale veterans. It does , h owever , serve to emphasiz e the 
fact that adjustment problems are not the same for everyone and are 
strongly influe nced by pre-service, service and post- service factors. 
This research also provides some answers to t he questions of dis s ipa tion 
o r e nduring effects of war, 
In terms of glob a l measures of adjustme nt--mental heal t h 
measures that are based on how me n feel about their lives as a 
who l e , for e xample--those differences between veterans and 
oth e rs that can b e attributed to mi litary or combat duty h a v e 
ceased to b e s ignificant . When we focus , however , on a 
variety of more specific and delimited areas o f functio n--job 
status , educational achievement , drug and a l cohol use , arres ts , 
and stress-relate d symptoms- - differences r e main pronounce a. 27 
It becomes clear that the perspective observed depends on the focus of 
the measures , but with either view , it is c l ear t h e re i s much t hat 
r emains to be kn own about the distress some veterans are experiencing . 
Female Vietnam Veterans 
As stated earlier , unti l now t h ere have been no scientifi c research 
inqui ries into women Vi etnam veterans , their experiences , and their 
mental h ealth adjustment that this researche r has bee n ab l e to l ocate . 
What is known about these women stems from anecdotal evidence and 
se l f -reports in the popular literature whi c h suggests t hat women veter-
a ns' experiences in Vietnam and their reactions to t h e m are s i milar to 
t h o se of male veterans. The research e ffo r t unde rtaken h ere a ttempted 
to ascertain if t h ese experiences and reacti ons were restricted to a f e w 
vocal women , o r whethe r , they were s i mi l ar to the ma l e veterans who , 
previously research h as shown experienced a wide range of psycho l ogical 
readjustment probl e ms, t h e most common of whi c h is PTSD . 
l) ;1gc 29 i s ll <l l 111 i :;s Lng . The pages were misnumbered by 
th e D 1tL l10 1- . 
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Subjects 
CHAPTER I II 
METHODOLOGY 
The respondent sumpl e for this s tudy consisted of subjects drawn 
from the Vietnam Vet ~r a n s o f America association (VVA). This list 
contained women who volun~arily contacted the WA expressing interest in 
t h e exp rie nces of f e ma l e Vietnam veterans. All of the women sampled 
were themselves Vietnam veterans and served in various medical posi-
tions. The respondents were a ll female a nd t heir age ranged from 32 to 
67 y ears o f age . Thy r e sided in various areas of the Unite d States 
representing 31 stat s and Canada. Preliminary letters we r e sent to 127 
women reques ting t hei r p a rticipation . An initial return rat e of 88.14% 
was achieve d yielding 97 subjects who were willing to participate. 
Table 1 shows t h e r e turn rates . 
Of the 97 s urve y s ma i l ed out , 89 we re returne d from nurses who had 
served in Vietnam , f o ur 'ndicated they were not medical personnel, on e 
had not b een sta tioned i n Vietnam, and three surveys were not returned. 
This yielde d a f inal s urv ey r eturn rate of 96 . 91% . 
Instrumentation 
The instrume ntatio n used was des i gn e d to look primarily at Post-
Traumatic Stress Disorde r a nd consist ed of 6 parts : Section I--
bio-demographica l data ; S c tion II-- (Scale 1) identificati on of 
stressors in the Vie tna m xperience ; Section III--(Scale 2 ) stress 
symptoms and t h e i r i c ide c e rates ; Section IV-- (Sca l e 2 ) physical 
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Table 1 
Return Rates for Research Study 
N Response 
127 Prel iminary letters sent 
14 No Response 
9 Undeliverable by Post Office 
104 Returns 
104/118 = 88 .14% Initial Return Rate 
Subsample 
N 
104 
97 
5 
2 
Respondents 
N 
97 
89 
4 
1 
(-) 3 
94 
Response 
Respondents 
Yes's 
No's 
Not in Vietnam 
Respondents 
Surveys Sent 
Nurses in Vietnam 
- Returned 
Not Nur ses 
- Returned 
Not in Vietnam - Returned 
Not Returned 
Returne d 
94/97 = 96.91% Survey Return Rate 
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symptoms and their incidence rates ; Section v--(Scale 3 and 4) stress 
symptoms and their possible dates of onset and resolution; and Section 
VI--general questions about the effect of the Vietnam experi ence (see 
Appendix A) . 
Sectio n I--Biographical data. Respondents simply filled in 
information and biographical data . Thi s section consisted of 29 items. 
Section II--Identification of stressors in the Vietnam Experience. 
In this section responses were measured on a 5 position (0-4) Likert-
type scale. Responses ranged as follows: (0) Never= Experie nce did 
not occur, (1) Rarely= Experience occurred one time every month, (2 ) 
Occasionally= Expe rience occurred one time every two weeks, (3) Often 
Experience occurred one or two times each week, and (4) Very often= 
Experience occurred three or more times a week. Instructions for this 
section read: "Below is a list of questions that are about your 
experiences in Vietnam and what you have thought about them. Please 
read each one carefully. After you have done so, circle one of the 
numbered spaces to the right that best describes the frequency that 
experience happe ned to you. Circle only one numbered space for each 
qu e stion and do not skip any items." Thi s section consists of 38 items. 
Section III--Stress symptoms and incidence rates. These responses 
were also measured on a 5 position (0-4) Likert-type scale. Responses 
ranged as follows: (0) Not at all= Problem does not occur, (1) A 
little bit = 1-9 times a month, (2 ) Moderately= 10-14 times a month, 
(3) Quite a bit= 15-20 times a month, and (4) Extremely= 21-30 times a 
month. Instructions for this section read: "Below is a list of 
problems and complaints that some Vietnam Era veterans sometime s have. 
Please read each one carefully. After you have done so, please circl e 
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one of t h e numbered spaces to the right that best describes HOW MUCH 
THAT PROBLEM HAS BOTHERED OR DISTRESSED YOU DURING THE PAST SIX (6) 
MONTHS INCLUDING TODAY. Circle only one numbere d space for each problem 
keeping in mind the d e finition of frequency for each numbered space. Do 
not skip any items." This section consisted of 110 items. 
Section IV--Physical symptoms and incidence rates. This sections' 
r e sponses we r e made by filling in the blank. Instructions for this 
section read: "How many times per month did you e xperience 
a nd then listed 18 items related to physical symptoms. 
?" 
Section V--Stress symptoms and possible dates of onset and resolu-
tion. These responses were me asured on a temporal scale: Homecoming to 
1 year , 1 year to 5 years , 5 years to 10 years, 10 years to now, and 
s till present. Instructions for this section r e ad: "The fo llowing list 
contains symptoms that some Vietnam Era veterans sometimes experi ence . 
Read each symptom a nd if you experi e nced it, place a check in the year 
after Vietnam when you FIRST felt it begin. Place a check if you 
consider the symptom STILL PRESENT today. If the symptom NEVER 
occurred , DO NOT check any box. Keep in mind that Homecoming is the 
first six months after Vietnam." This section consisted of 38 items . 
Section v--General Questions . This part consists of open-ended 
questions. The instructions read: "For the following questions, please 
describe your experiences in your own words. If the re is not e nough 
room, you may attach an additional page." This section consisted of 8 
items. 
The general format of the instrument and Sections I , III, IV, a nd 
IV were adapted with permission from the Vietnam Era Stress Inventory by 
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John P. Wilson and Gustave E . Krauss (1980) designed for male vete rans. 
Most of Section II's items were adapted by permission from personal 
correspondence with Joan Barron, R.N., (VA Medical Center) from her 
informal research on female Vietnam nurses. Section v along with 
various items on all other sections were derived empirically as a result 
of literature review, in the following manner. 
In the initial stages , certain items relevant only to male veterans 
were dropped . All other relevant items were revised to address female 
rather than male veterans. Language was changed in an attempt to rid 
the test of any discriminatory gender references. All of the items were 
then sorted and critiqued by two judges who discarded items that were 
either ambiguous or overlapping. The original instrument consisted of 
213 items. 
Once the first draft of the instrument was completed, it was 
reviewed by various judges (including 2 Vietnam nurses and a counselor 
who works with veterans). As a result, 2 items were dropped, 12 were 
a dded and 22 questions were changed for the sake of clarification. The 
new and final instrument consists of 223 items. 
Re liability and Validity. Reliability and validity data for this 
instrument did not exist at the time of this research effort. There-
fore, in the analysis, Cronbach alpha statistics were cal culated in 
order to derive internal consistency data for the subsections of the 
instrument . 
Procedures 
The administration of the instrument was conducted in the spring 
and summer of 1982 . All female Vietnam veterans on the VVA's mailing 
list received a letter from the investigator explaining the study's 
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intent (see Appendix B), and a l etter f r om the National Women's Director 
of t h e VVA endorsing t hi s project (see Appendix C) . 
At this point the subjects were kept blind from the inve stigator 
a nd given a code number . This was done to protec t the individua ls who 
did not wish to participate and to allow for foll ow up (via code number ) 
on those who did not respond. The WA sent out these first 2 letters to 
their mailing list, as drawn from the ir computer , requesting partici-
pation . Thi s initia l mailing also included a return post card addresse d 
to the investigator for their response. 
Once permission was gaine d, each subj ect received a packet con-
taining: a questionnaire, return e nve l ope , and a list of professional 
mental health referrals in the subject's s tate of r es idence (drawn 
together by t h e VVA). (See App ndix D. ) If there was no response 
within 2 we e k s , a fo llow-up l etter wa s mai led requesting their partici-
pation again and reminding them abou t the questionna ire . (See Appendix 
E) . After 3 weeks , a second an d final reminder was mailed out. (See 
Appendix F) . 
The results were h and tallied and analyzed. Each partic ipant 
received a debriefing and a summary of the fi ndings afte r completion. 
Arrangements were made to provide a telephone referral service and 
debriefing to any woman who wanted it during the time of the survey 
administration. Subjects were given a telephone number where the 
experimenter could be reach e d in t h e event that completion of the 
questionnaire e licited a nxiety or depressive reactions, or catalyzed t h e 
need for mental health se rvices . In the event of any unfortunate 
side - effects , the researcher consulte d with the APGA insurance firm 
(Fred S. James & Co . of Texas , Inc .) and officials there indicated that 
insured parties are covered if they become liable as a resul t of this 
investigation. 
Design and Analys is 
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Descriptive data--means , standard deviations , and percentages we r e 
calculated for all items in t h e inventory. Other statis tics u sed were: 
Secti on I- -Stepwise multiple regress ion analysis (Morrison, 1 976), using 
demographic data and symptom scores; Section II--Cronbach a lpha test of 
internal cons i stency (to provide evide nce that each scale is measuring 
events that are internally stable) and item-scale intercorrelations; 
Sections II I, IV, and V had Cr onbach alphas and item-sca l e intercor-
re l at i ons ca l c ula t ed as we ll. In addition, intercorrelations were 
calculated between t h e stressor scale a nd each of the the symptom 
scales . Section V consisted of a content s ummary analysis. Finally, a 
correlation matrix for al l variables was constructed. 
Sampl e Demographics 
CHAPTER IV 
RESU LTS 
Several biographical questions we r e included in the questionnaire 
in order to gath er informat ion about subjects' backgrounds, experiences 
in Vietnam, and c urrent lives . A frequency analysis was used to 
determine means, standard deviations, ranges, and/or fr equencies of 
biographical data variables. 
The current average age of the respondents was 38.3 years old. 
Although ages ranged from 32 to 67 years , 74 . 6% fell into one age group 
( 34 to 39 ). (See Appendix G for all sample demographics.) The 
respondents ' ages when first serving in Vietnam were obviously younger, 
ranging from 21 to 51 years of age with a mean age of 25.1 years . 
Seventy percent of respondents fe ll into one age group (22 to 2 5). 
The sample of 87 women was 93 .1% White, 2 . 3% American I ndian/ Native 
American, 1. 1 % Black, 2 .3 % Hispan ic and 1.1% Oth e r. 
Prior to entering the mili tary , all sub j ects had compl eted high 
school with 21.8% h aving had some college/professional school exper-
ience, 74.7% having comple t ed college/profess ional school and 1.1% 
having compl eted graduate work. of the 45.9% who spec ified the ir 
degrees , a ll h e ld various Bachelor l eve l degrees. 
Current edu cation leve l showed 14. 9% having some co l lege/profes-
sional school, 51.7% having completed college/professional school, 9.2% 
having some graduate work and 23.0% having comp l eted graduate work. Of 
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the 55.9% who specified their degrees, 6.1 % held Associate degrees; 
12 ·2% held Registered Nurse degrees, 38.8% held Bachelor degrees, 36.
7% 
held Master's degrees and 6.0% held various specialized certificate s. 
Job histories reveal ed that 75.9% of the women were still in 
nursing positions. They held an average of 4.6 jobs since leaving 
Vietnam and had remained in the nursing profession for an average of 
years (within individual responses that ranged from 1 to 17 years). 
9.2 
Income levels varied considerably with 5.7% earning $0-5,000 per 
year , 10.3 % earning $5 ,0001-l0,000, 5.7% earning $10,001-15,000, 12 . 6% 
earning $15,001-20,000, 26. 4% earning $20,001-25,000, 14.9% earning 
$25,001-30,000, 19.5% earning 30,000 or over, and 1.1% who were retired. 
Only 2.3% of the women were married at the time they entered the 
military and they had been married an average of 3.5 years when they 
served . Present marital status revealed that of those respondents who 
were currently married, 40.2% had never been divorced, 5.7% had 
previously been divorced and 2.3% had a common law marriage. Of those 
women who were not married , 5.7% were separated , 20.7% were single, 
20.7% were divorced and still single, 1.1% were divorced and living with 
a "lover ," and 3.4% were living with a "lover." 
Pregnancy histories showed that the mean number of pregnancies 
reported was 
1
_
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; miscarriages .30; abortions .14; live births .78; 
still births .05; and children .86. Fifty-four percent had no children, 
11.5% had one child, 28 .5% had two children, 5.7 % had three children. 
Respondents served in several branches of the military. Ninety and 
eight-tenths percent were in the Army, 5 . 7% were in 
th
e Air Force, and 
3.4% were in the Navy. Within the Army, ranks of subjects ranged from 
II 
Ill 11 
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Se c ond Lie utena nt to Lieutenant Colone l, with 44.8 % and 40.2 % of t h e 
total p o p ulatio n being First Lieutenants and Captains, respec tively. In 
the Air Forc e, 1.1% we re Captains and 1.1% Colonels. Within the Navy, 
1.1% we r e E-4, 1.1% Lieutena nt Commande r and 1.1% Commander. 
The responde nts h e ld vario us medical positions in Vie tnam. Staff 
nurse , e me rge ncy room nurse, h e ad or charge nurse, inte nsive care unit 
nurse and me dic al surge ry nurse accounted for 67.5 % of all jobs held. 
The various positions are listed in Appendix G. 
The mean number of y e ars spent in the military was 4.8 and ranged 
from 1 to 24 years . The mean numbe r of months in the milita ry prior to 
se rving in Vie tnam wa s 16.5 and the me an number of months the subjects 
r e ma ine d in the military a fter the Vi e tnam tour was 15.3. All respond-
e nts were disc h a rge d favorably from military servic e with 90.8% 
receiving a honorable discharge , 1.1% r e c e iving a medica l discharge, 
2 . 3% r e ceiving me dical r e tirement and 3.4% still in military service. 
Some wo me n did r e -enlist after the ir initial Vietnam tour, but the 
majority, 79.3 % did not. Subj e cts diffe r e d on how the y were sent to 
Vietna m with 66.7 % voluntee ring willingly, 24.1% routinely tra nsferred, 
a nd 3.4% v o lunteering a gainst own will. Six and nine-tenths percent of 
t h e women did mo re than one tour in Vietnam with an a verage first tour 
l ength of 12.1 mo nths and ave rage second tour l e ngth o f 18.0 mon ths. 
The ove r a ll mean f o r total months in Vietnam was 12.6. 
Whe n a sked about their fe e lings relate d t o going to Vie tnam, 50.6% 
o f the resp o nde nts fe lt very positive, 26.4% felt some what positive , 
5. 7% f e lt neutral, 5.7 % f e l t somewhat ne gative, 6. 9% f e lt v e ry ne gative 
and 2.3 % we r e not sure or did no t r e member how the y felt (V). The 
majority o f subj e cts, 65.5 % f e lt e ither very well or f a irly well traine d 
medically for Vietnam, although 18.4% felt they needed some more 
training and 14.9% felt undertrained or poorly trained medically. 
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Almost all subjects, 96.6% corresponded continuously with someone 
back home during their tour in Vietnam. Those who responded positively 
corresponded with an average of four persons. 
Twenty and seven-tenths percent of these women veterans reported 
suffering some type of injury or disability in Vietnam. 
When asked if they had sought help for any mental health problems , 
48.3 % responded they had, but, only 42.9% of those veterans ever dis-
cussed Vietnam. 
Summary--Sample Demographics 
The women sampled for this study are similar to one another in 
several areas . Almost all the women are White, fall within the age 
group of 34 to 39 and are highly educated both currently and prior to 
their entrance in the military (84.0% currently hold, at the minimum, a 
college level diploma). Slightly less than one-half of the respondents 
are currently married, one-quarter have been divorced, and few have 
children (less than 50%). 
The responses seem to indicate that although incomes are fairly 
high (approximate ly 39 .0% earn between $15,000-25,000 and 35.0% earn 
$25 ,000 or over) respondents have h eld a fairly high number of jobs 
since leaving Vietnam. For some responses it is unclear whether their 
income levels reflect joint or singular incomes. 
Almost all women sampled were in the Army, served for one tour of 
1 2 months (although they spent a longer period of time in military 
service) and although the women did hold various nursing positions, the 
majority were r e late d to emergency, intensive care or surgical proce-
dures . 
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Very few of these women reported ne gative feelings about going t o 
Vietnam. Slightly over one-third, however, felt that they needed either 
more medical training or believed they were unde r or poorly trained. 
Almost one-half of the responde nts r eported having sought profes -
sional help for a mental h ealth problem, but less than one-half of those 
seek ing help e ver discussed their experiences in Vietnam in counse ling. 
Reliability of Quest i onnaire Scales 
Cronbach alpha statistics we r e calculated in order to establish 
internal consistency data for the subsections of t he instrument. Alphas 
ranged from .87 to .98. 
Stressor Scale--For items 30 to 67 the mean score was 72 .15 with a 
standard deviation of 20.30. Cronbach a lpha was .91. 
Scale 1--(Stress symptoms and incidence rates .) For ite ms 68 to 
159 the scal e mean was 82.76 with a standard deviation of 68.23. 
Cronbach alpha was .98. 
Scale 2--(Stress and physical symptoms). For items 160 to 17 7 the 
sca le mean was 35.22 with a standard deviation of 15.59. Cronbach alpha 
was .89 . 
Scale 3--(Stress symptoms and possible dates of onset ) . For items 
178A to 215A the scale mean was 66.52 with a standard deviation of 
14.14. Cronbach alpha was .94. 
Scal e 4--(Stress symptoms and possible dates of r eso lution). For 
items 177B to 215B the scale mean was 55.39 with a standard deviation of 
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Table 2 
Cr o nbach Alpha Analyses Of Internal 
Consis tency For All Scales 
Grand 
Scale Mean S.D. Mean Alpha 
Stressor Scal e 
( Items 30-6 7 ) 72.14 20 . 299 1. 90 . 91 
Scale l - Stress 
Sympto ms and Incidence 
(Items 68-159 ) 82.77 68.229 .90 .98 
Sca l e 2 - Physical 
Symptoms and Incidence 
(Items 1 60-1 77 ) 35 .22 15.588 1.96 .89 
Scale 3 - Onset of 
Symptoms 
(Items 178- 215 ) 66.52 14.143 1. 75 . 94 
Scal e 4 
- Pre sence 
or Absence of Symptoms 
I 
( Items 1 78- 215) 55.395 5.931 1.46 .88 I I II 
1, I'' I , 
S.93. Cronbach alpha was .88. Table 2 has a summary of this informa-
tion. 
~ummary--Reliability Analysis 
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The reliability analyses indicate fairly high internal consistency 
and evidence that each of the sub-scales is measuring events that are 
internally stable . 
!'.!equencies of Stressor and Stress Responses 
Item statistics were computed in order to obtain means, standard 
deviations, maximum and minimum values , and frequencies. 
On the Stressor Scale four items were reported by more than 50% of 
the subjects as having occurred "Very Often" (3 or more times each 
week). They were: 
30. Taking care of American soldiers . 
31. Taking care of wounded Vietnamese soldiers. 
47. Seeing the mutilation of young bodies. 
48. Not knowing what happened to a patient after they left your 
care. 
Eight items that were reported by more than 50% of the subjects in the 
combined categories of "Often" (1 to 2 times a week) and "Very Often" (3 
or more times a week). These items were: 
32. Taking care of wounded civilians . 
33. Taking care of wounded children and women. 
37 . Taking care of Americas that later died. 
41. Having personnel shortages. 
42. Having equipment and supply shortages. 
43. Having a continual stream of casualties . 
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50 . Feeling tired (lack of sleep) both mentally and physical l y. 
64. Fe eling the need to negate the emotions you experienced at the 
time in orde r to get through the experience. 
In c ontrast, two items that were reported by more than 75% of the 
r espondents a s having "Never Occurred" were: 
53. Actively participating in or aiding in the death of wounded 
Vietnamese in order to medically assist American soldiers. 
55. Ac tively participating in helping a patient who requested to 
b e allowed to die. 
On Scale l which elicits stress symptoms or responses, there were 
54 s ymptoms that 50% or more of the women reported as having not 
o c c urre d at all . These items appear in Appendix H. Percentages were 
cons iderabl y l ower in the categories "Quite a bit" and "Extremely " which 
a cco unted for those symptoms occ urring 15 to 30 times a month. The 
following eight items had a combined frequency rate of 25% or more among 
a ll r e spondents: 
7 9. Experiencing anger . 
102. Experie ncing a fear of losing l oved ones . 
105 . Getting into fights with others . 
119. Feeling t hat you are different than you were before going to 
Vie tnam (that your sense of identity just won't come together 
in the right way). 
120. Fe e ling self-conscious as a Vi e tnam veteran. 
1 29 . Feeling like you are sti ll searching for something in your 
life but just cannot seem to find it. 
] 4 7. Having a n e motional or phys ical reaction whe n you hear a 
helicopte r . 
149. Thoughts that i t is hard to really believe that Vietnam 
happened to you. 
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Two items were reported by at leas t 25% of the subj ects in the "Extremely " 
(21 to 30 times a month) category: 
1 35 . Feeling cynical about governmental processes , agencies, a nd 
politics . 
1 37 . The fee ling that you were us e d by the government for serving 
in Vietnam. 
Scal e 2 which e licits physical symptoms that respondents exper-
ience d shows that a lthough s ubjects' responses did range the full scal e 
from one to 30 times a month on almos t all ite ms, fully h a lf (50%) of 
these p hysical symptom ite ms fell in the "Ne ver" t o "l to 5" times a 
month range . 
Scale 3 examined the possible dates of onset of symptoms . The 14 
ite ms that were identified by more than 50% of the sample as having 
f irst occurred sometime between homecoming a nd now appear in Appendix I. 
Looking only at those women who r eporte d the se s ymptoms, there we re 
2 7 ite ms t h at we r e r eported by more than 50 % of the respondents as 
occurring first during the time between homecoming a nd one year. These 
items are reported in Appendix J. In the response category "One to 
Five " years post-Vietnam, four items were reported by over 25% of the 
subjects . These items are presented i n Appendix K. 
On l y one item was reported by more than 25% to have occurred first 
betwee n five to 10 years after Vie tnam. 
205 . Emotional distance from c hildren and concern about anger 
alienating c hildren , husband, and others. 
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Scale 4 ascertains whether the symptoms reported in Scale 3 are 
still present . Twenty-six items were reported as still present by over 
50% of the women. They are presented in Appendix L. 
Finally, frequencies for all items of the questionnaire appear in 
Appendix M. 
Sununary--Frequency Data 
The frequency data showed a wide range of responses. The Stressor 
Scale, which tallied the type of experiences the respondents faced in 
Vietnam , showed that although there were a few items which were reported 
very high (patient care) or very low (participation in death), the 
majority of items were moderate and ranged between "Rarely" and "Very 
Often. " 
Scale 1 reveals quite a few symptoms as having occurred "Not at 
all " and similarly, very few which had high percentages in the ''Quite a 
bit" or ''Extremely" categories. It should be noted, however, that even 
though the percentages of respondents reporting symptoms in these 
categories alone is often less than 25% , when combining "Moderate ly, 
Quite a bit, and Extremely" (problem occurs from 10 to 30 times a month) 
approximately one-third of the items were endorsed by 25% or more of the 
subjects. 
Scale 2 which tallied physical symptoms reported by subjects also 
indicated a fair ly low rate of occurrence of symptoms for many of the 
women. It should be noted h ere also, that positive responses are few 
(bu t significant) in the categories which range from 6 to 20 times a 
month. 
Scales 3 and 4 taken together examined possible dates of onset 
and/or resolution of symptoms. For those subjects who report having 
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these symptoms, approximate ly 70% of the items were identified as having 
occurred within the time between homecoming and one year . For approxi-
mately 70% of the items , symptoms were r eported as still present t o day. 
Multiple Regression Analysis on Symptoms 
Four stepwise multiple regression analyses were computed regressing 
specific demographic data on each o f the four symptom scales . Multiple 
r egr ession is a statistical technique that allows an analysis of the 
relationship between a dependent variable--Scales 1 , 2, 3, and 4 ; and a 
set of predictor variables--mental health h e lp, number o f people 
corresponding with, feelings toward going to Vietnam, how adequately 
medical ly traine d, Stressor scale , number of tours, total number of 
months i n Vietnam, education prior to serving, and age when sent t o 
Vietnam. This a nalysis allowed a step by step inclusion of each 
variable, c ummulative ly adding them together to account for the 
variability of the symptom scal e s cores. 
Table 3 i s a s ummary of the r esults of the multiple r e gression 
analysis on the depende nt variable Scale 1. 
Table 3 inc ludes correlation s for each variable when included in 
the multiple r egress i o n analysis , and the r squared a nd the change in r 
squared as each variable is a dde d . Two F ratios a re presented (F and F 
alon e ). The first ratio (F) represents a test of significance for each 
variable whe n it is inc lude d with the rest of the variables in t h e 
a nalysis . Th e second ratio (F alon e ) r epresents a t e st of significance 
for each variable when it is u sed as the onl y predictor of the dependent 
variable in this case , Scal e 1 (Stressors). The F (alone) ratio for 
s eeking mental health h elp (F=ll.856 , d.f . =1, 77 , p< . 01 ) ; f eelings of h ow 
a dequate l y medically trained for the assignment in Vie tna m (F=4 . 083, 
.. 
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Table 3 
Multiple Regression Analysis Of Inde pendent variables 
On Stress Symptoms And I ncidence Rate s 
Independent Multiple r r Square Simple F 
Variable r Square Change r 
-
Seeking Mental 
Health He lp . 3717 .1381 .1381 . 3717 9. 52 
Number Corres-
ponded With .37 98 .1443 .006 2 
-.0921 .63 
Feelings Toward 
Going to Vietnam .4031 .1625 .0182 .1492 .86 
How We ll 
Medically Trained .4228 .1787 .0163 . 2181 .7 7 
Stressor Scale .5327 .2837 .1050 . 3718 11.43 
Number of Tours 
In Vietnam .5426 .2944 .0107 
-.1439 3.56 
Tota l Months 
In Vietnam .5650 .3192 . 0248 -.0747 2.58 
Education Prior 
To Military .5663 . 320 7 .0015 -.0077 .18 
Age In Vietnam .5664 .3208 .0001 -.06 25 .01 
*p< .05 
**p<.01 
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F 
Alone 
11.86** 
.73 
1. 91 
4.08* 
11. 87** 
1. 78 
.48 
.01 
.34 
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d . f . =1 , 77 , p<.05 ) and the Stressor Scale (F=ll.86 7 , d.f.=1,77, p< . 01) 
were s ignificant as predictor variables for Scale 1. 
Table 4 i s a s ummary of the results f or Scale 2 (stress symptoms). 
The F (alone ) ratio for seeking me ntal health h elp (F=9 . 621, d.f.=1, 77 , 
p< . 01 ) and the Stressor Scale (F=4 . 364 , d.f=l,77, p< .05) were s igni-
ficant as predictor v ariables for Scale 2 . 
Tables 5 and 6 show the summaries of the multiple regression 
analysis for Scale 3 and Scale 4 r espectively. There were no signi -
ficant predictor variables for these sca l es . Tab l e 7 shows an inter-
correlation matrix among al l variable s. 
Summary--Multiple Regres sion 
Mul tiple regres sion analysis has been uti lized as a method through 
whi ch the relationship between the criterion variables of symptom scale 
score s and various predictor variables may be examine d. This analys is 
a llowed a summarization of the dependence of the criterion v ariab l e on 
t h e predictor variables. It indicated that seeking menta l hea l t h he lp , 
f ee lings of how adequately medically trained and the Stressor scale are 
statistically significant predictors fo r Scale 1 and that seeking me ntal 
health h e lp a nd the Stressor scale are also significant predictors for 
Scal e 2 . 
Corre l ational Analysis 
Two Pearson corre lation stati stics were calc ulate d in orde r to 
examine intercorre lations a mong the vari ab l es . The first examines 
corre l ations b e tween e ach of the fol lowing scal es : Stress , Scale 1, 2 , 
3 , and 4 and each of the d e mographic variables. Coefficients s how a . 26 
corre l ation b e tween the Stressor scal e and a respondent's pos itive 
Tab l e 4 
Multiple Regression Analysis Of Independent Variable s 
On Physical Symptoms And Incide nce Rates 
Independent Multiple r r Square Simple F 
Variable r Square Change r 
Seeking Me ntal 
Health Help . 34 36 .1181 .1181 . 3436 7 . 67 
Number Corres-
ponded With . 3589 .1288 .0108 - .1164 1.19 
Feelings Toward 
Going to Vi etnam .3992 .1593 . 0305 .1888 2 .2 3 
How Well 
Medi cally '!'rained .4066 .1653 .0060 .183 1 . 43 
Stressor Scal e .4494 . 202 0 . 036 7 . 23141 3.62 
Number of Tours 
In Vietnam .4556 . 207 6 .0056 - .1117 2 .01 
Tota l Months 
In Vietnam .4714 . 2225 .0150 .0635 1.64 
Education Prior 
To Mil itary . 4765 . 22 71 .0046 .0 284 .56 
Age In Vie tnam .4843 . 23 4 6 . 0075 .0071 .7 5 
*p< .05 
**p< .01 
51 
F 
Alone 
9 .62** 
1.10 
2 . 90 
2 .7 3 
4.36* 
1.08 
. 33 
.06 
. 00 
Table 5 
Multiple Regression Analysis Of Independent Variables 
On Possible Onset Of Stress Symptoms 
Independent Multiple r r Square Simple F 
Variable r Square Change r 
Seeking Mental 
Health Help .1315 . 0173 .0173 .1315 2.65 
Number Corres-
p o nded With .1321 .0175 .0002 .0175 .04 
Feelings Toward 
Going to Vietnam .1386 .0192 .0018 -.0374 .01 
How Well 
Medically Trained .1956 .0383 .0191 .1240 1. 39 
Stre ssor Scale .2323 .0539 .0157 .1407 1.32 
Number of Tours 
In Vietnam .2548 .0649 .0110 .0547 2.13 
Total Months 
In Vietnam .2818 .0794 .0145 .0633 . 72 
Education Prior 
To Military .3080 .0949 .0154 -.1066 1. 21 
Age In Vietnam .3138 .0985 .0037 .1118 .31 
52 
F 
Alone 
1. 34 
.02 
.11 
1. 20 
1. 54 
. 23 
.31 
2.16 
.88 
Table 6 
Multiple Regression Analysis Of Independent Variables 
On Possible Resolution Of Stress Symptoms 
Independent Multip l e r r Square Simple F 
-
Variable r Square Change r 
Seeking Mental 
Health He lp .1 224 .0150 .0150 .1224 .47 
Number Corres-
ponded With .1267 .0161 .OOll -.0284 .19 
Fee lings Toward 
Going to Vietnam .1559 .0 243 .0083 -.0938 .75 
Ho w Well 
Medically Trained .1564 .0245 .0001 -.0425 .05 
Stres sor Scale .1586 .0 252 .0007 .0148 . 12 
Number of Tours 
In Vie tnam . 2231 .0498 .0 246 .1613 5.47 
Total Months 
In Vie tnam .3073 .0944 .0447 . 0807 4.05 
Education Prior 
To Military .3074 .0948 .0000 .0103 .00 
Age In Vietnam .3130 . 0980 .0035 -.0172 .30 
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F 
Alone 
1.17 
.06 
. 68 
.14 
.02 
2 .02 
.51 
.00 
. 02 
Table 7 
Intercorrelation Matrix Among All Variables 
Education Number of Total Number Feelings How Well Seeking 
Prior To Tours In Months In Correspond- Toward Going Medically Mental 
Variables Military Vietnam Vietnam ed With To Vietnam Tra i ned Heal th He_lp 
Education Prior 
To Military 1.0000 
Numbe r of Tours 
In Vietnam .1444 1.0000 
Total Months 
In Vietnam -.1731 -.5898 1.0000 
Number Corres-
ponded With .0397 .0622 .0076 1.0000 
Feelings Toward 
Going To Vietnam -.0520 .1286 -.1270 -. 0308 1.0000 
How Well Medi-
cally Trained -.0868 .1341 -.0904 .0 249 .3913 1.0000 
Seeking Mental 
Health Help . 0377 .1893 -.0745 .0368 -.0325 -.1401 1. 0000 
Stressor Scale -.0636 . 0060 -.0393 . 0240 .0398 .1986 -. 0746 
Scale 1 -. 0077 -.143 9 -. 0747 -.09 21 .1492 . 2181 - . 3717 
Scale 2 . 0284 -.111 7 -. 0635 - .1164 .1888 .18 31 -.3436 
Scale 3 -.1066 -.0547 .0633 -.0175 -.0374 -.1 240 -.1315 
u, 
.i::. 
Scale 4 -.0103 - .1613 -. 0807 .0284 . 0938 .0425 -.1 224 
Age In Vietnam -. 0846 -.1005 .2263 .13 78 -. 2108 -.1725 -. 0367 
.:=_::,. __ __ , _ 
Table 7 (Continued) 
Stressor Age In 
Variab les Scale Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4 Vietnam 
Education Prior 
To Military 
Number o f Tours 
In Vietna m 
Total Months 
In Vietnam 
Number Corre s -
ponded \vi th 
Fee lings Toward 
Going To Vietnam 
How Wel l Medi-
cally Trained 
Seeking Mental 
Health Help 
Stressor Scale 1.0000 
Scale 1 .3718 1.0000 
Scale 2 . 23 14 .760 1 1.0000 
Scale 3 -.1407 .2 206 .1170 1 . 0000 
Scale 4 -. 0 148 .5 751 .4760 .2190 1.0000 
Age In Vietnam -.0389 -. 0625 .0071 .1118 -. 0172 1. 0000 lJl lJl 
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response to corresponding with anyone b ack home during the Vie tnam tour, 
.37 correlation between Scale 1 and a pos itive response to having sought 
p r ofess i o nal help, and .31 correlation between Scale 2 and a positive 
response to having suffered a disability o r injury in Vietnam the last 
of which is to b e e xpected since Scale 2 measures physical symptoms. 
Table 8 shows this information. 
The second Pearson correlation compares the Stressor Scale with 
each of t h e symptom scales r evealing a . 37 corre lation between Stressors 
and Scale 1 and . 23 correlation between Stressors and Scale 2 which can 
be seen in Table 9 . 
The effects of age while in Vietnam, medical trai ning, and feel ings 
toward serving in Vietnam on the rela tionship between stressors and 
symptoms we r e controlled (partialed out) using Partial correlations . 
In each case, as Table 10 shows, t h e correlations were not appreciably 
diffe r ent from those found befo r e age , training, and fee lings we re 
removed , indicating that the relationship between stressors a nd symptoms 
is no t mode rate d by the demographics included in this study. 
Open-Ended Questions 
The l ast part of the questionnaire consisted of open-ended, general 
questions . Subjects were asked to describe their experiences in their 
own words . Qu estion #216 asked , "Aside from Vietnam, what other 
important e vents have had a major influence in your life? Please 
d escrib e ." 
In response to this question, most women listed common life ma rkers 
or transitio n s such as marriage, having/or raising childre n, c areer, 
significant relationships, geographic relocation, death of father, 
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Table 8 
Pearson Correlation Between 
All Scales And Demographic Variables 
Stressor 
Variables Scale Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4 
Current Age -.0582 -.0309 .0058 .1377 .0092 
p = . 296 p=. 388 p= .479 p = .102 p=.466 
Race .1214 .1713 .1155 .0042 .0631 
p=.131 p=.056 p= .143 p=.484 p=.281 
Education Prior -.0636 -.0077 .0294 -.1066 - . 0103 
To Military 
p=.279 p=.472 p=.397 p=.163 p=.462 
Type of Degree Held -.1741 -.0820 - . 0010 -.0523 -.1874 
p=.053 p=.225 p=.496 p=.315 p=.041 
Education Since .1740 -.0305 .0599 -.0645 -.2183 
Military 
p=.053 p=.390 p=. 291 p=. 277 p=.021 
Type of Degree .1622 -.0619 -.0721 -.0881 -.2143 
Currently Held 
p=.067 p=.284 p=.254 p=.208 p = .023 
Still in Nursing .1500 .0001 .0546 .1058 .0753 
p=.083 p=.500 p=.308 p = .165 p=.244 
Number of Jobs Held .0832 .1874 .1883 -.0009 .0937 
Since Vietnam 
p=.222 p=.041 p=.040 p=.497 p = .194 
Years In Nursing -.0839 -.0732 -.1574 -.0434 .0456 
p = .220 p=.250 p=.073 p=345 p=.338 
Income Level .0411 -.1462 -.0499 -.0164 -.1670 
p=.353 p=.088 p=.323 p=.440 p=.061 
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Tab l e 8 (Continued ) 
Stressor 
Variables Scal e Scale 1 Scal e 2 Scale 3 Scale 4 
If Marri ed Prior -. 09 77 . 0249 . 0615 - .1528 -. 0 366 
to Vietnam 
p= . 184 p= . 409 p= . 286 p= . 079 p =. 368 
Number of Years -. 2479 . 0464 . 0880 . 1669 . 1025 
Married Prior 
Vietnam p= .010 p=.335 p= . 209 p=.061 p= . 172 
Mari tal Status . 2377 . 0189 .1831 - . 0223 . 0831 
Prior to Vietnam 
p= . 0 1 3 p= .431 p= . 045 p=. 419 p=.222 
Marital Status . 0602 . 1669 . 1228 . 1973 . 0892 
Since Vietnam 
p= . 290 p= . 061 p = . 129 p =. 0 34 p=. 206 
Number of Years -. 0609 -. 0319 - . 01 71 . 2192 -.1233 
Since Vietn am 
Divorce Occurred p= . 288 p= . 385 p= . 438 p= . 021 p= . 1 28 
Number of -. 0447 . 0484 . 0880 - . 1168 . 1335 
Pregnanci es 
p= . 341 p= . 328 p= . 209 p= .141 p= . 109 
Number of -. 0476 .0068 -. 0463 . 0685 . 0743 
Miscarriages 
p= . 331 p= . 475 p= . 335 p= . 264 p= . 247 
Number of Abortion s . 1304 . 1955 .2351 -. 1 711 . 1593 
ti 
ti 
p= . 114 p= . 035 p= .014 p= . 057 p= . 070 
Number of Live -.0969 -. 0207 . 0715 -. 0557 .1467 
Birth s 
p= .186 p= .424 p=.255 p= . 304 p= . 088 
Number of Sti ll .0591 . 0099 .1010 . 0571 .1124 
Births 
p=.293 p= . 464 p= . 176 p= . 300 p= . 150 
Number of Children - . 0533 . 0408 . 0503 - . 0229 .0341 
p= . 312 p=354 p= . 322 p= . 417 p= . 377 
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Table 8 (Continued ) 
Stressor 
Variab l es Scale Scale l Sc a le 2 Scale 3 Sca l e 4 
Branch of Service -.0156 .0549 .0 827 -.0604 . 0594 
p==.443 p=.307 p= . 223 p=.289 p=.292 
Rank in Military .0296 .1875 . 2152 .0835 .22 33 
p= . 393 p==.041 p= . 023 p==.221 p==.019 
JOBS HELD IN 
MILITARY 
First Job .1590 .1520 .0980 . 1843 .0200 
p==.071 p== .08 0 p==.1 83 p==.044 p==.427 
Second J ob . 2851 .1507 .1688 -.0863 . 0176 
p== . 004 p==.08 2 p==.059 p==.213 p==.436 
Third Job - .1197 .0405 .0070 .0646 . 0360 
p== . 135 p==.355 p==.474 p==.276 p == .370 
Fourth Job . 0676 . 0609 .041 2 . 0005 .0048 
p==.267 p==.28 7 p== .3 52 p == . 498 p==.4 82 
Fifth J ob -.1 236 .0361 .0028 .Oll7 . 202 5 
' p==.127 p==.370 p==.490 p == .45 7 p=.030 fl ,1 
Years in Military -.0952 -.0190 -.0186 . 1560 .0503 
p== .190 p == .431 p== . 432 p== .075 p == . 322 
Months in Mil itary -.0690 .1004 .1026 .1525 .2 376 
Prior to Vie tna m 
p== .263 p== .177 p== . 172 p =.079 p == .013 
Months in Military -.0077 -.0093 -.0014 . 2189 . 0454 
Since Vietnam 
p==. 472 p== .466 p== .495 p == .021 p == . 338 
variables 
Military Discharge 
Re- Enlisted 
How sent to 
Vietnam 
Number of Tours 
In Vie tnam 
How sent for 
Second Tour 
Length of First 
Tour 
Length of Second 
Tour 
Total Months 
In Vietnam 
Feelings Toward 
Going To Vie tnam 
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Table 8 (Continued) 
Stressor 
Scale Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4 
-.1452 .0036 -.1008 .2469 -. 0 034 
p=.090 p= .487 p=.176 p = .011 p=.488 
-.0892 -.1949 -.1434 .0362 -.1179 
p= . 206 p= .035 p= .09 3 p=.370 p=.138 
-.0292 -.1098 -.1023 -.1378 .0028 
p=.394 p= .156 p=.173 p= .101 p= .490 
.0060 -.1439 - .1117 .0547 - .1613 
p=.478 p= .092 p=.151 p=.307 p=.068 
.0081 . 2466 .1876 .1268 .3003 
p= .470 p = .011 p= .041 p = .121 p=.002 
. 0878 -.0081 -.0064 .1310 -.0914 
p=.209 p=.470 p=.477 p=.113 p=.200 
. 0038 -.0570 -.0245 -.0411 .1141 
p= .486 p = . 300 p= .411 p = . 353 p= .146 
-.0393 -.0747 -.0365 .0633 -.0807 
p=.359 p=.246 p= .279 p= . 280 p=.229 
.0398 .1492 .1888 - . 0374 .0937 
p= . 357 p=.084 p = .040 p= . 365 p= .19 4 
Perceive d Adequacy 
of Medical Training 
.1986 .2181 .1831 
p= .045 
-.1240 .0425 
p= .126 p = . 348 p = .033 p= .021 
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Table 8 (Continued) 
Stressor 
~ariables Scale scale 
1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4 
Correspond with -.2655 
.0327 -.0240 -.0161 .1510 
Anyone 
p=.006 p=.382 p=.413 p=.441 p=.081 
Number of People .0240 
-.0921 -.1164 -.0175 .0284 
Corresponded With 
p=.413 p=.198 p=.142 
p = .436 p=.397 
If Only One Person, .0344 
.0431 -.1361 -.0655 .1408 
Who Corresponded 
With p=.376 p=.346 
p=.104 p=.273 p=.097 
Suffer Any Dis-
ability in Vietnam .0292 
.2365 .3078 .1035 -.1751 
Seek Men t a l .0746 
.3716 .3436 .1315 
11 
-.1 224 I 
Health Help 
p=.246 p=.000 
p=.001 p=.112 p=.129 
If Yes Ever .0235 
.1564 .1623 -.0634 -.1127 
' Discuss Vie tnam 
p= .029 p=.074 
p=.067 p = .280 p=.149 
Type of Help -.01 28 
.1714 .2169 .0652 .1751 
Sought 
p=.453 p=.056 
p=.022 p=.274 p=.052 
Age in Vietna m -.0389 
-.0625 .0071 .1118 .0172 I 
I 
p=.360 p=.2 83 
p=.474 p=.151 p=.4 37 ll 
Stressor 
Scal e 
Table 9 
Pearson Correla tion Between 
Stressor Scal e And Scales 1 Through 4 
Scale 1 
. 37 18 
p= . 000 
Scale 2 
. 23 14 
p= . 016 
Scale 3 
.1407 
p = .097 
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Scale 4 
-.0148 
p = .446 
husband or others , educatio n , divorce and separation. They also liste d 
proble m or difficulty a reas such as me dica l problems or illnesses , 
psychological or e motional distress , a nd more specifically individual 
concerns s uch as s uic ide attempts , ~apes , death of children , pregnancy 
difficulties , and abortions . In both the life markers and proble m a r eas 
cited, r e spondents seemed to have judged t h ese events as e ither 
successe s or failures and as eith r positive or negative. The event 
itse l f did not s eem to carry thi s va lue alone , but rather , how the 
subj ect viewed i t . Thus , f o r some, it was poss ible that marriage was 
see n n e gatively and d i vorce positi?ely . This was true also for their 
experiences in Vietnam . Some wome n described Vietnam as the on l y major 
event in their life and even among these , some v iewed it positively and 
others negatively . Respondents also reported some of the coping methods 
they u sed to de a l with these exp r i e nces , such as exercise , therapy o r 
counse ling, r e lig i on , a nd f a mily support . (A complete t ranscript of all 
open- ended que stions is availab l from t h e researcher. ) 
Controlling 
Stressor 
Scale 
Controlling 
Stressor 
Scale 
Controlling 
Stressor 
Scale 
Table 10 
Partial Co rrelation Of Stressor Scale 
With Scales 1 Through 4 By Age In Vietnam, 
Feelings Toward Going To Vi etnam And 
Perceived Adequacy Of Medica l Training 
Scale 1 Scale 2 Scal e 
For Age In Vietnam 
.3 704 .2319 . 1373 
p=.000 p=.016 p= .104 
For Feelings Toward Going to Vietnam 
. 3703 . 2292 .1394 
3 
p= .000 p=.017 p=.100 
For Perceived Adequacy Of Medical Training 
.3435 . 2024 .1194 
p=.001 p = .031 p=.100 
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Scale 4 
-.0141 
p=.449 
-.0186 
p= .433 
-.0237 
p=.414 
Question #217 asked "Do you feel you have gained or benefited 
anything from your experiences in Vietnam? Please describe." 
Responses to this question seemed very optimistic and positive. 
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Gains appeared to fall into the personal and professional areas of the 
women's lives. Some of the personal gains cited included newly gained 
maturity and appreciation of life, valuing of people and the "simple" 
things in life, learning own potential, strengths, and capabilities, 
sense of contribution, and bui lding of warm, intimate relations that 
still continue today. Professional gains listed were extraordinary 
nursing education and experience which l ed them to increased confidence 
in themselves in current jobs, sense of accomplishment in nursing in 
Vietnam, and knowledge of ability to handle themselves in emergency or 
crisis situations . A small group, however , felt they had experienced no 
benefits and reported only seemingly negative outcomes. They reported 
learning their own inadequacies, learning to hate, becoming more 
cynical , and indicating that Vietnam had an unpleasant effect on their 
lives. 
Overall, this question yielded responses which seem to indicate 
that despite the negative conditions of their experience in Vietnam, 
most of the women may h ave drawn upon these experiences to strengthen 
themselves both professionally and personally. 
Question #218 asked, " If you volunteered for Vietnam, why did you 
do so?" 
Responses to this question seemed to fall into two categories: how 
they volunteered--actively or passively, and why they volunteered--
moving toward or away from something. Respondents listed such reasons 
as , love of medicine and nursing, for nursing experience , promise of 
-
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promotion or to better their career, feeling nee ded , patriotism , excite-
ment, adventure , curiosity, challenge , to b e a he roine, idealistic 
e xpectations, for GI benefits, and to support a war they believed in, 
a ll of which may be described as moving toward doing or achieving 
something. Responses which seemed to indicate a moving away or escape 
from something included , escape from love affair or significant rela-
tionship, escape from hometown, a nd to get away from the military base 
whe r e stationed . 
In many of these positive and negative reasons , actions appeared to 
be passive, active, o r agains t o ne's will. Some passive l y allowed 
themselves to be transferre d or joined the military knowing they would 
be sent to Vietnam, but didn't think mu c h about it. Those who volun-
t eered actively seemed to be making conscious decisions about their 
service in Vietnam a nd wanted to be there. Some reported not really 
knowing what to expect in Vie tnam, but others said they kne w exactly what 
they were getting i nto and we r e seeking just that. A few women reported 
that t h ey were e ithe r coerced into going or transferred after they had 
b een promise d t hat wome n could not b e sent to Vietnam agains t the ir 
will. 
Question #219 asked, "What were your hopes and expectations about 
serving in Vietnam? Please describe ." 
Many subjects r esponded in similar ways to their ans wers in the 
previous question . Some women reported being young or na ive and having 
ide alistic expectations such as b e ing "Super Nurse ," "having fun ," or 
having "had no real expectations at all." For others it seemed to be an 
expectation of t esting themse lves and the ir abilities such as , to be a 
hero, to see if they could survive , and for a fe e ling of worth. Many 
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respondents seemed to indicate a need to benefit personally through 
growth or maturity for self. Some of the responses made were, to make a 
difference, adventure, travel, philosophical search--looking for answers, 
becoming a better person, to test self, to be stronger, romance, being 
in the thick of things, to make own judgment about the war, or, to 
increase their income. Still others hoped to gain professionally citing 
such expectations as, to learn about nursing, save lives, be a "Florence 
Nightingale," give physical and emotional care, and to support the war. 
Finally, others reported not really having any hopes or expectations at 
a ll. 
Question #220 asked, "How do you think your Vietnam experience has 
affected your life? 
Most subjects responded to this question by either listing (what 
might be judged as mostly negative comments (32 %) or mostly positive 
comments (45 %) while only a few (8 %) reported both positive and negative 
effects of Vietnam. Those who had positive comments wrote such things 
as, a sifting out of priorities, new insights into self and others, now 
being tougher, stronger and more mature, more present oriented and 
realizing the importance of now, not eas ily upset by trivia, growing 
professional ly, trusting self and realizing strengths, acquiring self 
discipline, becoming less prejudiced, making significant relationships, 
and being appreciative of what they have in life. Comments whi ch were 
more negative included finding nursing experiences outside of Vietnam as 
unsatisfactory, emotionally inappropriate--still over emotional or 
emotionally numb, impulsive, feeling Vietnam ruined their life, lost 
''old self," afraid of dying, hate of Vietnamese people, being a nervous 
wreck, distrustful, angry, and depressive. Some oth er comments were not 
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judged to be positive or negative (1 4% ) including a changed perception 
o f the world, changed perception of people, never think about it or talk 
about it, total personality change, affects eve rything, and feel dif-
ferently from others. 
Responses to this questions then, seem to indicate that most women 
fel t that Vietnam has affected their lives in ways which they had 
identified and formulated, for some this was positive , for others 
negative , but very few responded with both positive and negative 
e ffects. 
Question #221 asked, "Were there any specific events during your 
tour in Vietnam that were e specially difficult for you t o cope with 
~motionally? Please describe." 
In this item the women seemed to respond mostly by relating events 
that had to d o with death, mutilation, maiming, and the preparation and 
tagging of dead bodies and body parts. Approx imately 40% of the 
s ubj ects identified a specific incident in which a particular person or 
battle was named . The incidents seem to b e related to some of the 
fo llowing: a particularly ironic death , an extre me ly gross casualty, an 
atrocio u s human act either witnessed or heard about , or see ing the dead 
body of someone who had been a personal friend or lover. The se inci-
d ents were very s pecific, individua l, and are not easily groupe d. They 
are therefore reproduced in Appendix N. 
Question #222 asked, "Has this survey stimulate d any fur t her 
thoughts or fee lings that may lead you to want to e xplore these issues 
fur ther? Please describe ." 
This question also brought a variety of responses. 
Several women 
expressed a long-felt desire to know other women veter 
ans , how they 
coped , what they were experiencing and some stated that would be 
interested in meeting others if they could. Several other women were 
already in rap or counseling groups and were either l 
ooking forward to 
going there to express their feelings, or felt that th 
ey had already 
dealt with many of these emotions. Other women expr d esse specific 
feelings such as, that no one cares, that they feel they are well 
adjusted , their feelings are still too painful to deal wi' t h, d 
sa ness, 
bitterness, and wanting to be recognized for their participation in 
Vietnam. 
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For some it stimulated thoughts and feelings that they 
reported 
they thought they had already resolved and found had not been. Some 
reported that they would actually try to deal with their stimulated 
thoughts while others said they were still too difficult to deal with 
and would continue to put them aside. 
Several women commented specifically about the questionnaire with a 
fair amount saying either that the questions asked were not the right 
ones to allow them to express their feelings or, that the questionnaire 
exactly matched t heir thoughts and feelings. These opposing viewpoints 
may indicate that these subjects are not a single type of woman , but 
rather, a diverse sample that should not be grouped together with too 
many generalizations. 
Question #223 asked, "It is often difficult for a form such as this 
to explore all areas of importance to you. Please feel free to comment 
on any part of this questionnaire or express any feelings you may have 
that were not covered by these questions." 
Response to this item once a gain yielde d a wide variety of com-
ments. Many women expressed attitudes about the questionnaire here as 
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in t h e previous question. While some felt it was accurate and complete, 
reflecting their experiences, others felt it to b e negative, male -
or i e nted, or not providing them with an opportunity t o express what they 
experie nced . Many expressed a concern that the positive, growthful ideas 
of their experie nce be discussed with equal we ight to the negative . 
They seem to h a ve felt the "stigma" of b e ing a Vietnam veteran who 
peopl e believe could go crazy at any given moment a nd they want to be 
careful not to b e portrayed in the same way. Others still found writing 
about t heir experiences very painful, but of these, many felt it was 
important and worthwhile to discuss and were glad that women veterans 
were finall y being recognize d. Along with this howe v e r , was the fre-
quently stated and l ess optimistic notion tha t they b e lieved a non-
ve teran could not r eally understand their experi e nces. With this was a 
sense of some futility in attempting to accomplish this communication. 
F inally, many simply expressed t hanks for a n opportunity to express 
t h emselves and to be recognized. 
Summary--Open-Ended Questions 
These set o f que stions seemed to e licit a great deal of i nteres t 
from the respondents. It appeared that the women found this sectio n to 
be a place to expand on their thoughts and feelings and ma ny did so by 
writing additional pages to the ir questionnaires in order to full y 
expr ess themselves. The r esponses were so lengthy and varied t hat 
further analyses will be undertaken at a f uture date in order to gather 
as much information about the data as possible . (The researcher wil l 
identify major categories of responses a nd t hree judges will sort 
subject's responses into those identified areas.) 
surrunary process some observations have been made . 
Through a simple 
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Insight was gained into subject's life histories and priorities by 
looking at the question which asked about important life events that had 
a ma jor influence in their lives . Respondents seemed to react very 
positively to the question which asked about gains or benefits from 
eir experiences in Vietnam. They were eager to discuss the positive th . 
side to their experiences instead of the usual one-sided inquiry. 
answers seemed to indicate that significant gains and growth had 
occurred for many of the women. 
The questions which asked about why subjects volunteered for 
The 
ietnam and about their hopes and expectations also allowed some insight v· 
into what these womens' lives were like prior to Vietnam and what 
motivated them to go. once again, responses were varied but many spoke 
about idealistic or unreal expectations and beliefs which led them to 
try to flee one situation or yearn for another. The responses also 
revealed several women who went to Vietnam knowing the reality of war 
and what their experiences would be like. 
One question showed some of the ways that the Vietnam experience 
affected the respondent's lives revealing both positive and negative 
responses and also seemed to indicate for some, a processing through of 
their experiences and the impact they had. 
One hypothesis for why responses were one extreme or t he other for 
this and other questions was generated by the researchers who did 
clinical interviews with male veterans. They found that subjects often 
offered this type of one-sided response when completing the written 
Parts of . . yet once they were involved in the personal, 
questionnaires , 
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iscussed both 
one-to-one interviews the r espondents often opened up and d. 
positive and negative aspects of the i r experiences. This suggests that 
perhaps the women veterans did not only have one type of experience but, 
rather, that the written format of the questionnaire might have influ-
enced their responses. 
The question about specific events that occurred which were 
especially di f ficult to deal with a lso brought about long a nd involved 
responses. Many women seemed to hold a specific incident vividly in 
their memories and used this individual tragedy to globally symbolize 
the horror and trauma of their entire war expe rience . Some e ven 
responded by saying that there had been an incident to relate, but they 
would not discuss it because it was still so difficult or painful to 
deal with. 
The las t two questions allowed the subjects to comment about the 
questionnaire itself a nd their feelings about it. Thi s information was 
most useful in he lping to focus on future research and what changes may 
be appropriate to be made. 
Overall, this section allowed insight into subjects' pe rsonalities , 
how they did or did not cope with their experiences, what methods they 
might have used to deal with or avoid fe e lings, and how to guide future 
research efforts. 
I 
I 
" 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
This research effort was designed to assess the nature and extent 
o f mentaJ health problems, specifically Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, 
affecting female Vietnam veterans. In this preliminary, descriptive 
study, a total of 89 women veterans serving in medical positions in 
Vietnam completed a written questionnaire that included biographical-
demographic characteristics, stressors or experiences which in Vietnam, 
mental health and physical symptoms related to t hat experience, and the 
r espondent' s general r eaction to the Vietnam experience. 
Summary 
In order to summar ize the responses, several statistical analyse s 
were computed including descriptive statistics , multiple regression 
analyses, measures of internal consistency, and item- scale intercor-
relations. In addition to this, eight open-e nded questions were analyzed 
through a simple content summary process. 
The first part of the questionnaire, which drew information about 
t he subjects' biographical , demographical, and military history r evealed 
t hat there were many similarities among the women in several areas 
including race, age, pre - and post-military education, and military 
se rvice . 
The Stressor scale looked a t the women's experiences in Vietnam and 
revealed that a few of the stressors were listed as very high (nursing 
duties, see ing the mutilation of young bodie s , having equipment or 
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personnel shortages, having a continual stream of casualties, feeling 
i ewise, a few items ired , and feeling the need to negate emotions). L'k · t' 
e maJority of 
were reported very low (participation in death). Th · 
responses ranged between "rarely" and "very often." 
sowed that those Scale 1 which looks at the occurrence of symptoms h 
th0ughts and feelings that were reported highly had to do with 
anger, 
fear, feeling different or self-conscious, and feeling cynical about 
governmental processes and policies. When looking at the categories 
that account for a problem occurring between 10 and 30 times 
a month, 
approximately one-third of the items were endorsed by 25% or more of the 
subjects. 
Scale 2 which elicits physical symptoms that respondents e xper-
ienced showed that every item had a frequency of 50% or more in the 
combined categories of "Never" and "l to 5 times a month," although 
sub · 1 1 f Jects' responses did range the ful sea e rom one to 30 times a 
month on almost all items. 
Scales 3 and 4 together looks at possible dates of onset of 
symptoms and whether or not they are still present today. The symptoms 
women reported here represent a fairly complete picture of those 
specific symptoms and experiences associated with PTSD as defined by DSM 
III. For those symptoms reported as occurring first between homecoming 
and one year, approximately 70% were reported as still present today . 
The multiple regression analyses indicated that seeking mental 
health help, feelings of how adequately medically trained , and the 
Stressor scale were statistically significant predictors for the first 
symptom scale. That is, that respondents who experienced symptoms were 
more likely to seek mental health help, felt they were not well trained 
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medically, and experienced more stressors in Vietnam. It also indicated 
that seeking mental health help and the stressor scale 
are significant 
predictors for scale 2 or physical symptoms. 
The Pearson correlation analysis validated the correlations between 
the Stressor scale and the first two symptom scales supporting the 
hypothesis of a strong and linear relationship between stressors exper-
ienced in Vietnam and PTSD symptoms experienced subsequently. 
The second Pearson correlation which looked at the inter-
correlations among the demographic variables and each of the scales 
basically did not support the expectation that background or demographic 
data will have some relation to subsequent reports of symptoms with the 
exceptions of, a .26 correlation between the Stressor scale and respon-
dent's positive response to corresponding with anyone back home during 
the Vietnam tour, a .37 correlation between Scale 1 and a positive 
response to having sought profes sional help with any mental health 
Problems, a .34 correlation between Scale 2 and seeking professional 
help and a .3l correlation between scale 2 and a positive response to 
having suffered a disability or injury in Vietnam (this final corre-
lation is to be expected since scale 2 measured physical symptoms.) 
The open-ended questions provided a more information format fo r the 
subjects response which allowed a broader and more subjective context 
Withi n which to unde rstand the experiences and reactions of women 
v· ietnam veterans. 
~ethodological Limitations 
There are inherent limita tions in this type of r esearch which is 
Preliminary and descriptive. some of the limitations are due to a 
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an vo untarily biased, non-randomized sample group who had previously d 1 
identified themselves with a veterans' organization, 1 ack of comparison 
a se -report taken 
or control groups, no populati on baseline r a t es , and lf 
many years after the event. 
The decision not to include a comparison or control group was based 
on the belief that for a preliminary study of this limited scope, it was 
untenabl e to identify a group that could appropriately s e rve as a 
comparative population s ince so many of the questions included were 
applicable only t o people with both war-time and medical experience. 
Some interesting comparison groups t o expl ore in the future would be, 
male Vietnam veteran nurses , all military , medical personnel serving in 
Vietnam, female veterans nurses who served during the Era but outside of 
t he Vie tnam t heater, both overseas and in the United States, and civil-
ian medical personnel who were in Vietnam. The wealth of background 
information att ained in t his study will be able to serve as comparison 
data for future research and as a guide in beginning to know more about 
Who these women veterans are and what they are like . 
The limitations of a biased sample was dictated by t he reality of 
What population was identified as women veterans and which was acces-
s ible. Even though 97 % of subjects we could locate responded, we do not 
know how many we could not locate or how representative the present 
sample is of the whole population of women Vietnam veterans. Research 
such as t his present e f f ort may help to encourage the compilation of a 
list of women vete r ans , or support t he development of a large scale 
study similar to the v.A.'s mandated research on ma l e veterans which 
w· 
111 ha ve the person-power and financial resources to sel ect a truly 
randomized, representative sample of women Vietnam veterans and their 
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o women For the present, we examined the only available sample f peers. 
Vietnam veterans. 
Information about the instrument itself was gained by exa · · mining the 
women's responses to it, their comments on the open-ended question which 
asked about the questionnaire itself, and the statistical analyses that 
were computed. One of the findings was that Scale 2, which looked at 
ph . ysical symptoms, was a confusing section to the women and that without 
a reference to any current medical or physical health problems, the 
women's responses were difficult to put into context. The inclusion of 
questions about physical symptoms is supported by the past research 
indings and should not be dropped, but rather inquired about more f' 
clearly and within the context of their general physical health. 
It was also indicated that an examination of the response cate-
gories used for the items is needed since several women commented that 
they had difficulty with the numerical representations of categories, 
citing for example that they had difficulty saying "a little bit" when 
referring to something occurring one to nine times a month. It may be 
that these categories are too broad and influenced the respondents to 
respond inaccurately. 
A final limitation had to do with additional areas to be explored 
that were not fully tapped by this questionnaire. These included issues 
around sexuality, sexual harrassment, and romantic involvements in 
Vietnam, their possible role change and/or conflicts as women prior, 
during, and post-Vietnam, and more specific questions about suicidal 
attempts and feelings. several women perceived this instrument as 
II h male-oriented" and seemed to indicate that furt er attempts should be 
made to more fully address the womens' experiences rather than mens'. 
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Due to the types of limitations cited, this researcher believes 
that b road generalizations about all women veterans should not be made. 
Rather, any findings reported or conclusions drawn should address this 
particular sample group and their characteristics specifically keeping 
these limitations in mind. 
This investigator assumed, of course , that 
1 ies as 
the expe rience of the female veteran in her medical duties qual'f' 
an extreme stressor that could be considered to have evoked significant 
symptoms of distress in almost everyone. 
Conclusions and Implications 
This research has provided preliminary evidence that Post-Traumatic 
stress Disorder may be applicable to the experiences of women Vietnam 
veterans. The instrument employed in this study has been found to be 
both reliable statistically, and valid in that there was a significant 
correlation between stressors and symptom scales for this sample. The 
highest identified stressors (involving nursing duties, experiencing 
shortages, continual streams of casualties, negating emotions, and 
seeing the mutilation of young bodies) together with the types of 
symptoms identified by the women veterans which are associated with PTSD 
support the notion that further studies are indicated and justified to 
look more closely at women Vietnam veterans and their mental health 
adjustment. These new research efforts will have an open field to 
explo b , t nknown and needs to be tapped. 
re ecause so much is ye u 
Secondly, this research has found that there is evidence of mental 
health mpled When asked about symptoms 
distress among the women sa · 
dur· f 11 1.· ng was observed: 
ing t he past six months the O ow 
27.6% reported 
hav1.·n one and nine times a month, 19_520-
g suicidal thoughts between 
reported f ther people between 15 and 30 times a 
feeling alienated rom 
0 
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month, 19.2% r eported f ee l ing depressed between 15 a nd 30 times a month, 
16.1% r eported feel ing an inability t o be close to someone they care 
about b etween 15 and 30 times a mo nt h, and 10. 3% report ed f ee ling numb 
or nothing inside between 15 and 30 times a mont h . These are just a few 
examples of the problems that a " significant" minority of women veterans 
are experiencing and might be applicable to the l a rger sample of women 
veterans . 
Thirdly, there were positiv=, growthful aspects associated with t h e 
Vietnam experience for ma ny of t ie women in this sample . Judging from 
the respo nses to the open-e nded questions, both p e rsonal and profes -
sional gai ns we re made that need to b e mo re fully explored and 
understood . Thi s positive aspec: is a rarely examined aspect o f both 
wome n and me n vete rans ' experi e nces whose influence would b e interesting 
to explore to determine if the a warene ss or r ecognition of growthful 
aspects of the Vietnam exper i e n ce h as any med i ating effects on c urrent 
ad justment. In addition , attent:on to this side of the veterans ' 
experience may provide a n additional source of pride to the v eteran 
which might allow the m a nd others to accept and view their e xperie nce 
more fully. 
Fourthly and fi nally , t hi s sample h a s indica t e d that at l eas t as 
far as biographical-de mogr aghic factors are concerned , women Vietnam 
veterans in this sample were d i ffe rent t han me n Vietnam veterans in 
oth er large scale studie s. Thi s is true for s uch factor s as age in 
Vietnam, racia l background, edu cction l e vel, income l evel , and for 
symptoms of substance abu se and ~urvivor guilt which have bee n iden-
tified b y the r esearch o n men as i mportant medi ating and/o r predicting 
variables but have not stood out in t his research as significant 
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predictors of PTSD's symptoms. These variables need to b e more close ly 
examined to see if they actually do not serve as predicting or mediating 
factors in t h e deve l opme nt or existence of symptoms and if so , why. One 
possibility is that the present, limite d sample group is too homogeneous 
to allow these variables to stand out. 
Findings from this i nve stigation may provide necessary and useful 
information f or the c linician who works with female vete r a ns in either 
group or individual counse ling. Those mental health professionals who 
work in V. A. settings need to b e aware of the women vete rans ' strongly 
felt cynicism toward governmental agencies and be prepared for the 
possible distrust, distancing, or anger tha t might occur. Professionals 
working outside of V.A. settings should bea r in mind that for the wome n 
who h a v e sought mental h ealth help, less than one-half have ever 
discussed Vietnam with their counselor. While it certainly may b e true 
that their distress is unre lated to t he women's Vie tnam experienc e , 
clinicians need to be more careful and sensitive in dra wing out this 
information and keeping in mind that women did serve in Vietnam and tha t 
their experiences were probably profound and life - a ltering in both 
positive and negative ways. Counselors may want to use the assessment 
instrument employed in this study once a therapeutic relationship has 
begun to be established. The best method wo uld probably involve going 
over the q u estions i n the instrument face-to-face while in the coun-
seling sess i on , since ma ny responde n ts reported reacting strongly to it. 
Utilization of the instrume nt serves several purposes, two of which 
being that it a llows the counse l or to demonstrate a knowledge of the 
kinds of experiences and emotions a Vietnam v eteran might have and it 
a llows the v eteran to realize that there are other v eterans who have 
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similar feelings and r e a ctions . Asking the open-ended, more ge neral 
questions might be a particula ly good way to help the c lient to begin 
to open up and s hare the i r exper:_ences more fully. Utilizing this type 
of assessme nt tool would be espe cially helpful to non-veteran coun-
selors. 
When deciding between group and individual counseling, new issues 
arise. Although the popular li te rature suggests that women would 
benefit gre atly from participation in a therapy group consisting of 
women Vie tnam veterans , t h ere ar~ often not enough of women veterans in 
any one area t o conduct t h is kind of group. When deciding to place a 
f emale veteran in an otherwi se a l l male veteran therapy group, careful 
attention must be p a id to insure that the female veteran's issues are 
dealt with with the same cen t r a lity offered to the men's experiences. 
This always leaves the option of individual therapy which may be 
indicated in some cases , but does not allow the female veteran to 
compare and relate her experiences to others who share a common history. 
The results also seem to indicate that therapists in all settings need 
to do outreach to women v eteran s and familiarize themselves with the 
types of experiences the women h ad in Vietnam and the receptions they 
have received , since as women t h ey appear to feel a double stigma of 
being a Vietna m veteran and a worran . 
The counse ling implications are important for several reasons. 
Menta l health distress a mong t hi s sample was evident for a small, but 
what this investigator b e lieves , is a significant minority. Combined 
with the observation that appr ox imately 70% of the items were r eported 
as still present today , t h e majority of which began first between 
homecoming and o ne y ar , we se a small group of women who have been in 
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distress for a long time. The 97% return rate also seems to serve as an 
indicator that women veterans in our select sample want and need to 
discuss their experi ences. Sensitive clinicians may be able to help the 
women veterans to resolve their issues and distress and to understand 
their experi ences . Perhaps some preventative measures could also be 
taken so that we are not facing future women veterans who, 10 years 
after their war-time experience, are still in distre ss. One respond-
ent 's comment which seemed to capture the essence of many of the 
subjects' responses offers particular insight into the female Vietnam 
veteran. She wrote, 
... Vietnam was the ultimate of everything good and bad. It 
was, in s hort, painfully delightful. 
Thi s research then, serves an indicato r which cautions mental 
health professionals not to treat or view female Vietnam veterans 
exactly like male veterans when conducting research or in counseling. It 
substantiates the original conception that women veterans may be suffering 
mental health problems which appear to b e related to their Vietnam 
experience . Until more is known about wome n Vi e tnam veterans, their 
experiences , and their reactions t o them, we as researchers and clini-
cians have a responsibility to keep an open mind in exploring their 
lives and experiences . 
Appendix A 
Questionnaire For Women Vietnam Veterans 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
Here is the questionnaire that you have agreed to complete about your 
experi ences and adjustment to your Vietnam experience. The questionnaire 
contains 5 parts, and takes about one hour to complete. We believe that 
you will find this questionnaire to be both interesting and valuable in 
learning more about yourself. 
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It is best if you complete the questionnaire in one sitting. However, 
if it is more convenient for you, you may choose to complete the question-
naire one part at a time being careful not to allow too long a period of time 
to elapse between parts. Please complete all items on this survey. Each 
section contains specific instructions, so be sure to read them carefully. 
Remember - DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME on the questionnaire. This infor-
mation will b~ kept strictly confidential and is being used to learn more 
about wome n Vietnam veterans. 
Often, other vete rans have reported that after filling out a question-
nair'e such as th i s , lots of questions and thoughts come to mind about their 
expe r i ences tha t they would like to discuss with someone. Therefore, we are 
enc l os ing a referral list of possible mental health agencies, veterans groups, 
and counselors you may wish to contact if you so des ire. You may also call 
me at (301) 454-4259 if you need further assistance~ 
once aga i n, we would like to remind you that your participation is 
entire ly volun tary. If at any time you would rather not complete this, 
you ~r e under no obli ga tion to do so. However, we would great ly apprec~ 
ia t ~ your participat ion and we thank you for your cooperation and speedy 
rep ly in this impor tant endeavor. Please return your completed question-
naire in the enclo sed pre-paid envelope. 
Afte"' completion you will receive a summary of our findings that will 
be mailed to all participants through the VVA. 
Thank you,~~ 
~aier 
Graduate Student, 
University of Maryland 
Date ot bir~h : 
t'.o D y Yr 
2.. , J 2 0r e:rr•ic 1:;: 
;~ericJn lnd ian/N J tive Ame rican 
Ellack , not of Hispanic oriuin 
~~1a n or Pacif ic Islander 
H1span1c 
\~I ite , no of Hispanic orifj in 
3. Ho·.~ 1•,uch educa tion did you have prio r to en tering the military? 
~u:re h, r; n schoo 1 
Co~ple ed hifJh schoo, 
S0~e co ll e']e/ professional school 
Co11µleced co llege/p rofessional sc hool 
So~e graduate work 
Co~o l etcd fjrad uate wo rk 
Pl ease s~ecify type of degree(s) he ld, if any 
4. Ho ,,, r>1uch educJtion do you currently have? 
Sc, ,i ni']h schoo l 
Co~uleted high scno1 l 
S;~e co ll e~e/p rofes sional school 
Cor.o leted co llege/p rofessional schoo l 
Some J1·aduJte work 
Completed graduate work 
Ple~:e specify t ype of de gree( s) held, if any 
Since le avin1J '/i e tn am , .,,hdt is your work 
anJ specify any within job changes (i.e. 
history? Pl ea se 
from surgi CJ l to 
Len gth of 
Employment 
list yo ur current j ob 
pediatric nurse). 
6 . 
K111J or business Job Title 
or or1Jani:ation 
~hat is your approximate present annual 
0 -
5,001 
10,001 
15,00 1 
5,000 
10, 000 
15,000 
20 ,000 
gross (be ore taxes) 
20 ,001 - 25 ,000 
25,001 - 30, 000 
30 ,00 1 or over 
Reason for 
Leavin CJ 
income? 
/ . Were you 111a1-r1ed dl tile tillie you entered the mil i tJry? 
d . If ;es, how long had you been married? 
Yes No 
9. If no, were yo u? 
Sing l e Divorced 
10. Present marital status? 
Married (never divorced) 
Married (previously divorced) 
t arr ied (previously widowed) 
Separated · 
Si n<J 1 e 
Separated Wi dowed 
Di vorced and sti ll s ingle 
Divorced (living with 'lover') 
Liv ing with 'lover' 
Common 1 a1~ mar ri age 
11. If divorced, in what year(s) we re you divorced? 
12. ~hat is your pregnancy history? 
ilumber of p e']nancies 
:lumber of mi scarriages 
!lumbe r of abortions 
Number of live births 
Number of sti 11 b1 rths 
Number of children 
13. What branch of the se rvi ce did you serve in? 
Mari nes llavy 
Army Coast Guard 
Air Force 
14 What wa ~ vnur rank in the mili ary? 
8 4 
first 
ii 
I 
I 15. ~hat was your job i n t he mili tary7 (P lease li st specific jobs) 
16. Active se r vice dates ? From : To: 
Mo Day f r 
17. T;pe of di scharge? (Ho norable, genera l, di sho norable, etc.) 
13. Did ;ou ever re-enl ist ? Yes 
19. llow were yo u se nt to Vi etnam? 
Routine trJn s fe r 
Other (specify) 
No 
Vo l unt eered (wi l l i n0 ly) 
Vo lu nteered (J gai nst my wi ll) 
cO . Did you do mo re tha n one tour i n Vie tna m? Ye s No 
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21. If J ': S, how Ji d that ha ppen? 
------- - - - - ------ -------- --
22 . 
23. 
24. 
25 . 
Da ~es of serv i ce in 
From: 
From: 
From: 
Vi etnam? 
To; 
To: 
To: 
In ge nera l how di d you 
Very pos i t i ve 
Somewnat posi~i ve 
Neutra I 
fee l about going to Vie t nam ? 
Somewha t negat i ve 
Very nega ti ve 
Not sure/ don' t r emember 
How adequa tely do you fee l you were medi ca lly t rain ed for your ass ignment in Vietna m? 
Very we ll trained 
Fa irly we ll t ra i ned 
Needed some more tra inin g 
Undert ra i ned 
Poorl y trained 
Did you correspond with anyo ne back home co ntinuous ly duri ng you r t ou r i n Vi e t nam? 
Yes No 
26. I f yes , who ? 
Mo t he r 
Brother(s ) 
Husband 
Boyfriend 
Ot her 
Father 
Sis t er(s ) 
Re la t ive 
Fr iend 
Chi 1 d 
27 . Di d you suffer any disability or in j uri es i n Vie t nam? 
Yes (please describe ) 
No 
28. Have you ever sou ght profess i onal he l p with any menta l hea l t h prob l ems? 
2'.1 . 
Yes tlo 
I f yes, 
Yes 
did yo u ever di scuss your exper ie nces i n Vietnam? 
No 
Please describe t he type of help sou ght . 
II 
r JSTPUC rIONS 
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~cL., 1; J I 1 ;.; uf · ue~cions ~hdt Jre c1bo your expe r H.nces in Vietnam and wnat you 
r1ave thought Jbout them. Please read eacn one care ully. Af er you nave do ne so , 
ci rc le one of t he numbered spaces to the right that bes t describes the frequency 
hat ~xpe ri ence ha pened to Jou. Circ le on ly one numbered srJce for each qu scio n 
Jn(l do 1,u t skiµ ,my i ems. 
Frequency for Numbered Spaces 
Neve r - Experience did not occu r 
Rare ly - Experience occurred one t i me every month 
Occasic na I l; - Experience occ urred one time every two weeks 
Of ten - Ex erience occurred one or t wo ti mes eacn week 
Jery Often - Exper ience oc curred three or ~o re times a week 
30 . Taking care of wound ed American so ldi ers? 
J l. Taking care of wounded Vietn mese soldiers? 
~~. Takin g care of wounded c iv ilia ns? 
33. Taking ca re of wounded children and women? 
34. Taking care of wo unded P. O.W .'s ? 
J5 . Taking care of psychiatric casua l ties? 
36. Taking care of a patient 1~ho reminded you of someone 
close to you? 
37 . Taking care of America ns who later died? 
38 . Preparation of American bod ·es for evacuat ion? 
39 . Taking ca re of Vietnamese who died? 
40. Preparation of Vietnamese bodies for evacuatio n? 
41. Having personnel shortage s? 
42. Having equipment and supp ly shortages? 
43 . Having a continual stream of casualties? 
44. Having o ma ke decisio ns about who would receive 
equ i pment or pe rsonne l i f shortages existed? 
·s. Hav in ~ o mafe dec i sio ns in triage about who wou ld 
get trea rn.e nt ? 
46. Having to watch patients die because of equipment or 
personne l shor ages? 
47. See in g the mutilation of young bodies? 
4L . No t know ing what happened to a patient after they 
le ft your carr>? 
4 Fee lin g underprepa1·ed or unde rtrained to help? 
50. Fee li n3 tired (lack of s l eep) both mentally and 
physically? 
51 . Having patients die because of medica l or nursing 
errors? 
SZ. Making nursin g er ror s due to tired ness and/or 
overwo r·•, and/or overl oc1r!? 
1-
QJ 
> 
QJ 
= 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
>, 
QJ 
I-
,,., 
IX 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
>, 
"' ,:: 
0 
V, 
"' u 
u 
0 
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Frequencv for Numbe r ed 5paces 
Never - Experi~nce did no t occur 
Rare1y - Experience occurred one time every month 
Occasionall y - Experience occurred one: time every t wo weeks 
Often - Experience occJrred one or two times each •11eels 
Very Often - Exper ience occur r ed three or more times a week 
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a, Aci·,e ly particip.1ting i n or aiding in the death 
0 ~ ~ounded ~iecn1mese in order to medically assist 
;·_~1cJn so1diers? 0 1 2 3 
.c ' , . P,,_,s i ·,e 1y p.irc1cipating 
of .,ounctd '/ i etnamese i n 
in or 
order 
aiding in the death 
to med ica1ly assist 
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MIi", lCJ.n .ol J1ers? 0 1 2 3 4 
,.J , · .:ively par:icipating i n hel ping a patient who 
requ-~s ted to be a 11 owed to die? 
Sfi . ?i1SS i ve l y participating i n helping a patient 
;lf\0 requested to be allowed to die? 
57 . Having to use hero i c attempts to resuscitatr a patient 
when you felt they would be better off i f all owed to 
di(!? 
So . Having to sit with a pa ti en t who was waiti ng for t heir 
death? 
S3 . Having to cotrmunicate with the f amily and fri ends 
of patients who died? 
tirJ. Being under direct mortJ.r or ground fi r e? 
,,1. BeinJ in situations i n which you thought you would 
not survive? 
62. Feeling personally responsible for a death? 
63 . Feelino personally responsible for l ife and death 
decisions? 
64. Feeling the need to negate the emotions you 
experienced at the time in order to get through 
the experience? 
6'.:;. Feeling like a failu r e in your job (U nab l e t o provide 
support , comfort or eas i ng of pa in)? 
F,6. ;'\d,pting to drJ.stic or unexpected ro l e changes both 
professionally .ind personally? 
b7. r\,)vi ng to cope with sexua l harassment? 
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~elow is a list of probl ems and comp laints that some Vietnam [av 
cln':S have. Please read e•ci one ca refully . After yo u have do ne :terans some-
c.ircle one of the numbered spaces to the ri ght tha- best describ ~· pl<:JSc: 
(PlBLEM HAS BOTHERED OR DISTRESSED YOU DURI NG THE PAST SIX (6) .~:T;~W MUCH THAT 
,0DAY
0 
c, ,,1, oolJ , ,, ,,.,,,,d sp,ce foe eoch pcobl em keepi,o lo mi,:NCLUO ING 
derrn1t 1on of frequency for each numbered space. Do not ski p any i ems.
th
e 
Frequency for:__ Numbered Spaces 
Not at al l - Problem does not occur 
A l itt le bit - 1 to 9 times a mo nth 
Moderate ly - 10 to 14 t i mes a month 
Qui te a bit - 15 to 20 times a mon th 
Extremely - 2 to 30 t i mes a month 
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HO'...I MUCH ',/ERF. YOU 
BOTHERED BY: . 
o ~ < :.; 0 ...., :::, ·~ )( I-
68 . 
69 . 
70 . 
71. 
72. 
73 . 
74 . 
75 . 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79 . 
80 , 
81. 
82 . 
83 . 
84 . 
85. 
Fee ling anxious or nervous? 
Suic idal thoughts? 
Problems of concentra ti on? 
Feel ing dep ressed (down, bummed ou t)? 
Thoughts of a friend(s) ki ll ed in Vie t nam? 
Aski ng yourse lf why others di ed in Vietnam and 
not you? 
Feeling guilty tha t you survived the wa r when others 
didn It? 
Feeling guilty that certain pat i ents survived who you 
fe l t probably shoul dn ' t have? 
Feeling li ke isolat i ng or wit~drawing yourself from 
others? 
Havi ng problems going to s l eep? 
Etperiencing nightmares of the wa r ? 
Experienc ing anger? 
Expe r iencing rage ? 
Experiencing sadness over Jost f ri ends t hat you 
cannot express? 
E/4periencing exp los ive ange r? 
Trying to get rid of unpleasant though ts Jbout 
Vietnam when they come·,~to your head? 
Feeling numb or notl,ing inside? 
Feel ing that al l of your problems are caused by 
other peop le doing t hings to you? 
86 . Mis trusting what others say or do? 
87 · Memor ies of Vi e tnam which just seem to pop in to yo ur he d in an unpredictable way? 
88. · 1 s T:, fear of los ing contro l of your impu se 
(e .g. fo:lings, emot ions )? 
89 · Usir J alcoho l to hel p you feel be tter? 
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2 3 . 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
I Frequency for Numbered Spaces 
Not at all - Problem does not occ ur 
A lit tl~ bi t - l to 9 ti mes a mon th 
Moderately - 10 to 14 times a month 
Qu ite a bi t - 15 to 20 ti mes a month 
Ext remely - 21 to JO times a month 
.J 
n::1 1!014 MUCII \JERE YOU 
BOTHERED BY : µ~ a ~ 
z n::1 
90 . 
9 1. 
92 . 
93. 
4. 
95. 
Usin') alcohol to help you sleep? 
Using hard drugs to help you fee l be tte r 
(e .g . speed , hero i n)? 
Using hard drugs to help you sleep 
(e.g . speed , hero in)? 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
96 . 
97 . 
Us in g marijuana to hel p you feel better? 
Using mariju na to help you sleep? 
R~spondin reflexi vel y, using mili ta ry-l i ke 
survival tactics ,,hen under stres s? 
War re lated thoughts (e . g. memories of Vi etnam)? 
Taking drugs prescribed by a doctor for your 
emotiona l upset? 
0 
0 
J8. Feeling an inability O be cl ose to someone 
you cJre about? 
99. 
100 . 
10 1. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
105 . 
106. 
107 . 
Experiencing sex ual problems? 
Feel ing alienated from other people? 
An inab ility to talk abo ut t he wa r ? 
Experiencing a fear of los i ng loved ones? 
Feel in') like you l ost your romant ic , sexua l 
sens i tivity in Vietna m? 
Getting into f i gh t s or conf li cts wi t h loved ones ? 
Getti ng into fights wi th others? 
Feeling una ble to express your real feelings to others ? 
"F lying of f the ha ndle " i n fr ust rat ion 1-1hen thin gs 
don' t go ri ght ? 
108. Losing you r temper and ge tting out of cont ro l ? 
109. Experiencing prob l ems with your husband or l over? 
110. Ar')uing with your husba nd or lo ver? 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
111. /laving a problem trusting others for fear of something 
bad happE,n ing to you? 0 
112. Getting nervous a round other people who are not 
Vietnam vetera ns? 0 
113. Experienci ng problems bei ng c los e to your fami ly? 0 
114. You r husband or lover compl aini ng that Vietnam has 
messed up the r elationship? 0 
115 . .~orrying hat '/ ietnarn is affect ing the way you re late 
to your children? 
116 . Fee li ng that you are no good and wortll l ess ? 
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HO~/ '·IUCH WERE YOU 
!30TliEREO BY: 
Frr1uency for NumbereJ Spaces 
~ot ac Jl l - Probl~m does not oc cu r 
~ lit le bit - 1 to 9 times a moncn 
'·lodera te ly - 10 to 14 tiir.es a ir.onth 
O• si e a b1 t - 15 to 20 tin:es 1 'nor. :.n 
Extremely - 21 co JO times a n,on cn 
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117. 
118. 
1~9. 
120. 
12 l. 
l ')') 
.1.. .... .:. 
123. 
Problerns ren:ember i ng thi ngs you kn01·1 you 
should remember? 
Feeling that you have no rea l goa l s that mat te r ? 
Fe·~ling that you are different tha n yo u were before 
goi~g to lie nam, (that your sense of identity just 
won t co~e tog•ther in the right way)? 
F~eling se lt - c0nscious as a Vietnam vetera n? 
L•.per1•nc,n9 self-doubt and unc c:! rtuincy? 
Fecli~g :ht you ccJnnot cont ro l the important evencs 
in ;our life? 
Feeling lire you ar just a walki ng "she ll" of yo ur 
old self? 
~ot feeling rea ll y sat i sfi ed wit h yoursel f? 124. 
12 5 . 
126. 
Not feeling proud of the kind of person you are? 
Feel ing th t yo u are not a person of wo r th? 
127. Feeling that Vietnam took away your "sou l" 
(d ehumanized you )? 
123 . Feeling that you just ca nnot get a hold on thi ngs? 
129. Feeling like yo u are sti ll sea rchin g for some thing 
i n yo ur li fe bu t j us t cannot seem to f i nd i t? 
130 . Feel i ng like you've bee n a fa il ure s ince l ea vi ng 
mil ita ry serv ice? 
13 1. Having fa ntasies of re t a l i atio n for what ha ppened 
to you in Vi e tnam ? 
132. Fee ling out of t ouch (ali ena ted) f rom the government ? 
133 . The fee l ing t hat you are stigmat i zed fo r be i ng a 
Vi etnam veteran? 
134. T~e feeling that you are stigmatized fo r being a 
Vietnam vetera n who is a won~n? 
135 . Feeling cynica l about governmenta l proces ses , 
agencies , an d polici es ? 
136. Feel1n1J like you lo st your fait h in peop l e af te r 
Vietna ill .' 
137. The feeling thcJt Jou were used by the Jovernment for 
serving in Vietnam? 
138. Ha ving problems wi h pers on s in author·ty pos it ions? 
139. Feeling that yo ur work is me ni a l and be low your 
capcJb1liti s? 
l'H). r1·"l in<J 1111<• 1,y in ,1 , rowd ·· 11111 .i~ ,ll .i pi1rty or 111ovii>? 
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Frequency for Numbe red Spaces 
Not at all - Problem does no t occur 
/\ 1 i ttle bit - 1 to 9 times a month 
Madera ely - 10 to 14 t i mes a month 
Q~ite a bit - 15 to 20 times a mo nth 
Extremely - 21 to 30 times a month 
..... 
"' 
HO',J MUCH ',/ERE YOU 
BOTHERED BY: 
..... ~ 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145 . 
146. 
14 7 . 
148 . 
149. 
150. 
15 1. 
152. 
153. 
154. 
155. 
156. 
157. 
15d. 
159. 
E~perienc1ng confl icts with co-workers? 
Le')a l problems? 
The feeling of quitting your job because t he work 
was less than yo u cou l d do? 
Feeling that li fe ha s no meaning for yo u? 
Feel in') the need t o find more purpos e i n li fe? 
Feeling jumoy or j it tery, especia l ly when sudden 
noise'.. occur? 
Hc1ving an er;:otio nal or phys i ca l reactio n when you 
hear a helicopter? 
Wal~ing in the woods and li stening carefully to the 
sou nd s around you? 
Thoughts that it i s hard to rea l ly believe that 
Vietnam happe ned to yo u? 
Tho ughts that Vietnam is someth ing you st ill cannot 
accept in you r life? 
Thoughts that Vi etnam was just one grea t big ni ghtmare? 
Feeling the need to have a weapo n on or near you? 
Feeling that yo u drive too fast or reck less ly? 
Feeling the need to recreate in yo ur wo r k here, t he 
kin of sensations ;ou experienced in your work in 
'/ i L: .num? 
Fee ling the nee d to enga ge your self in dangerous or 
highly risky adventures in which you fee l that you 
"live" on the ed'.le"? 
The need to seek out high degrees of "sensa ti on" t hat 
re inher.ntly r i sky? 
The feeling that you are no t free to ~ak~ your own 
cnoiccs which are importa nt to yo ur life. 
The feelinq t hat yo ur ~~rsona l ex i stence ( l ife) i s 
without mea ning? 
The feeling that you sho uld be achieving someth ing, 
but you do n't know wl1at? 
HOW MANY TIMES PEq MONTH DID YOU EXPER IENCE? 
160 
· Headaches? 
lfil. Nervousness or shakiness inside? 
162. Faintness or dizziness? 
o~ 
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Hu'.i :-1,~Tf Tl'·1ES Pt.~ :\QIHH DID IOU EXPER!EtlCE? 
163 . Pu 1 ns in heart or chest? 
164. Fee l ing low in energy or s l owed down ? 
!55 . Tr?nblin'J? 
l66. Poor appetite? 
l6?. Overeatin']? 
168. Heart pounding or racing? 
169. Nausea or upset stoma ch ? 
170 . Tro ubl e ge t ti ng you r breath? 
171 . Hot or co ld soel ls? 
172, Nu~bness or ting ling in parts of your body? 
173. A lump in your throat? 
174. Feeling 1-1eak in pa rts of your body? 
l75 . A~ar~ning in the ea rly mornin g? 
l76. Unab l e Lo fall asleep at night ? 
l77. Feeling that nothing matters anymo re? 
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181. 
182. 
183. 
184 . 
IV 
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The followi ng list contain s symptoms that some Vi etnam Era ve t rans sometimes 
experience . Rea d eac h symptom and if yo u experi enced i t, place a check in the 
year after Vietnam when you £JB.2_ fe lt i t begin. Place a second check if yo u 
co nsider the symptom STILL PRESENT today .. lf _t he sym~tom NEVER occurred, DO NOT 
check any box. Keep in min d that Homecom ing is the f irst s ix months afte r ___ _ 
Vi etr,Jm . 
E1"otional ,1urnbing? 
Depressi on - feelings of helpless ness, 
hoµeless nes3 , ctpathy, dejection? 
1 nrJer-ra,Je, hosti l ity (feel in 'J like a 
walking time bomb)? 
Anxiety-nervo usness? 
Emotiona l constr iction and un-
responsi~eness to self and others? 
Tendency to react under stress with 
mi litary "s urvival tactics"? 
Sl ee p disturbances and recurr ing 
ni ghtma res of t he war experience? 
Home-
Cami ng to 
1 Year 
1 to 5 
Years 
5 to 10 
Years 
10 Years 
to Now 
St i 11 
Presen t 
185 · Loss of interes t in work and activi t ies, 
fatigue, lethargy? -
186. 
187. 
188 , 
189 . 
190 . 
191, 
192, 
193. 
194, 
195. 
196 . 
l'.J 7. 
198 . 
Hyper-a ler tness , s tar tle easily? 
Avo i dance of activities that arouse 
memo ri es of tra uma i n war zone or 
med ical experiences? 
Seek ing out exper iences that are ri sky , 
dangerous , and exciting in ways simi l ar 
to Vietnam? 
Seek ing out work that tends to recreate 
your work experie nces in Vietnam? 
Suicida l fee l ings nd thoughts; se lf-
de s tructive behav ior tendenc ies? 
S 
· h you sur-
urvivor gui lt - wondering w Y 
vived and a frien d(s) or pat i ent(s) 
didn 't ? 
Flashbacks to t raumati c even t s exper-
i enced in war, intrusive tho ughts? 
Guilty feelings as soc iat~d -with ac;s 
part icipated in or done i n Viet nam . 
. n7 
Fantasi es of retaliation and deS t ructio · 
Ideological changes and confusion in 
v l ue sys tern? 
Cy nic ism and mistrus t ~f governmen t 
and authority? 
Ali enation - feeli ng est ran ged? 
searc h 
Feelings of mea nin gl ess ness ; 
fo r meaning in life? 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
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!-1J. 
2fJO . 
201. 
202 . 
203 . 
2J4. 
205. 
2Co. 
207. 
20d . 
209 . 
'·'. '"·1:r:i r:; i rnoainen t, especia lly during 
t 1 mes of stress? 
Hypersens itivity to is sues of equity , 
Justice, fa irness, eq uality and 
legit i rrcy? 
Impu l sive - abrupt changes (q ui ck) in 
li fes tyle (job , relocation, etc. )? 
Prob lems i n estab lishing or main-
taining i1timate relationships? 
Tende ncy to have difficulty with 
autnoricative fi gures (cha l lenging 
and testing author ity, ru l es and 
reg la tions) ? 
footional dist,rn ce from chi ldren ,rnd 
co nc ern about nger alienat ing 
children , husba nd, and others? 
lnab ili t; to talk abo ut war exper-
iences and perso nal emotio ns? 
FeJ r s of l oss of others? 
Sec re ly ~,ant ing to return to Vietnam? 
Tendency to exp lode in fits of rage and 
an ger espec i a lly 1'/hen disin hib ited by 
dru gs/alcohol? 
Zlo . Wi thd rawa l from othPrs , i sol at ion ? 
212 . 
213 . 
214 . 
215. 
Mistrust of othe rs? 
Unc on tro l lab l e , persisti ng tears? 
Guilt over the ina bility to heal bo th 
phy s ical and psychologica l woun ds? 
Relucta nce to have children because of 
the atrocities seen in war? 
Fear of having chi ld ren because of l s? 
poss ible exposure to un known chemica · 
Home -
Cami ng to 1 to 5 
1 Year Years 
-
5 to 10 
Yea rs 
10 Year s 
to Now 
94 
St i 11 
Pres ent 
216. 
' 17. 
218 . 
219. 
220 . 
2?1 ~ . . 
222. 
223 . 
IN STRUCT! Ot/S 
rnr •1,,., f 11 . 95 i; .~ ;n ~s ow1 n1 aues t 1o ns , pl eas e des cribe your experi ences in your own 
· ·· ·- no t •! nougn room, you may at tach an addit io nal page . 
1
•
1
ords . 
A~iJ~ 
I 1 • e. 
from '/i et na m, wha t ot her imper ant events n h d PleJs~ de sc ribe. ave a a major in f luence in your 
Co Jou f~e l yo u have · J f. · 
Pl 
ga1n e or bene 1te~ anyth ing from your experi ences 1·n 
e1se descr ibe . Vi etnam? 
If yo u volunteered for Vietnam , why did you do so? 
~hat we r e your nopes and expectations abc ut se rvin g in Vi et nam? Please describe . 
How do you t hin k your Vie nam experience has affec ed your life? 
We re th ere any specific events during you r tour in Vietnam that were especially diffi cu l t 
fo r you to cope with emotionall y? Please describe . 
llas this sur vey st i mu lated any further thoughts or feelings that may l ead you to 
want to explore these i ssues furth er ? Please describe. 
I t i s often di f ficu lt fo~ a form such as th i s_ to expl?re all are as of importa nce to yo u 
Please feel fr ee o comment on any part of this questionna ire or express any feeli ngs . 
/O u may hav e that were not covered by these queS
t
ions . 
* Adapted in part with permi ssi on From Vietnam Era <~tress Inventory (V.E .S.I.} 
copy ri ght ed by John P. Wil so n and Gustave Krauss, 1900, and pa r ts sugg es ted by 
Joa n Barron, R.'./., '/. A. •'.ed ical Center. 
I) H ' /t,Y ,, l"lAifD, Jn\J. 1\ I rioht.S r se rvrd. 
Appendix B 
Investigat or's Letter Requesting 
Respondent 's Participation 
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Dear V 
eteran 
' 
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
DIVISION OF HUMAN AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
C O LLEGE PARK 20742 
T ELEPHONE ( 301 ) 454-2026 
May 28, 1982 
I am Service a master's student in the department of Counseling and Personnel 
of Wom!/t _the University of Maryland and am currently investigating the topic 
several Vietnam veterans for my thesis. As you may know there have been 
but non Well conducted, extensive inquiries into male veterans and adjustment 
both an e_ of these to date have included women veterans. We feel that this i~ 
Your ex important and necessary area to study in order to understand more about 
Periences and how they have affected you. 
know%~ are, therefore, requesting your particip~tion in this study to further our 
researchge about women veterans in order to gmde f~t~re developments in 
Wornen i' mental_ health interventions, go~ernme~t _pol~c1es, .an~ for the future 
resPond· nvolved rn the military. What this participation will mvolve is 
events ;~g to a series of written questions about your personal background, 
addition at h~ppenned to you in Vietnam~ and how ~ou have reacted to them. In 
rnore b to this there will be some questions that will allow you to tell us 
a out your experiences and feelings in a less structured format. 
Will ~ll / 0 formation will be kept strictly confidential and the questionnaires 
a cod: Illed out anonymously. If you agree to participate, you will be given 
are su nurn.ber by the vv A who will be the only ones to have your names and who 
PPorting this study. we will then mail out your questionnaire. 
be a~\ ~ppreciate the fact that recalling some of these events and feelings may 
becau 1 ~1cu1t experience for you but we feel that it is a worthwhile effort 
Se It ·11 ' . f t. e,cPeri WI provide some of the first accurate m orma ion about the 
addres:nces of women Vietnam veterans ~nd all~w us t~ know more about how to 
Person's Your. ~eeds. Because of the difficulty m l?catmg m8!1y of you, each 
rnater· Participation is vital. We need your help m completing these 
Ials and sending them back to us. 
Pcst~f You are willing to participate, please fill in the enclosed pre-paid 
Willin ard, marking YES and filling in your correct address. If you are not 
Will kg to participate ~lease also return your postcard marking NO, so that we 
ticipa now . that you r;ceived this and will not send further mailings. Each par-
nt Will receive a summary of our findings in about 3 months. 
any !han~ you for your cooperation in this most important inquiry. If you have 
Ween ~estions please contact me at (301) 454-4269 Mondays through Fridays bet-
:30 and 4:30. l will be happy to answer them. 
Appendix C 
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De a r v e ter a n 
Schnl . am sendi ng this note as a cover to a letter from Jenn 
ces."~';' • o f _the Unive~sity of Ma ryland._ She is in the pro~ 
rel a t e ' working on_a pilot study of readjustment issues 
1n m d~ to women Vietnam ve terans who served 1n the wa r zone 
e ica l po s itions . 
wor kAs you know, since you contacted us, we ha ve been 
t o ~ng ha rd on this is s ue. Sever a l pilot projects desi gned 
now•.dress women who se rv e in war and in th e milit a ry are 
Wor k '7 th e p la nn i ng st ages , and we a re doin g our be s t to 
I\IJs. 
8 
n a _c l earinghou se mann e r t o f a cilit a te th es e prog rams . 
we
1
, chn a 1er's pr opo sa l i s on e we ha ve tried to as sist a s 
- as po s si bl e , a nd th a t i s why I am writing you. 
com ~ e r l ett er des cribe s th e s tudy _sh e i s doing f a irly 
Pa rp e he ns1 vely . A de ta iled questionn a ire ha s be en pre-
Wi '. ~f· and we 11ould like to send it to you if you would be 
ad• : ng t o par ti c ipa t e . We ha ve enc los ed a s t amp e d, se l f 
s e;i •s sed post car d f o r you to return, and you will th e n be 
th e qu es t i onna ir e within the month. 
You :our name will be he ld in th e strictest confide nce , if 
e cide to pa r t icip a te in the project. 
ha s ! truly hope you will decide to.Join in this work. It 
r e . a k e n us ye ars to ~et to the point at which we are even 
co gn · b • be,,; •ze d as a veter a n population! a nd now ,s_th e time to 
0 
n asking the que s tion, "What did and doe s 1t ail mean?". 
T · na nk you for your he lp. 
Sinc ef, ely, ~ J /7 ~ 
~~;/-/4it~ 
Lynd Y::a n o e va nt e r 
Na tion a l Women's Dir ec t or 
* A not-for-profit national veterw 's organi.?.ation .. 
-4~1,.. .... 
qq 
.. 
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- -----MENTAL HEALTH REF~ST 
.:...:..=--~~ -
Gary Wi 11 i ams 
Vet Center 
875 Central Avenue WEst Mall Office Plaza 
Albany, NY 12206 
Walter Sampson, M.S.W-
Vet Center 
226 East Fordham Road 
Rooms 216/217 
Bronx, NY 10458 
(Zl2) 367-3500 
James Duffy, M. S. 
Vet Center 
~65 Cadman Plaza, East 
rooklyn, NY 11201 
(21 2) 330-2825 
David Kowalewski, M.S.W-
Vet Center 
114 Elmwood Avenue 
Buffalo, NY 14201 
(71 6) 882-0§00 
Nicholas Pascucci, M.S. 
!et Center 
148-43 Hillside Avenue 
J(amaica Hills, NY 11435 
212) 658-6767 
Angel Almedina 
Vet Center 
166 West 75th Street 
Manhatten NY 10023 
(212) 944~2917 
~enneth Abramcyzk, M.S.W-
neida Co. Depart. of Mental Health 
3oo Park Ave 
Utica, NY 13501 
(315) 798-5990 
Jerry Bowman 
122 Moselle 
Buffa lo, NY 14209 
( 716) 893-2361 
Benj amin Brody, Ph.D-
26 ~J. 9th 
New York, NY 10011 
(212) 473- 272 2 
NEl~ YORK 
Harold Clingerman, M.A. 
20 Bidv,rell PkWY 
Buffalo, NY 14222 
(716) 882-0505 
John Costello, M.S.W. 
V .A.M.C-
3495 Bail eY Ave 
Buffalo, NY 14215 (716) 834-9200 Ext. 2409 
Victor DeFazio, Ph.D-
16 E. 79th 
New York, NY 10021 
(212) 744-2200 
Arthur Egendorf, Ph.D-
22 Riverside Dr 
New York, NY 10023 
(212) 362-3904 
Gasper Falzone, M.S.W-
314 Decatur Ave 
Shirley, NY 11967 
(516) 399-5544 
David Forrest, M.D. 
155 w. 68th 
New York, NY 10023 
(212) 373-7750 
David Hollingsworth, M.s.W. 
The Neighborhood center 
615 t1arY 
Utica, NY 13501 
(315) 733-4509 
Lawrence Kolb, M.D. 
V.A.M.C. 
113 Holl and Ave 
Albany, NY 12208 
(518) 463-5716 
Jeffrey Long, M.A. 
23 sunset Rd 
sayshore, NY 11706 
(516) 665-4129 
Clifford Mahler, Ph.D-
15 Danebrook Dr 
Eggertsville, NY 14226 
(716) 837 -8793 
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MENTAL HE_f\._1=_TI"l REF ERRAL LISI 
NEW YO RK (cont) 
Thomas Mill er, Ph.D. 
V.A.M.C. 
Buffalo, NY 14215 
(716) 834-9200 Ext. 434 
Mike Peter, Ph.D. 
Counseling Center 
SUNY - Binghamton 
Binghamton, NY 13901 
(607) 798-2772 
Florence Volkman Pincus, M.S.S. 
311½ ~!. 20th 
New York, NY 10011 
(212) 924-7104 
Stanley Rustin, Ph.D. 
154 E. 71st 
New York, NY 10021 
(212) 861-5649 
Robert Shapiro, Ph.D. 
115 E. 87th 
New York, NY 10028 
(212) 289-1799 
Cha im Shatan, M.D. 
415 Central Park W. 
New York, NY 10025 
(212) 865-9482 
Richard Sullivan, M.S.W. 
V .A.M. C. 
Alcohol Treatment Unit 
3495 Bailey Ave 
Buffalo, NY 14215 
(716) 834-9200 Ext. 544 
John Talbott, M.D. 
525 E. 68th, Rm 163 
New York, NY 10021 
(212) 472-6272 
John Theilmann, M.A. 
115 Phyllis Ave 
Buffalo, NY 14215 
Gary Williams, c.s.W. 
Garden Terrace 
Or iskany, NY 13424 
(315)736-4657 
1 02 
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CouNSE 
LING AND PERSONNEL SERVICES 
Dear Veteran, 
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
DIVISION OF HUMAN AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
COLLEGE PARK 20742 
TELEPHONE (301) 454-2026 
July 1, 1982 
This letter is a reminder that we have not yet received 
Your completed questionnaire about your experiences as a 
women Vietnam veteran. 
Due to the small number of reachable women Vietnam 
veterans, it is vital that we receive a response from each 
and every one of you. We are depending on your cooperation 
to make this a scientifically sound and significant study of 
women Vietnam veterans and their experiences. 
Please help us by returning your questionnaire~~-~~~~ 
~~_Qossible. We have enclosed a pre-paid return postcard in 
C~se-you-need a new questionnaire or never received our 
first one. Just fill it out and we will send you a new 
Packet of information. If, by chance, you have just mailed 
Your packet back, please disregard this letter. 
Please contact me if you have any questions at (301) 454~4269 Mondays through Fridays from 8:30 to 4:30. Once 
again, thank you for your time and consideration. 
si7cerely, j 
1 
~ 
~ ;x!)d/l/ yVJ._)-.._£.-A, 
Jenny naier 
Gradu Student, 
University of Maryland 
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,. 
COUN S EL I NG AND PERSONN E L SERVICES 
Dear Veteran, 
UNIVERS ITY OF MARYLAND 
DIVI SION OF HUMAN AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES 
COLLEGE OF ED UCATI ON 
COLLEGE PARK 20742 
TELEPHONE ( 301) 454 - 2026 
July 15, 1982 
This letter is the second reminder that we have not yet received 
your completed questionnaire about your experiences as a woman Vietnam 
veteran. 
On ce more , we request your val ua bl e participation in our research 
study. In order to make thi s study truly representative of each woman 
veteran ' s exper i ence, it would be helpful to have a respon se from each 
of you. We wou ld appreciate your compl eti ng t he questionnaire and 
retu r nin g it as soon as possible. If you have any questions or need 
help of any ki nd, plea se feel fre e to con tac t me at the above address 
or at (301) 454-4269 Mondays through Fridays from 8:30 to 4:30. 
I f you have already mailed your quest i onnaire, pl ease disregard 
t hi s letter. We t hank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
:::ztr 
Graduate student 
Univer s ity of Maryland 
1 06 
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Appe ndix G 
Summaries Of All Biographical And 
Demographical Information For All Respondents 
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Age Of Respondents 
Age In Current 
Vi etnam N % Age N % 
21 2 2 . 3 32 1 1.1 
22 23 26.4 33 1 1.1 
23 25 28 .7 34 10 11.5 
24 7 8 .0 35 15 17.2 
25 6 6.9 36 17 19.5 
26 4 4 .6 37 8 9 . 2 
27 3 3 .4 38 9 10.3 
28 1 1.1 39 6 6 . 9 
29 3 3 . 4 40 2 2.3 
30 3 3 . 4 41 1 1.1 
33 2 2 . 3 42 3 3 . 4 
, 
35 2 2 . 3 43 4 4.6 
36 1 1.1 45 2 2 . 3 
37 1 1.1 47 1 1.1 
39 1 1.1 50 2 2.3 
51 1 1.1 51 1 1.1 
No 53 1 1.1 
Response 2 2.3 
56 1 1.1 
Total 87 100% 67 1 1.1 
No 
Mean = 25. 1 Response 1 1.1 
Standard Deviation 4. 82 
Total 87 100 % 
Mean = 38.3 
Standard Deviation = 5 .55 
109 
Race Of Respondents 
Race N % 
American Indian/Native American 2 2.3 
Black , not of Hispanic origin 1 1.1 
Asian or Pacific Islander 0 0 . 0 
Hispanic 2 2 . 3 
White, not of Hispanic origin 81 93.1 
Other 1 1.1 
Total 87 100% 
, 
Educational Atta inment Of Responde nts 
Prior To Entering The Military 
Education 
Some high school 
Completed high schoo l 
Some college/professional school 
Completed college/professional school 
Some graduate work 
Completed graduate work 
No Response 
Total 
If Stated, Type Of Degree Held 
R.N., Diploma R.N ., o r 3- yr graduate 
B. s . or B. s. N. 
B.A. 
C.R.N.A. (Certified R.N. Anesthesist) 
Tota l 
N 
0 
1 
1 9 
65 
0 
1 
1 
87 
N 
24 
15 
1 
1 
87 
% 
0.0 
1.1 
21.8 
74.7 
0.0 
1.1 
1.1 
100% 
% 
58 .5 
36 . 6 
1.1 
1.1 
100% 
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Current Educational Attainment 
Of Respondents 
Education N 
Some high school 0 
Completed high school 1 
Some college/professional school 13 
Completed college/professional school 45 
Some graduate work 8 
Completed graduate work 20 
No Response 1 
Total 87 
111 
% 
a.a 
a.a 
14.9 
51. 7 
9 . 2 
23.0 
1.1 
100% 
Current Educational Attainment 
Of Responde nts (Continued) 
Type Of Degree Held 
R.N., Diploma R.N., or 3-yr graduate 
A.A. 
B.s. or B.S.N. 
B.A . 
M.Ed. 
M.S.Ed. 
M.A. 
C.E.N. (Certified Emergency Nurse) 
M.S.N. 
M.B.A. 
C.R.N.A. (Certified R.N. Anesthesist) 
M.s. 
M.S.T. (Massage Therapist) 
Total 
N 
6 
3 
15 
4 
3 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
7 
1 
87 
% 
12.2 
6 .1 
30.6 
8.2 
8. 2 
2.0 
4.1 
2.0 
8.2 
2.0 
2.0 
14.3 
2.0 
100% 
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Number Of Jobs Held By Responde nts 
Since Leaving Vietnam 
Number Of Jobs Held N 
0 1 
1 2 
2 8 
3 14 
4 19 
5 18 
6 13 
7 2 
8 3 
9 1 
11 1 
12 2 
No Response 3 
Total 87 
Mean= 4.6 
Standard Deviation = 2.17 
113 
% 
1.1 
2.3 
9.2 
16.1 
21.8 
20.7 
14.9 
2.3 
3.4 
1.1 
1.1 
2.3 
3.4 
100% 
114 
Number Of Years In Nursing 
Profession Of Respondents 
Number Of Years N % 
0 1 1.1 
1 1 1.1 
2 2 2.3 
3 3 3.4 
4 4 4.6 
5 7 8.0 
6 3 3.4 
7 4 4.6 
8 9 10.3 
9 9 10. 3 
10 6 6.9 
11 7 8.0 
12 9 10. 3 
13 6 6.9 
14 7 8.0 
15 1 1.1 
16 2 2.3 
17 2 2.3 
No 
Response 4 4.6 
Total 87 100% 
Mean= 9.2 
Standard Deviation = 3.92 
115 
Current Annual Income Of Respondents 
Current Income N % 
$ 0-5,000 5 5.7 
5 , 001-10,000 9 10 . 3 
10 , 001-15 , 000 5 5 . 7 
15 , 001-20 , 000 11 12.6 
20 , 001-25,000 23 26.4 
25 , 001-30,000 13 14 . 9 
30 , 000 or over 17 19.5 
Re t ired 1 1.1 
No 
Response 3 3.4 
Total 87 100% 
116 
Marital Status Of Responde nts 
Ma rita l Sta tus When Ente r ing Milita ry 
St a tus N % 
Marr i e d 2 2 .3 
Sing l e 80 92 .0 
Divo r ced 3 3 .4 
Separ a t e d 0 0.0 
Widowed 1 1.1 
No Response 1 1.1 
To t a l 8 7 100% 
Present Ma rital Status 
Sta tus N % 
Common Law Marriage 2 2 . 3 
Marrie d (Ne v e r Divorc e d ) 35 40. 2 
Ma rrie d (Previ o usly Divor ced) 5 5. 7 
Marrie d (Previously Widowed ) 0 0.0 
Separ a t e d 5 5. 7 
Single 18 20 . 7 
Divorce d and Still Single 18 20.7 
Divorced (Living wi t h Lo v e r) 1 1. 1 
Living with Lover 3 3.4 
Total 87 100 % 
117 
Pregnancy Historie s Of Responde nts 
Number Of Pregna n c i e s N % 
0 37 42 . 5 
1 16 18 .4 
2 18 20 .7 
3 8 9 . 2 
4 5 5.7 
5 3 5.7 
To t a l 87 100% 
Me an= 1.3 
Standard De viation 1.42 
Numbe r Of Miscarri a ges N % 
0 69 79 . 3 
1 1 3 14. 9 
2 4 4 . 6 
5 1 1.1 
To tal 8 7 100% 
Me an = .30 
Standard Deviation .73 
118 
Pregnancy Histori es (Continued) 
Number Of Abort ions N % 
0 76 87 .4 
1 10 11. 5 
2 1 1.1 
Tota l 87 10 0% 
Mean= . 14 
Standard Deviation .38 
Number Of Live Births N % 
0 53 60.9 
1 7 8 .0 
2 21 24.1 
3 5 5.7 
4 1 1.1 
Total 87 100% 
Mean= .78 
Standard De viation = 1.07 
119 
Pregnancy Histories (Continue d) 
Number Of Still Births N % 
0 82 94.3 
1 4 4. 6 
No Response 1 1.1 
Total 87 100% 
Mean = .05 
Standard Deviation .21 
Number Of Children N % 
0 47 54.0 
1 10 11. 5 
2 25 28.7 
3 5 5.7 
Total 87 100% 
Mean= .86 
Standard Deviation 1.03 
120 
Respondents' Branch Of Military Service In Vietnam 
Branch N % 
Marines 0 0.0 
Army 79 90.8 
Air Force 5 5.7 
Navy 3 3.4 
Coast Guard 0 0.0 
Total 87 100% 
Responde nts' Rank In Military In Vietnam 
Rank N % 
Army - 2nd Lieutenant 4 4.6 
1st Lieutenant 39 44.8 
Captain 35 40.2 
Major 2 2.3 
Lt. Colonel 1 1.1 
Specialist-5 1 1.1 
Air Force - Captain 1 1.1 
Colonel 1 1.1 
Navy - Lt. Commander 1 1.1 
Commander 1 1.1 
E-4 1 1.1 
Total 87 100% 
Types Of Positions Respondents 
Held In Vietnam 
Position 
Staff Nurse 
Medical Surgery 
Orthopedics 
P.O.W., Civilians or Vietnamese Wards 
Emergency Room 
Head or Charge Nurse 
Pre-Op 
Psychiatric Wards 
Operating Room 
Pediatric 
Intensive Care Unit 
Female Medica l 
Burn Unit 
An esthesist 
Medic 
S ick Office r Quarters 
Evacuation Hospital 
Medical Specialist 
Air Evacuation 
Field--Immediate Care 
N 
36 
19 
9 
8 
26 
24 
6 
5 
5 
1 
32 
1 
3 
3 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
% 
17.7 
9 .4 
4.4 
3.9 
12.8 
11.8 
3.0 
2.5 
2.5 
• 5 
15.8 
• 5 
1.5 
1.5 
• 5 
.5 
1.5 
• 5 
• 5 
.5 
121 
Position 
Re covery Room 
Critical Care 
Physical Therapist 
Total 
Types Of Positions Responde nts 
Held In Vietnam 
N 
15 
1 
1 
203* 
*Respondents listed up to five positions 
% 
7.4 
.5 
• 5 
100% 
122 
Total Year s Respondents Spent In The Military 
Years 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
10 
12 
13 
17 
18 
19 
21 
22 
24 
No Response 
Total 
Mean= 4.8 
Standard Deviation 5.71 
N 
5 
37 
19 
7 
4 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
2 
2 
l 
87 
% 
5.7 
42.5 
21. 8 
8.0 
4.6 
1.1 
2.3 
2.3 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
2.3 
2 .3 
1.1 
100% 
l23 
124 
Numbe r Of Months In Military 
Prior To Respondents' Vietnam Service 
Number Of Months N % 
0 1 1.1 
1 4 4 . 6 
2 9 10.3 
4 3 3.4 
5 7 8. 0 
6 4 4.6 
7 10 11. 5 
8 7 8.0 
9 6 6 .9 
10 2 2.3 
12 (1 year ) 11 1 2 .6 
13 1 1.1 
14 2 2.3 
17 1 1.1 
18 1 1.1 
19 2 2 . 3 
22 2 2.3 
24 (2 yea r s ) 2 2 . 3 
26 1 1.1 
31 1 1.1 
Number Of Months In Military 
Prior To Respondents' Vietnam Service (Continued) 
Number Of Months 
36 (3 years) 
45 
84 (7 year s) 
Greater than 8 years 
No Response 
Total 
Mean= 16.5 
Standard Deviation 24 .16 
N % 
1 1.1 
1 1.1 
3 3.4 
4 4.6 
1 1.1 
87 100% 
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Number Of Months 
0 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 (1 year ) 
13 
15 
16 
19 
20 
21 
24 (2 years) 
26 
33 
Number Of Months In Military 
After Respondents' Vietnam Service 
N 
16 
3 
7 
2 
7 
5 
5 
3 
1 
2 
2 
8 
1 
4 
3 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
126 
% 
18.4 
3 .4 
8 .0 
2.3 
8.0 
5.7 
5.7 
3.4 
1.1 
2.3 
2.3 
9 . 2 
1.1 
4.6 
3.4 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
4.6 
1.1 
1.1 
Number Of Months In Military 
After Respondents ' Vietnam Serv i ce (Continued) 
Number Of Months 
36 (3 y ears ) 
60 
8 4 (7 years) 
Gr eater than 8 years 
No Re sponse 
Total 
Mean== 15.3 
Standard Deviat ion == 24.39 
N 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
87 
127 
% 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
5.7 
1.1 
100% 
Type Of Discharge 
Honorable 
General 
Medical 
Me dical Retir ement 
Stil l in Service 
No Response 
Total 
Respondents' Military History 
N 
79 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
87 
Re-Enlistment History N 
Re-enlisted 14 
Did not Re-Enlist 69 
No Response 4 
Total 87 
% 
90.8 
1.1 
1.1 
2 .3 
3.4 
1.1 
100% 
% 
16.1 
79.3 
4.5 
100% 
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Respondents' Mil i tary History (Continued ) 
How Assigned To Vietnam 
Routine Transfer 
Volunteered (Willingly) 
Volunteered (Against my will) 
Other 
No Response 
Total 
Number Of Tours In Vietnam And 
How Sent For Additional To ur 
One Tour Only 
Volunteered Twice 
Extended Tour in Vietnam to 
Get Out of Military Early 
Extended Tour 
Coerced into Continuing 
Total 
N 
21 
58 
3 
4 
1 
87 
N 
77 
4 
4 
1 
1 
87 
% 
24.1 
66 .7 
3 .4 
4.6 
1.1 
100% 
% 
88 . 5 
4.6 
4.6 
1.1 
1.1 
100% 
129 
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Respondents' Military History (Continued) 
Le ngth Of Service In Vietnam (In Months ) 
'rour 1 N % Tour 2 N % 
3 1 1.1 12 (1 year) 1 1.1 
9 2 2.3 24 ( 2 years) 1 1.1 
10 1 1.1 No Response 85 97 . 7 
11 2 2.3 
Total 87 100% 
12 (1 year) 68 78.2 
13 6 6 .9 Mean = 18.0 
14 1 1.1 Standard Deviation = 8.49 
15 3 3.4 
18 1 1.1 
20 1 1.1 
No Response 1 1.1 
Total 87 100% 
Mean = 12.1 
Standard Deviation = 1. 68 
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Respondents' Military History (Continued) 
Total Months In Vietnam N % 
3 1 1.1 
9 2 2 . 3 
10 1 1.1 
11 2 2.3 
12 ( 1 year ) 66 75.9 
13 6 6.9 
14 1 1.1 
15 3 3.4 
18 1 1.1 
20 1 1.1 
24 (2 years ) 1 1.1 
36 (3 years ) ] 1.1 
No Response 1 1.1 
Total 87 100% 
Mean= 12.56 
Standard Deviation = 3.32 
Respondents ' Attitudes Toward Going To Vie tnam 
In General, How Did You Feel About Going To Vietnam? 
Response 
Very Positive 
Somewhat Positive 
Neutral 
Somewhat Negative 
Very Negative 
Not Sure/Don ' t Remember 
Other 
No Response 
Total 
Mean= 2 .02 
Standard Deviation= 1.46 
N 
44 
23 
5 
5 
6 
2 
1 
1 
87 
% 
50 .6 
26 . 4 
5.7 
5 .7 
6 . 9 
2.3 
1.1 
1.1 
100% 
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Re spondents' Pe rceived Adequacy Of 
Medical Training For Vietnam 
How Adequately Do You Fe el You Were Medically Trained For Your 
Assignment In Vietnam? 
Response 
Very well trained 
Fairly we ll trained 
Needed some more training 
Undertrained 
Poorly trained 
No Response 
Total 
Mean= 2.24 
Standard Deviation 1.13 
N % 
25 28.7 
32 36.8 
16 18 . 4 
9 10.3 
4 4.6 
1 1.1 
8 7 100% 
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Respondents' Corresponde n ce With Others 
During Tour In Vietnam 
134 
Did You Correspond With Any One Back Home Continuous ly During 
Your Tour In Vietnam 
Response 
Ye s 
No 
No Response 
To t al 
If Yes, Number Of Peopl e Correspond With 
Number Of People 
l 
2 
3 
4 
Tota l 
5 
6 
7 
No Response 
Mean = 4.01 
Standard Deviation = 1.60 
N 
84 
2 
1 
8 7 
N 
6 
9 
17 
19 
1 7 
11 
5 
3 
87 
% 
96.6 
2.3 
1.1 
100% 
% 
6.9 
10.3 
19. 5 
21.8 
19.5 
12 . 6 
5.7 
3.4 
100% 
If Corresponded 
Who 
Mother 
Friend 
No Response 
Total 
Responde nts' Correspondence With Others 
During Tour In Vietnam (Continued) 
With Only One Person, Who? 
N 
4 
1 
82 
87 
Did Responde nt Suffer Any Disability In Vietnam? 
Res onse 
Ye s 
No 
No Response 
Total 
N 
18 
68 
l 
87 
% 
4.6 
1.1 
94.3 
100% 
% 
20.7 
78.2 
1. 1 
100% 
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Respondents' Seeking Professional Help For Any 
Mental Health Problems 
Have You Ever Sought Professional Help Wit h Any Mental Hea lth 
Problems 
Response 
Yes 
No 
No Response 
To t a l 
N 
42 
44 
l 
87 
If Yes , Did You Ever Discuss Your Experie nces In Vie tnam? 
Response 
Yes 
No 
Total 
N 
21 
28 
49 
% 
48.3 
50.6 
1.1 
100% 
% 
4 2 . 9 
57 .1 
100% 
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Respondents' Seeking Professional Help For Any 
Mental Health Problems (Continued) 
If Described, Type Of Help Sought 
Tye 
Help for Vi etnam 
He l p oth er than Vi e tnam 
Help other than Vietnam, but discussed 
or related to Vietnam 
Al coholism 
Suicide Attempt 
Other 
Total 
N 
11 
12 
12 
1 
3 
1 
40 
% 
27.5 
30.0 
30 .0 
2.5 
7.5 
2 . 5 
100% 
137 
Appendix H 
Items Reported By 50% Or More 
On Scale 1 Of The Respondents 
As Having " Not Occurred At All " 
138 
139 
69. Suicidal thoughts. 
73. Asking yourself why others died in Vietnam and not you. 
74. Feeling guilty that you survived the war whe n others d idn't. 
75. Feeling guilty that certain patie nts survived who you fe lt 
probably shouldn't have. 
78. Experiencing nightmares of the war. 
8 0. Experiencing r age. 
81 . Experiencing sadness ove r lost friends that you cannot express . 
82. Experiencing explosive anger. 
84. Feeling numb o r nothing inside. 
85. Feeling that all of your p roblems are caused by other people doing 
things to you. 
88. The fear of losing control of your impulses (e .g . feelings, 
e motions). 
89. Using alcohol to help you feel better . 
90. Using alcohol to help you sleep. 
91. Using hard drugs to help you feel better (e .g. speed , heroin). 
92 . Using hard drugs t o help you sleep (e.g. speed, hero in) . 
93 . Using mari juana to he lp you feel bett e r. 
94. Using ma rijuana to help you sleep. 
95. Re sponding reflexively, using military-l ike s urvival tact i cs whe n 
under stress. 
9 7. Taking drugs prescribed by a doctor for your emotional upset . 
99. Experiencing sexual problems. 
103. Feeling like you lost your r omanti c, sexual sensitivity in 
Vietnam. 
105. Getting into fights with others. 
108. Losing your temper and getting out of control . 
109. Expe riencing problems wi t h your husband or lover . 
111. Having a problem trusting others for fear of something bad 
h appening to you. 
140 
112. Getting nervous around other people who a re not Vietnam veterans. 
113. Experiencing problems being c l ose to your family. 
114. Your husband or lover complaining that Vietnam has messed up the 
relationship. 
115. Worrying that Vietnam is affecting the way you relate to your 
children. 
116. Feeling that you a re no good and worthless . 
118. Feeling that you have no real goal s that matt e r. 
1 22 . Feeling tha t you cannot control the important e vents in your 
123. Feeling lik e you are just a walking " s h e ll" of your old self. 
1 25 . Not feeling proud o f the kind of person you a re. 
1 26. Feeling that you are not a person of worth. 
life . 
127. Feeling that Vietnam took a way your "soul" (dehumaniz e d you). 
128. Feeling that you just cannot get a hold on t hings. 
130. Feeling like you've b een a fai lure since leaving military s e rvice . 
131. Having fantasies of retaliation for what happened to you in 
Vietnam. 
139. Feeling that your work is menial and b e low your capabilities . 
14 2. Legal problems. 
143. The feeling of quitting your job b ecause the work was less than 
you could do . 
144. Feeling that life h as no meaning for you. 
145. Fee ling t he need to find more purpose in life. 
148. Walking in the woods and listening careful l y to the sound s a r ound 
you. 
150. Thoughts that Vie tnam is some thing you still cannot accept in your 
life. 
151. Thoughts that Vie tnam was just one great big nightmare . 
152. Feeling the need to have a weapon on or near you. 
153. Feeling that you drive t oo fast or recklessly. 
154. Feeling the need to recreate in your work here , the kind of 
sensations you experienced in your work in Vi e tnam. 
141 
155. Feeling the need to engage yourself in dangerous or highly risky 
adventures in which you fee l that you "live" on the edge. 
156. The need to seek out high degrees of "sensatio n" that are 
inherently risky. 
157. The fe e ling that you are not free to ma ke your own choices which 
are important to your life. 
158. The feeling that your personal existence (li fe) is without 
meaning. 
Appendix I 
Items Reported By 50% Or More 
Of The Respondents On Scale 3 
As Having First Occurred Between 
"Homecoming And Now" 
142 
17 8 . 
179. 
181. 
185. 
186. 
192. 
195. 
1 96. 
1 9 7. 
199. 
201, 
203. 
206. 
Emotional numbing . 
Depression--fee lings of helple ssness, hopelessne ss, apathy , 
d e jection. 
143 
Emotiona l constriction and unresponsive ness to self a nd othe rs. 
Lo ss of inte r e st in work and activities , fatigu e , lethargy. 
Hyper-alertness, start le e asily. 
Flashbacks to traumatic e v e nts expe rie nced in wa r, intrusive 
thoughts. 
Ideo logical change s and confusion in value syste m. 
Cynici s m and mistrust of gove rnment and authority. 
Aliena tion--fee ling estranged. 
Negative s e lf-image, low self-e steem? 
Hype r sensitivity to issues of equity, jus tice, fairne ss, equa lity 
and legitimacy. 
Problems in establishing or maintaining intima te relatio nships. 
Inability to talk about war e xperiences and personal emotions. 
Appendix J 
For Responde nts Positively Reporting 
Symptoms On Scale 3 , Items Reported By 50% 
Or More As Having First Occurred Between 
"Homecoming And One Year" 
144 
178. Emotional numbing. 
179. Depression--fee lings of helplessness, hopelessness , apathy, 
dejection. 
181. Anxiety--nervousness. 
145 
182. Emotional constriction and unresponsiveness to self and others. 
183 . Tendency t o react under stress with military "survival tactics." 
184. Sleep disturbances and recurring nightmares of the war experience. 
186. Hyper-alertness, startle easily. 
187. Avoidance of activities that arouse memories of trauma in war zone 
or medical experiences. 
188. Seeking out experiences that are risky, dangerou s and exciting in 
ways similar to that in Vietnam. 
189 . Seeking out work that tends to recreate your work experiences in 
Vietnam. 
191. Survivor guilt--wondering why you survived and a friend(s) or 
patient{s) didn't. 
192 . Flashbacks to traumatic events experienced in war, intrusive 
thoughts. 
193. Guilty feelings associated with acts participated in or done in 
Vietnam. 
194. Fantasies of retaliation and destruction. 
195. Ideological changes and confusion in v alue system. 
196. Cynicism and mistrust of government and authority . 
197. Alienation--feeling estranged . 
201. Hypersensitivity to issues of equity, justice , fairness , equality 
and l egitimacy. 
203. Problems i n establishing or maintaining intimate relationships. 
204 . Tende ncy to have difficulty wit h authoritativ e figures 
(challenging and testing authority, rules and regulations). 
206. Inability to talk about war experiences and personal emotions. 
207 . Fears of loss of others. 
208. Secretly wanting to return to Vietnam. 
210. Withdrawal from others, isolation. 
211. Mistrust of others. 
146 
213 . Guilt over the inability to heal both physica l and psychological 
wounds. 
214. Reluctance to have children because of the atrocities see n in war. 
Appendix K 
For Respondents Positively Reporting 
Symptoms On Sca l e 3, Items 
Reported By 50% Or More As Having 
First Occu rred Be twee n 
"One To Five Years " 
147 
180. Anger-range, hostility (feeling like a walking time bomb). 
185. Loss of interest in work and activities , fatigue , lethargy. 
189. Seeking out work that tends to recreate your work experiences in 
Vietnam. 
207. Fears of loss of others . 
148 
Appendix L 
Items From Scale 3 That Were Reported 
As "Still Present" By Over 50% Of 
The Respondents 
149 
178. Emotional numbing. 
181. Anxiety-nervousness. 
182. Emotional constriction and unresponsiveness to self and others. 
186. Hyper-alertness, startle easily. 
150 
187. Avoidance of activities that arouse memories of trauma in war zone 
or medical experiences . 
192. Flashbacks to traumatic events experienced in war, intrusive 
t houghts. 
193. Guilty f ee lings associated with acts part icipated in or done in 
Vietna m. 
195. Ideological changes and confusion in value system . 
196. Cynicism and mistrust of government and authority. 
197. Alienation--feeling estranged . 
198. Feelings of meaninglessness ; search for meaning in life. 
200 . Memory impai rment, especially during times of stress . 
201. Hypersensitivity to issues of equity, justice , fairness , equality 
and legitimacy . 
202 . Impulsive--abrupt changes (quick ) in lifestyle ( job , relocation , 
etc.). 
203 . Problems in establishing or maintaining intimate relationships. 
204 . Tendency to have difficulty with authoritative figures 
(challenging and testing authority, rules and regulations ) . 
205 . Emotional distance from children and concern about anger 
a l ienating children, husband, and others. 
206. Inability to talk about war experiences and personal emotions . 
207. Fears of loss of others. 
208 . Secretly wanting to return to Vietnam. 
209 . Tendency to e xplode in fits of rage and anger specially when 
disinhibi ted by drugs/alcohol. 
210. Withdrawal from others, isolation . 
211 . Mistrust of others. 
1 51 
213 . Guil t over the i nab i lity t o hea l bo th p h ys ica l and p syc ho logic a l 
wounds. 
214. Re luctance t o have childre n because o f the a trocities s e e n in war. 
21 5 . Fear of having c hildre n b e cause of possible exposure t o unknown 
c h e mical s . 
Appe ndix M 
Freque ncies, Means, And Standard Deviations 
For All Questionnaire Items 
152 
• 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36 . 
, 37. 
38. 
39. 
40 . 
41. 
42 . 
4 3. 
44. 
45 . 
46 . 
47. 
4'' u . 
49 . 
50 . 
'j 1. 
52. 
FREQUENCIES, MEANS, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
FOR -SECTIONS II, III, - IV,-
SECTION II 
Never - Experience did not occur 
Rar el y - Experience occurred one time every month 
Occas ionally - Experience occurred one time every two weeks 
Often - Experience occurred one or two times each week 
Very Often - Experience occurred three or more times a week 
Tak ing ca re of wou nded American soldiers? 
Tak i:1g care of 1-10 unded Vietnamese soldiers? 
Ta king ca re of wounded civilians? 
Taki ng care of wounded children and women? 
Tak i ng ca re of wounded P.O .W. 's? 
Tak ing sare of psychiatric casualties? 
Tak in g care of a patient who reminded you of someone 
cl ose to you ? 
Ta king care of Americans who later died? 
Preparation of American bodies for evacuation? 
Tak ing care of Vietnamese who died? 
Prepa ra tion of Vietnamese bodies for evacuation? 
Havi ng personnel shortages? 
Havi ng equipment and supply shortages? 
Having a continual s tream of casualties? 
Having t o make deci s ions about who would receive 
eq ui p~ent or personnel if shortages existed? 
Hav ing t o make deci s ions in triage about who would 
ge t trea t me nt ? 
lla vi ng to watch pati ents die because of equipment or 
pe r sonnel shortages? 
See i ng t he mutil ation of young bodi es? 
Not knowing wha t happened t o a pa t ient after they 
l ef t your care? 
Feel i ng underprepared or undertrained t o help ? 
Feel i ng t i red ( lack of sleep) both mentally and 
physi cal ly? 
Ha ving pa ti ent s die because of medical or nursing 
e rro r s? 
Mak ing nurs ing e rro r s due t o ti redness and/ or 
overwork, and /or overload? 
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8.0 18.4 
9.2 23.0 
26.4 35.6 
27.6 26.4 
33.3 26.4 
10.3 14 .9 
13.8 10.3 
19.5 20.7 
19 . 5 4.6 
10 . 3 31.0 
:. sr, o 27.6 
4. 6 13.8 
26.4 29.9 
21. 8 17. 2 
37.9 14.9 
5. 7 5.7 
1.1 5.7 
34. 5 28 .7 
10. 3 26.4 
49.4 13.8 
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·2.;3 89.7 3.74 .86 
25.4 50.6 3.10 1. 20 
2·L 1 43.7 2.92 1. 21 
17.2 43.7 2. 82 1.28 
14.9 13.8 1. 98 1.16 
10.3 14.9 1. 71 1. 32 
16 .1 8.0 1.67 1.17 
33.3 37.9 2.99 1.04 
11. 5 19. 5 1.47 1.61 
19.5 19. 5 2.00 1. 41 
12.6 6.9 .94 1. 32 
31. '.) 26.4 2. 71 1.01 
33.3 28.7 2.78 1.03 
34.5 44.8 3.15 .98 
13. 8 3.0 1. 60 1. 21 
17. 2 H.9 1.68 1.44 
6.9 3.4 1.02 1. 06 
9.2 77.0 3. 53 .99 
11. j 79. 3 3.64 .84 
16 .1 '.l. 2 1. 77 1.14 
32. 2 31.0 2.84 .99 
4.6 J .O . 91 .BO 
3. 4 2. 3 1. 10 . 91 
freq uen cy for Numbered Spaces 
Never - Experience did not occur . 
Rarel y - Exper i ence occurred one time every month 
Occasi onally - Experi ence occurred one tin~ every two weeks 
Often_ Experience occurred one or two times each week 
Ve ry Often - Expe rience occurred three or more times a week 
53. Act ively partic ipati ng in or aid ing in the deat~ 
of wounded Viet namese in order to medically assist 
A111eri can so ldiers ? 
~4. Passi ve ly participating in or aiding in the death 
of wounded Vi etnamese in order to medically assist 
Amer ica n so ld ie r s? 
55. Acti vely pa rticipating in helping a patient who 
req ues t ed to be allowed to die? 
56. Pass i ve ly pa rti c ipating in helping a patient 
who req uested to be allowed to die? 
57. Ha vin g t o use heroic attempts to re suscitate a patient 
~,he n you fe lt they would be better off if allowed to 
die? 
58. Ha vin g to sit with a patien t who was waiting for their 
death ? 
59. lla vin g to communicate with the family and friends 
of pa tients who died? 
60. Gcing under direct mortar or ground fire? 
61. Ge ing i n s ituations in which you thought you would 
not survive ? 
62 . reel ing perso nally responsible for a death? 
63. Feeli ng perso nally responsible for life and death 
deci s ions ? 
64. Fee l i ng t he need to negate the emotions you 
experienced at the time in order to get through 
the exper i ence? 
65. Feelin g 1 ike a failure in your job (Unable to provide 
suppor t, comfort or easing of pain) ? 
66. Adaptin g to drast ic or une xpected role changes both 
professi onally and personally ? 
67. Ha vin y to coµ e with sexual harassment? 
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82 .8 10 .3 6.9 0.0 0.0 
. 24 . 57 
66 .7 21.8 9.2 2.3 0.0 .47 .76 
79.3 13.8 5.7 1.1 0 .0 . 29 . 63 
71.3 17.2 11.5 Q.O 0.0 .40 .69 
25.3 21.8 33.3 13.8 5.7 1.53 1. 18 
18.4 34.5 17.2 21.8 8.0 1.67 1.24 
59.8 20.7 14.9 4.6 0.0 .64 .90 
1. 1 13.8 27.6 24 . 1 20.7 12.6 1,91 1.25 
23.0 32.2 26. 4 11.5 6.9 1.47 1. 17 
48.3 35.6 11.5 4.6 0.0 .72 .85 
16 . 1 23.0 13 .8 25 .3 21.8 2.14 1.42 
3. 4 12.6 18.4 2).9 35.6 2.82 1. 16 
14.9 31.0 20 . 7 13.4 14.9 1.87 1.30 
4.6 19.5 29.9 23.0 23 .0 2.40 1.18 
23. 0 37.9 14 .9 12.6 11.5 1. 52 1. 29 
SECTION I I I 
Not at al l - Problem does not occur 
A littl e bi t - 1 to 9 times a month 
Moderate ly - 10 to 14 times a month 
Quite a bit - 15 t o 20 times a month 
Extremely - 21 to 30 times a mon t h 
HOW MUCH WERE YOU 
BOTHERED BY: 
68. Feeling anxious or ne rvous ? 
69. Suicidal thoughts? 
70. Problems of concentrat i on? 
71. Feeling depres sed (down, burruned out)? 
72 . Thoughts of a friend(s) killed in Vietna~? 
73. Asking yourself why others died in Vietnam and 
not you? 
74. Feeling guilty that you survived the war when others 
didn't? 
(I) 
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75. Feeling guilty that certain patients survived who you 
felt probably shouldn't have? 
76. Feeling like isolating or withdrawing yourself from 
others? . 
77. Having problems going to sleep? 
78 . Experi encing nightmares of the war? 
79. Experiencing anger? 
80. Experiencing rage? 
81. Experiencing sadness over lost friends that you 
cannot express? 
82. Experiencing explosi ve anger? 
83. T'.ying t0 get rid of unpleasant thoughts about 
Vietnam when they come into your head? 
84. Feeling numb or nothing inside? 
85. Feeling that all of your problems are caused by 
other people doing things to you? 
86. Mistrusting what others say or do ? 
87. Memories of Vi etnam whi ch just seem to pop into 
your head in an unpred ictabl e way ? 
88. The fear of losing control of your impulses 
(e.g. feelings, emotions)? 
89. Using alcohol to help you feel better? 
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17.2 46.0 14.9 13.8 8.0 1.50 1. 17 
66.7 27.6 3.4 1.1 1.1 
. 43 . 73 
31. 0 39.1 13.4 4.6 6.9 1.17 1.13 
19.5 41.4 19. 5 12. 6 6.9 1.46 1. 15 
48.3 34.5 10.3 4.6 2.3 
.78 .97 
80.5 12.6 4.6 1.1 1. 1 
. 30 . 72 
75.9 18.4 2.3 2.3 1.1 .35 . 74 
66.7 23.0 3.0 2.3 0.0 
.46 . 74 
36.8 28.7 13.8 12.6 8. 0 1, 26 1.30 
36.8 36.8 13.8 6.9 5.7 1.08 1.14 
59.8 26.4 8.0 4.6 1.1 
.61 .91 
10.3 49.4 14.9 16 . 1 9.2 1. 64 1. 15 
52.9 25.3 9. 2 4.6 8.0 
55.2 24 .1 6.9 10.3 3. 4 
65 . 5 17.2 8.0 4.6 4. 6 
. 90 1. 24 
.83 1.15 1 
. 66 1.11 
40.2 34.5 12.6 8.0 4.6 1.02 1. 13 
59.8 19 .5 10.3 2. 3 8.0 .79 1.22 
74.7 17.2 1.1 3. 4 3.4 .44 .95 
40.2 35.6 10.3 11.5 2.3 1.00 1.10 
18 .4 44.8 14.9 19. 5 2.3 1.43 1.07 
52 .9 15 . 1 9.2 9.2 12.6 1. 13 1.46 
63.2 16 . 1 11.5 8.0 1.1 . 68 1.04 
HOW MU CH WERE YOU 
BOTHERED BY: 
Freq uency for Numbered Spa ·es 
Not at all - Proble~ does not occu r 
A l itt le bi t - 1 t o 9 ti mes a mont h 
Moderately - 10 to 14 t i me s a mo nth 
Quite a bit - 15 t o 20 times a month 
Ext remel y - 21 to 30 ti me s a mont h 
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91. Using hard drugs to help you feel better 
(e.g . speed, heroin)? 
96.6 2. 3 1. 1 0.0 0.0 
92. Using hard drugs to help you sleep 
(e.g. speed, heroin)? 
93. Using marijuana to help you feel better? 
94. Using marijuana to help you sleep? 
95. Responding reflexively, using military-like 
survival tactics when under stress ? 
97. 7 1.1 1. 1 0. 0 0.0 
88.5 5. 7 3. 4 0.0 2.3 
93 . 1 1. 1 3.4 1.1 1. 1 
63 . 2 26. 4 5.7 3. 4 1.1 
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. 51 .88 
. 05 . 26 
. 03 .24 
. 22 . 72 
. 16 .65 
. 53 . 85 
96 . War related thoughts (e . g. memories of Vietnam)? 14 . 9 41.4 19. 5 19 .5 4.6 1. 58 1.11 
97 . Taking drugs prescribed by a doctor for your 
emotional upset? 92.0 5.7 1. 1 0.0 1. 1 . 13 . 52 
98. Feeling .an inability to be close to someone 
you care about? 
99. Experiencing sexual problems ? 
100. Feeling alienated from othe r people ? 
40. 2 27.6 16.1 9.2 6.9 1.15 1. 24 
54.0 24. 1 11 . 5 6.9 3.4 .82 1. 11 
40 .2 27. 6 12.6 11 .5 8. 0 1. 20 1.30 
101. An inability to talk about the war? 
102. Experiencing a fear of losing loved ones ? 
1.1 46.0 24. 1 10. 3 11.5 6.9 1. 08 1. 30 
34.5 29. 9 9. 2 12.C 13.8 1.41 1. 43 
103. Feeling like you lost your romantic, sexual 
sens itivity in Vietnam? 
104. Getting into fights or conflicts with loved ones ? 
105 · Getting into fights with others? 
65 . 5 17 .2 4.5 4. 6 8. 0 .72 1. 25 
40 .2 39. 1 6. 9 6.9 6.9 1. 01 1. 18 
56.3 36. 8 3.4 2.3 1. 1 . 55 . 77 
106 . 
107. 
Feeling unabl e to expre) your real feel i ngs to others ? 32 · 2 29-9 12.6 
"Flying off the handle" in frustration when things 
don't go righ t ? 41.4 33.3 8.0 
12.6 12.6 
8.0 9.2 
108. Los ing your temper and getting out of control ? 59 · 8 21. 8 6.9 3.4 8.0 
109 . Exper iencing problems with your husband or lover? 2-3 54 .o 24 . 1 5. 7 4.6 9.2 
110 . Arguing with your husband or lover? 2. 3 49 .4 33.3 5. 7 4.6 4.6 
111. Having a probl em trusting others fo r fear of some t hing bad happening to you ? 54.0 17.2 11.5 10 .3 6.9 
112. Getting nervou s around other people who are no t 
Vietnam vete ran s ? 72 . 4 14.9 6. 9 3.4 2.3 
1. 44 1. 39 
1.10 1. 29 
. 78 1. 22 
.88 1. 29 
. 79 1. 07 
. 99 1. 31 
. 48 .94 
113 . Experiencing problems being close to your famil y? 50.6 20 . 7 8.0 11 . 5 9.2 1. 08 1.37 
114 . Yo ur husband or lover compl ai ning that Vietnam ha s 
me ssed up the relat i on ship ? 1. 1 92 .0 5. 7 1.1 0.0 0.0 
115. Worrying that Vietnam is affec ting the way you re l ate 
to you r child ren? 1. 1 83 .9 8. 0 1. 1 1. 1 4.6 
116 . Feel i ng that you are no good and wo rt hl es s? 65 . 5 12.6 9. 2 9.2 3.4 
.08 . 32 
. 33 .94 
.72 1.17 
( '-;(o 
Frequency for Numbered Spaces 
Not at all - Problem does not occur 
A little bit - 1 to 9 times a month 
Moderately - 10 to 14 times a month 
Quite a bit - 15 to 20 times a month 
Extremely - 21 to 30 times a month 
<6? 
HOW MUCH WERE YOU 
BOTHERED BY: 
117. Problems remembering things you know you 
should remember? 
118. Feeling that you have no real goals that matter? 
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10 . 3 4.6 1.03 1.14 
11. 5 5.7 .89 1. 26 
119. Feeling that you are different than you were before 
going to Vietnam, (that your sense of identity just 
won't come together in the right way)? 2.3 37.9 17. 2 12 .6 12.6 17.2 1. 53 1. 54 
120 . Feeling self-conscious as a Vietnam veteran? 
121. Experiencing self-doubt and uncertainty? 
122. Feeling that you cannot control the important events 
in your life? 
123 . Feeling like you are just a walking "shell" of your 
old self? 
124. Not feeling really satisfied with yourself? 
125 . Not feeling proud of the kind of person you are? 
126. Feeling that you are not a person of worth? 
127. Feeling that Vietnam took away your "soul" 
(dehumanized you)? 
128. Feeling that you just cannot get a hold on things? 
129. Feeling like you are still searching for something 
in your life but just cannot seem to find it? 
39.1 24.1 11. 5 14.9 10. 3 1. 33 1.40 
33.3 33.3 9.2 13 .E 10. 3 1. 35 1. 35 
50.6 25.3 8. 0 8.0 8. 0 .98 1.29 
66.7 12.6 3.4 10.3 6.9 . 78 1. 31 
33 .3 34.5 8. 0 11. 5 12.6 1. 36 1.38 
54.0 19.5 6.9 8.0 11. 5 1.03 1. 41 
60.9 16 . 1 6.9 6.9 9.2 .87 1. 34 
67.8 16.1 5.7 6.9 3.4 
. 62 1.09 
60.9 17. 2 6.9 9.2 5.7 .81 1.24 
( 
35.6 29.9 9.2 6.9 18.4 1.43 1.49 
130 . Feeling like you've been a failure since leaving 
mili t ary service? 1.1 71.3 10.3 5.7 5.7 5.7 .63 1.19 
131 . Having fantasies of retaliation for what happened 
to you in Vietnam? 82.8 9.2 6.9 1.1 0.0 . 26 .64 
132. Feeling out of touch (alienated) from the government? 40.2 25 . 3 10.3 9.2 14.9 1.33 1.46 
133. The feeling that you are stigmatized for being a 
Vietnam veteran? 
134. The feeling that you are stigmatized for being a 
Vietnam veteran who is a woman? 
135. Feeling cynical about governmental processes, 
agencies, and policies? 
136. Feeling like you lost your faith in people after 
Vietnam? 
137. The feeling that you were used by the government for 
serving in Vietnam? 
138. Having problems with persons in authority posit ions? 
139. Feeling that your work is menial and below your 
capabilities? 
140. Feeling unea sy in a crowd such as at a party or movie ? 
49.4 18.4 9.2 12.6 10.3 1.16 1.42 
49.4 14 .9 9.2 8. 0 18.4 1. 31 1. 58 
11. 5 25.3 16.1 13.8 33.3 2. 32 1.45 
49.4 16.1 13.8 11. 5 9.2 1. 15 1. 39 
42.5 13.8 10. 3 8. 0 25.3 1. 60 1. 67 
43.7 28.7 12.6 5.7 9.2 1.08 1. 28 
70. 1 12.6 6.9 4.6 5.7 .63 1.16 
42.5 26.4 11. 5 10 .3 9.2 1.17 1. 33 
HOW MUCH WE RE YOU 
BOTHERED BY : 
Frequency for Numbered Spaces 
Not at all - Problem does not occu r 
A littl e bit - 1 to 9 times a month 
Moderately - 10 to 14 times a month 
Quite a bit - 15 to 20 times a month 
Extremely - 21 t o 30 times a month 
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141 . Experienci ng conflicts with co-workers? 1.1 43 . 7 44.8 5.7 
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142 . Legal probl ems ? 
85. 1 11.5 2.3 0.J 1.1 
14 3. The feeli ng of quitting your job because the work 
was less t han you coul d do? 
144. Feeli ng t hat life has no meaning for you? 
70 .1 17.2 5.7 3.i 3.4 
66.7 17.2 5.7 4. 5 5.7 
:z 
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.73 
:z 
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o-
cx: l-
ei: ci: 
o-
z> 
ct:w 
1-0 
V) 
.86 
. 21 . 59 
. 53 . 99 
.66 1.15 
145. Feeling the need to find more purpose in life? 
36.8 32.2 10 .3 10 .3 10 .3 1.25 1. 33 
146. Fee ling j umpy or jittery, especially when sudden 
noises occur? 
147. Having an emotional or physical reaction when you 
hear a helicopter? 
148. Walk ing in the woods and listening carefully to the 
sounds arou nd you? 
149. Thoughts that it is hard to really believe that 
Vietnam happened to you? 
150 . Thoughts that Vietnam is something you still cannot 
accept in your life? 
36.8 25.3 18.4 8.) 11 . 5 1. 32 1.35 
19 .5 27.6 11.5 18. 4 23.0 1.98 1.48 
51.7 25.3 8.0 6.~ 8 .0 .94 1.27 
32 .2 29.9 10 .3 16.l 11.5 1.45 1. 39 
66.7 9.2 6.9 9. 2 8. 0 
151. . t t b1·g n1·ghtmare? 57.5 21.8 Tho ughts that Vietnam was JUS one grea 
4.6 9.2 6.9 
.83 1. 35 
.86 1. 27 
152. Fee ling t he need to have a weapon on or near you? 
! 153. 
154. 
Fee ling that you drive too fast or recklessly? 
Feeling the need to recreate in your work here, the 
kind of sensations you experienced in your work i n 
Viet nam? 
155. Feel ing the need to engage your self in dangerous or 
highly risky adventures in which you feel that you 
"l ive" on the edge"? 
156. The need to seek out high degrees of "sensation" that 
are inherently risky? 
157. The feeling that you are not free t o make your own 
cho ices which are important to your life? 
158. The feeling that your personal existence (life) is 
wit hout meaning? 
83.9 10.3 1.1 3. ,l 1.1 
63.2 21.8 9.2 3. •l 2.3 
55.2 24. 1 5.7 8 . ) 6.9 
66.7 19 . 5 8.0 3.•l 2.3 
72.4 16. 1 5. 7 3.4 2.3 
57.5 23.0 10. 3 2.3 6.9 
63 . 2 18.4 5.7 4.G 8. 0 
.27 . 76 ( 
. 59 .96 
. 87 1. 25 
. 55 .95 
.47 .93 
.78 1.17 
. 76 1. 25 
159. The feeli ng that you should be achieving 
but you do n' t kn ow wha t? 
something, 1.1 39 .1 27.6 9. 2 8.J 14.9 1.31 1.45 
,r-- --------- ------- --------- ----------------------
SECTION IV 
HOW MANY TIMES PER MONTH DID YOU EXPERIENCE? 
160. Headac hes? 
161. Nervou sness or shakiness in s ide ? 
162 . Faintness or di zzines s? 
~ · QI TIMES PER MONTH 2i cl; z 
CX:::.Vl z zo-o 
l C LO 0) I "Q" I ".::> I LO I r-4 <( c::( 0:::: > -
00 I I C)r-4 L.():'Jr-lN I..OM W 1-c:(WI-
Z)0. 0 r-4 \.0 r-4 r-f N N ~ V1 Cl 
1.1 18.4 43.7 14 .9 11.5 8.J 0.0 2.3 2.26 1. 37 
1. 1 46.0 26 . 4 2. 3 12.6 4.5 1. 1 5.7 2. 26 1.74 
0.0 75 .9 13 .8 4.6 3.4 2.3 0.0 0.0 1.43 .91 
-..____How MANY TIMES PER MONTH DID YOU EXPERIENCE? 
163, 
Pains in heart or chest? 
164. 
165, 
166 . 
167 
168, 
169. 
170. 
171, 
172. 
173. 
174 . 
Feeling low in energy or slowed down? 
TrerJ1bling? 
Poor appetite? 
Overea tin g? 
Heart pounding or racing? 
Nausea or upset stomach? 
Trouble getting your breath? 
Hot or cold spells? 
Nurnbnes s or tingling in parts of your body? 
A lump in your throat? 
Feeling weak in parts of your body? 
A~1ak · · ern ng in the early morning? 
Una ble to fall asleep at night? 
Feeling that nothing matters anymore? 
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::;: V) Cl 
1.1 70.1 18.4 4.6 1.1 3.4 0.0 1.1 1.51 1.10 
1. 1 12.6 40.2 8.0 13.8 9.2 5. 7 9.2 3.17 1.88 
1.1 71.3 13.~ 3.4 5.7 2.3 0.0 2.3 1.60 1.29 
1.1 74.7 9.2 5.7 4.0 1.1 2.3 1.1 1.52 1.23 
B.4 41.4 19.5 6.9 8.J 10.3 2.3 8.0 2.61 1.98 
1.1 55.2 26.4 8.0 2.3 4.G 0.0 2.3 1.81 1.32 
1. 1 48.3 26.4 11.5 9 ·) .... 2.J 0.0 1.1 1.92 1.23 
1. 1 73.6 13 .8 4.6 2.3 3.4 0.0 1.1 1.49 1.13 
1.1 74.7 13.8 2.3 3.,i 3.4 0.0 1.1 1.48 1.14 
1.1 72.4 11.5 3.4 3.4 5.7 0.0 2.3 1. 64 1.39 
1.1 69.0 16.1 4.6 6.~ 1.1 0.0 1.1 1.56 1.13 
1. 1 72.4 12.6 5.7 1.1 2.J 1.1 3.4 1.62 1.42 
1. 1 43.7 21 .8 8.0 2.3 10.1 0.0 12.6 2.61 2.10 
1. 1 36.8 29.9 10.3 11.S 9.2 0.0 1.1 2.28 1.43 
2.2 57.5 16.1 5.7 3.•f 4.6 1.1 9.2 2.17 1.94 
178. 
179. 
180. 
181. 
182 . 
183. 
184 . 
185. 
186. 
187. 
188. 
189 . 
190. 
191. 
192 . 
193. 
194. 
195 . 
196 . 
197 . 
198. 
~me.-om1 ng to 
SECTION V 1 Year 
Emotional numbing ? 
85. 2 
Depression - feelings of helplessness, 51. 7 hopelessness, apathy, dejection ? 
Anger- rage, hostility {feeling li ke a 35.7 
walking time bomb)? 
Anxiety-nervousness? 59.6 
Emotional constriction and un- 59.6 
responsiveness to self and others? 
Tendency to react under stress with 
mili t ary "survival tactics"? 82.4 
Sleep disturbances and recurring 
nightmares of the war experience ? 73.2 
Los s of interest in work and activities, 41. 7 fatigue, lethargy? 
Hyper-alertness, startle ea s ily? 86.8 
Avoidance of activities that arouse 
memories of trauma in war zone or 69. 8 
medical experiences? 
Seeking out experiences that are risky, 
dangerous, and exciting in ways s i mi l a r 57.7 to Vietnam? 
Seeking out work that tends to recreate 
your work experiences in Vietnam? 60.0 
Suicidal feelings and thoughts; self-
destructive behavior tendencies? 41.0 
Survivor guilt - wondering why you sur-
vived and a friend(s) or patient(s) 71.4 didn't? 
Flashbacks to traumatic events exper-
ienced in war, intrusive thoughts? 70.9 
Guilty feelings associated with acts 
participated in or done in Vietnam? 60.0 
Fantasies of retaliation and destruction ? 63.6 
Ideological changes and confus i on in 70.6 value system? 
Cynicism and mistrust of government 72.7 and authority? 
Alienation - feeling estranged ? 66.7 
Feelings of· meaninglessness; search 45 .2 
for meaning in life? 
*Note-Percentages s hown are for only those subjects 
--who pos itively reported symtpoms. 
1 to 5 5 to 10 10 Years Sti 11 Present ( ( :,() 
rYes Yea rs Years to Now No I 
9.8 3. 3 1.6 50.0 50.0 * 
23 . 3 15.0 8.3 45.0 53.3 
38 .1 16 .7 9.5 48.8 51. 2 
17.0 19 .1 4.3 51.0 46.9 
23.4 12.8 4. 3 55.3 44.7 
5.9 5.9 5.] 40.6 59 .4 
14 . 6 7.3 4.] 46.5 51. 2 
31. 3 14.6 12.S 36.7 63.3 
3.8 5.7 3. 3 53.7 44.4 
16. 3 4.7 9.1 59.5 40.5 
( 
19 .2 15 . 4 7.7 44.0 56.0 
31. 4 0.0 8.6 48.6 51.4 
20.5 25.6 12.3 39 . 5 60.5 
14.3 4 .. 8 9.5 33.3 66.7 
12 . 7 12.7 3.6 57.9 40 . 4 
17 .1 20.0 2.9 50.0 50.0 
0.0 18.2 18.2 38.5 53.8 
13. 7 7.8 7.8 62.7 37.3 
9.1 10. 9 7.3 82.8 17. 2 
15.6 8.9 6.7 59.6 38.3 
23.8 19 .0 9.5 52.4 45.2 
Home- (C,.f 
Coming to 1 to 5 5 to 10 10 Yea r s Stj 11 Present 
1 Year Years Years to NQw Yes No 
41. 7 20. 8 25 .0 lJ. ~ 41.2 56.9 * 199. Negative self-image, low self esteem? 
200. Memory impairmen t, especi al l y during 39 .4 ti mes of stress? 
15. 2 27.3 15.2 64.9 27.0 
201. Hypersensitivity to issues of equity, 
justice, fairness, equality and 69.6 8.9 16. 1 3.6 76 . 6 21. 9 1 egi ti macy? 
202. Impul sive - abrupt changes (quick) in 24 . 2 18 . 2 9.1 50.0 50.0 
1 ifes ty le (job, relocation, etc . )? 48 . 5 
203 . Problems in establishing or main- 57.7 23.1 13.5 5.8 52 . 7 45 .5 taining i 1timate relationships? 
204. Tendency to have difficulty with 
authori tat ive figures (challenging 
and testing authority, rules and 53 . 7 17 .1 14.6 14.6 69.0 31. 0 
regulations)? 
205 . Emotional distance from children and 
concern about anger alienating 33.3 9.5 38.1 19.0 70. 8 25.0 
children , husband, and others? 
206. Inability to talk about war exper- 75.6 13. 3 2.2 8.9 54. 2 45. 8 
iences and personal emotions? 
64.3 26.2 4.8 4.8 76.5 21. 6 
207. Fears of loss of others? 
65.7 11.4 5.7 17.1 50.0 50.0 
208. Secretly wanting to return to Vietnam? 
209. Tendency to explode in fits of rage and 
anger especially when disinhibited by 33.3 33.3 20.0 13.3 55.6 44.4 
drugs/alcohol? 
59.0 12.8 12.8 12.8 57.1 42.9 
210. Withdrawal from others, isolation? 
61.8 17 .6 8.8 11.8 71. 8 28.2 
dl. Mistrust of others? 
41.0 28.2 15.4 15.4 31.0 69.0 
212. Uncontrollable, persisting tears? 
213. Guilt over the inability to heal both 54.8 16 . 1 12.9 16 . 1 61. 8 38.2 
physical and psychological wounds? 
214. Reluctance to have children because of 61. 5 23.1 7.7 7.7 73. 3 26.7 
the atrocities seen in war? 
215. Fear of havi ng children because of 26.7 0.0 33.3 40.0 80.0 20.0 
possible exposure to unknown chemicals? 
*Note-Percentages shown are for only those subjects 
--who positively reported symptoms. 
Home- i~o Res- ~'.EAN STANDA~D { 
Coming to 1 to 5 5 to 10 lO Years 
(_p -l?_ 
SECTION V 1 Ye ar Years Years 
to Now ponse DEVI AT I ON 
59.S 6.9 2. 3 1.1 
29.9 1. 21 .58 
178. EmoUona 1 numbing ? 
179 . Depression - feelings of helplessness , 35 .6 16. 1 10. 3 5.7 31. 0 
1.77 1.02 
hopelessness, apathy, dejection ? 
180. Anger-ra ge, hostility (fee ling like a 17.2 18.4 8.0 4.6 51. 7 2. 00 .96 
walking time bomb)? 
32.2 9.2 10. 3 2.3 
46.0 1.68 .94 
181. Anxiety-nervousnes s? 
182 . Emotional constriction and un- 32 .2 12.6 6.9 2.3 
46.0 1. 62 .87 
responsiveness to self and others? 
183. Tendency to react under stress with 32.2 2.3 2. 3 2.3 
60.9 1. 35 .85 
military "survival tactics"? 
184 . Sleep disturbances and recurring 34.5 6.9 3.4 2.3 
52.9 1.44 .84 
nightmares of the war experience? 
18:i. Loss of interest in work and activities, 23 .0 17.2 8.0 6.9 
44 .8 1. 98 1.04 
fatigue, lethargy? 
52.9 2.3 3.4 2.3 
39.1 1. 26 .74 
lu6. Hy per-a lertness, startle easily? 
187 . Avoidance of activities that arouse 
memories of trauma in war zone or 34.5 8.0 2.3 4.6 
50.6 1. 54 .96 
medical experiences? 
188. Seeking out experiences that are risky, 
dangerous, and exciting in ways similar 17.2 5.7 4.6 2.3 
70 .1 1. 73 1.00 
to Vietnam? 
189. Seeking out work that tends to recreate 24.1 12.6 0.0 3.4 
59 .8 1. 57 .88 
your work experiences in Vietnam? 
190. Suicidal feelings and thoughts; self- 18 .4 9.2 11. 5 S.7 
55.2 2.10 1.10 
destructive behavior tendencies? 
191. Survivor guilt - wondering why you sur-
vived and a friend(s) or patient(s) 17.2 3.4 1.1 2.3 75 . 9 1. 52 .98 
didn't? 
192. Flashbacks to traumatic events exper- 8.0 8.0 2.3 36.8 1. 49 .85 
ienced in war, intrusive thoughts? 44.8 
193. Guilty feelings associated with acts 6.9 8.0 1.1 59.8 1.66 .91 
participated in or done in Vietnam? 24 .1 
194. Fantasies of retaliation and destruction? 8.0 
0.0 2.3 2.3 87.4 1. 91 1. 30 
195 . Ideological changes and confusion in 8. 0 4.6 4.6 41.4 1. 52 .95 
value system? 41. 4 
196 . Cynicism and mi strust of government 5.7 6.9 4.6 36 .8 1. 53 .96 
and authority? 46.0 
197. 
34.5 8.0 4.6 3. 4 
48.3 1. 51 .94 
Alienation - feeling estranged? 
198. Feelings of meaninglessness; 21. 8 
11. 5 9. 2 4.6 51. 7 1.88 1.06 
search 
for meaning in life? 
199. Negative self-image, low self esteem? 
200 . Memory impa i rmen t, especi all y during 
t imes of st ress ? 
201. Hyper sen sit i vi ty to issues of eq ui ty, 
j us ti ce , fa irness , equal i t y and 
l egi t ima cy? 
202. Impul sive abru pt changes (quick) i n 
1 ifestyle (j ob, relocat i on , etc.)? 
203. Probl ems in es tabl i shing or ma in-
tai ni ng i 1ti mate relationships? 
204. Tendency t o have difficulty wi th 
autho r i ta tive f i gures (chall enging 
and t es t ing authority, rules and 
regul at ions)? 
205. Emotional distance from children and 
concern about anger alienating 
children , husband, and others ? 
206 . Inab il ity to ta lk about war exper-
i ences and personal emot ions ? 
207 . Fears of loss of others? 
208 . Secretly wanting to return to Vi etnam? 
209 . Tendency to explode in fits of rage and 
anger especially when disinhibited by 
drugs/alcohol? 
210 . Withdrawal from others , i solation ? 
dl. Mis trust of others ? 
212 . Uncontrollable, pers i s t ing t ears ? 
213. Gu ilt over the inability to heal both 
physical and psyc hological wounds? 
214 . Re luctance to have children because of 
the atroc i t ies seen in war? 
215. Fear of having children because of 
poss ible exposure to unknown chemicals ? 
Home-
Comi ng to 1 to 5 
1 Year Years 
23.0 
14.9 
44 . 8 
18.4 
34.5 
25.3 
8.0 
39.1 
31.0 
26 . 4 
5.7 
26.4 
24 . 1 
18.4 
19.5 
9.2 
4.6 
11 . 5 
5.7 
5 . 7 
9 . 2 
13 .8 
8 . 0 
2 . 3 
6 . 9 
12 . 6 
4.6 
5.7 
5.7 
6 . 9 
12.6 
5.7 
3 . 4 
0.0 
5 to 10 
Years 
13 . 8 
10.3 
10.3 
6.9 
8_0 
6. 9 
9.2 
1.1 
· 2.3 
2 . 3 
3.4 
5.7 
3.4 
6 .9 
4.6 
Ll 
5.7 
( ( 3 
10 Year s No Res- MEAN STANDARD 
to ,'·low ponse DEVI ATI ON 
5.7 44,8 2 . 00 1.10 
5 . 7 62 . 1 2 . 12 1.19 
2 . 3 35. 6 1 .50 .92 
3 . 4 62.1 1. 88 1. 0 2 
3 ,4 40.2 1. 67 . 92 
6 . , 52 . 9 1 . 90 1 . 14 
4.5 75 . 9 2.43 1 . 16 
4. 5 48 . 3 1 . 44 . 92 
2.3 51 . 7 1 .50 . 80 
6 . 9 59 . 8 1 . 74 1.17 
2 . 3 82.8 2 . 13 1.06 
5 . 7 55 . 2 1.74 1 . 14 
4 . o 60.9 1 . 11 1.06 
6 . 9 55.2 2 . 05 1.10 
5.7 64 . 4 1 . 09 1.16 
1.1 85 . 1 1 ,62 . 96 
6.') 82.8 2 . 87 1.25 
Appendix N 
Responses To The Question, "Were There Any 
Specific Events That Were Especially Difficult 
For You To Cope With Emotionally? Please Describe." 
For All Respondents 
164 
Be ing und er attack c o nsta nt] y - b e i ng trapped in o n e p l a c e v, i t h 
no escape . The people I was for ced t o associate v:i th -· t he lack o f 
contact with my own k ind , 
1 6 5 
!v.y f i r st rluy j n t he F. R . I saw my f ir s t of a con v eyer be lt of arnpu -
t a t C'rl leqs . ller1rd the fir s t o f one continuou s pa in fill ed sc r eam. Sme l l ed 
Lloo cl , sv:eat. guts and r.1ud - a s me ll I c a n brin<J back tod ay . A year o f 
he ll a waitecJ m0 ar,d I k ne1.,i I cou l · not hide . 
"l'ri c1q i llCJ of p,1t i ents . 
Yes. Our mora li ty wa s t o t a lly d i ffere nt tha n states i de . We t ook 
cne d2y at a time and wer e much fre e r sexua l l y, 
Sexual ha rrassme n t a nd the r atio o f me n to wome n. Not having 
any c l ose v'omen f r iends . Fee ling I wa s a n inc ompe t ent nurse. 
Wa t ch j 11g young men ' boy s · c]ie fo r no thi ng - reaJ. j z jng t he f utility 
of t heir deaths. 
riavi n'] to s0c U ~- GT's s bad J y v,;o u nded t hat thl'Y were not e v e n 
t r0ated , jus l: ,,.rnrlagcd, <1110 p u t to vra 1 t ti] J their hPa r ts s t opped. Badly 
t ,urned CI'!': l·sprc.ia 11 y one, 95!!. rurns , ¼'e v'o r e waiti ng for him t o d i e a n<'! 
p r orr:isino hirn 1:. was o n his \·'ay to Japan. i·.'hf' n my fj c1 ce was in Khe 
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~ahn J t,,, 1o rried When my f i a nce r etu rned home 3 mo . before n~e - I was 
happy f or h i rr . ·u t mi ssed h i rr, - but had much to l cok f o r wa r d t o . 
1 . Extreme l y wounded mu t ila t ed parts. 
2 . 1he fil th d isho ne s t y and bad moral s of t he Vi e tnamese pop u latjon , 
J h ad sur9cry there - appe ndectomy . I t hought I too may die Lher 
havi ng surger y alo~e ma<le me r ealize how my patie11ts felt. 
1 'lalk i 11c; to you ng so l diers a t out t he j r critic a l i nj u r i es (ex . 
loss of x t rcrrit " , eyes, para li zed ). 2 . Di scharging soldier s Lack to 
th c j r units after recoupe r a ti o n from ma l aria o r minor s 1 rgery , I fe lt 
r;ui] ty r1 bout tl : j r re turn to duty a nd h ad n i gh tmares abou t them .:i] l 
l ·eing rrc:drnec1 or Jcil]ed I wanted all GI ' s t o co111 e i n wi t h at least. a 
bad enoug h injury to get the111 sen t home. 
The beaur,1ci-ati.c (cha i n of comma nd ) R . S . tha t kept us f rom ge t ting 
,'lr1cq11<1t0 s11JJ Jl i c ~ . The noness n t iaJ ' ru l es · t ha t p r ven t ed u s f rom doi nq 
t,,,; J ·at l 1ac1 to J e c1one . 
Violent aeath of su~h young rren 
at al l 
I t see med at t i mes fo r no r eason 
Senllj rn, chi lclren who111 we car ed for over J o ng pe riods to orp hanaqe . 
Yes, L it I ' d rather not ta l k a bout i t. 
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Ex ectant patients - s itting with them , not being able to stop the 
dea th. Muti J a t ion and death . Hate for Vi etnarr1ese - still very rruch there 
ven now. 
The d ea -h of s o many yo ung inno cent men . The waste of lives - the 
government 'I don't give a shit attitude· racism. The negative a t tituf e 
of our men again s t Vietnarrese women. 
Having to ta}: care o f sick and ,..-ounded V. l''.. j n fants without the 
·q u jyment . tra inin I or p e rsonn e J. The ward M.D . wa s a drafted p e d-
i a tri c i a 11 who wa s t rying t o gain experience at our expen s e . We r e -
r iv erl no ba c k i ng from nursing service to stop this practi c e . 
Boyfriend ac i ng honR six month s b e fore I- They would 't let me 
go with hi!T'. I ecarre ill wjthout any pos itive physical findings -
se r. t t c p s y c h 2 tri s t in coun t ry. 
!laving to L€' rm :ina te lives becau s of lack of medicines. 
Tagging of mut i ] a te~ todies (GI ) and havinq t s earch their remainc 
f o r I . D. : taki na c a r e of burn casualties. 
1. We re ce iv0d survivors f r om a Coast Gu a rd ship that the US. Air 
Force had shot u 1 l:y mistake . 2 . The marines wer not al l owed to advance 
j n some si uati n s b orders from Wasliington when they were adva ncing. 
Seeinq and nu s ing. cari ng for quys I knew and cared for , as frie nds-
c ritica l . d y ing, - no t being able to save physica Jly or emotiona lly, 
TLe fact I didn ' t care for actual hattle wot1nds · , 1. e . GfW I mines 
e t c . but t~at I did care for war wounds on the mind I also saw the 
e f f e ct o f a foreign env ironment on th · d d t d min an o ~ but people only 
see war as ov ert injurie · . 
1 . Bagg ing 100 - 200 dead G . I.s after mass casualti e s - ident-
if ing parts ,-:nd d og tags. 2 . llav.ing chi l d ren d ie in my arms . 
v:hen a l ot o f ci ead we re brought in and were s tacke d o n t h e heli 
pc1c1 fu l l of m,1gqo t s swollen or cha rred. bo t hered me a little . 
Ye s , lac~ o f thics on physicians part result i n0 in loss of life. 
llavi. nq ·o t r e .:, L Vi e t Conq in same ward wj th injur d G . I. 's . Hundreds 
o f r~ ildren Vi e tna me se died and serious ly wounded. 
Death a nd d ying. uncarinu-unfeeling l ifers. 
The endless pro cession of mangled limbs began to bother me ven 
more than see i nq a corpse ·with all its body parts, i . e . helicopters 
wouJ c, land v;i 1- 11 15 - 20 l egs , or u nc1ttached heads, or 30 - 40 arir.s. 
The v·eal t hy Vietnamese gra ft e rs. t he starving and malnourished 
c hiJnre n, th - ]j t tl e th a t the Vietname se peopJ had to ·1ook forward 
t0 , t he l a i-. o f concern , in g _n e ral , that they seemed t o exhit•it for 
f'ar h o h r u o:u r v i va l of the fitt 0 st) . the lack o f cba ract r in son e 
l rreri can a u ·ho r i ty . 
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The d a y in and day out struggle to maintain personal hygiene, 
11cpin'] to g e c- eme rin se from home , etc can be dep letino. This 
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,.,,1y no t s ound ··emotiona l ' l:;u t you cannot imagin e 1,o;hat it ' s like as an 
lJT·ericcir. v.orr,an in a p l a ce wher e you can absolute l y nothing that you 
ne en --· wlta t culture shock. Con s ider t rying to maintain your dai l y 
routine with t~e closest sho ping about 15 .00C miles a way , 
I ' ni s ure there were many , n o ne however that \·.e r e s l astin g . 
Yes - sj t tj ny v: i th dy ing patient - bu r ned l OO!i: - 100% conscious 
and ori ntec' - ta lking t o lLim . I s til l r emember h i s n ame - on l y knew 
h:im for 5 hours. 
'1he cl.eath of a dear friend v.•ho v1as killec"i in 3 helicopter cra sli. 
1·c wr1s so u11 0f lif I found :it d ifficu lt t o deal with the r ea lj ty 
or Lis d Path ~lso , 2 younq fellows, severe l y wound d - we saved 
t't:cir lives (rcol miracle s ) - \-,u t ver ' li tle quality o f life was lef t 
an(; 1. oft.en t .hinJ.. of th .n, and how they survive<'!.! ! 
Yes. The d eath of mary of rr.y pr1ti e n ts \, ho w re s o younq and who 
c1 ; 0cl f o r a b solute ly nothinc . 1-' e a ccompli s h ed nothing by bein g inv o lv ed. 
in t he ~ nr in Vielnam e x cept t he loFs of tens of thousands of lives; 
t h maiming of huna reds of thousa nds of others. toth p hysica lly and 
rr,ot i.o n c\ 1 ly; tl,e corrupti on of the South Vietnamese peop l e and their 
la no · a nrl the ~: j nci u l a r cl.is tine ion of g i v · ng the South \7ietnaTI'cse a taste 
of v·hc1t freE':!c1nrr Wil c. ell 1 a l10 11 t and t1 !en turning o ur hacks o n them a n d 
] eavi. ng the cc\.\n Lry . P.]] of tha does not mal: e TI'e p a rticu lar ly anxious 
t c s tan a u a nr\ s h out hip-hip- ·hooray l\n1ed ca , and emotionally t ha t ' s 
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hc1rn r e-cause r·ve always been p roud to be a n JIJ11e r ican c itizen. 
I unplugged a respirator on an old woman so that a GI could have 
i t. 
Battle of Dae Toe 
deaths 
~1u l tiple casualties . TET offensive Some 
Yes - the Koreans held a PCW (NVA ) in our ED for several hours 
v.'h i Jc U :cy i nl0rp1 ( ted fo r their wounded. Eventua l] y. they J eft .. 
slopped outside tte tarbed wire. pu lled the POW from t .e jeep, threw 
hi_rr on the ground, sho t him. and left him. I still. when I think 
of Jt can't r eJlly be l ieve I saw it . I' ve told peop le that story. 
and some how J don ' t think they r eally telieve me . 
I 1,-as frequently sent by the commandlng peop l e to •·parties•· for 
officers at other cawps, I was raped a nd sexua lly harassed constantly . 
I was forced t o hav an abortion wittout anes thesia and almost bled to 
<leatl aftc rwar~s and o n one would he l p me . My best friend (s ine we 
WPrc 5 yr s old ) was injured and crippled for life 
rrys~ J f severa l times in the next 10 year s . 
I tr ied to kill 
Pilot I 1::as c!ating 1,1as 'blown up•· in f ront of me (grenade ) : rape 
and mutilation of women· care of POW ' s . 
One of our pllys i cians was kil l ed i n c1 pL,ne crash o n his way home 
froni ,,'j c t·nam. 1r!c v:ere c1 c• lu ']ecl by casua lties burned J-.aci ly from t he 
c rash Tt was hHrd to cope 
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Yes . < et tj riq a · Dear ,Ja n e · from my fj ance, havinq to tc1ke bodj_es to 
thr morgue, having to an,putate a yo11n9 G.T ·s hand myself and see ing that 
thE:· tiny bod',' w ,}.S the remains of a person I had just talked to the njgh -
beforo . 
'T'ri age , SePing a 19 year old sho t to heck a n d having so li ttl e 
p reparation for what they had t o fac e . 
~ newl y married GI - face b l own away, severe head injuries, vege tab le -
where arc you John - what ' s happenned to you? Jl POf,l I a l most s tranglec7 
~o feath in hate and r age - I am terr ifi•d o f l o~ in9 co~trs l l!ke ~ha~ 
aq;, jn , Livjng llJYu a mortar at t ack where I kne1-: T wou l d neve r see t·he 
ne xt r1ay. 
Losinq a fjancc - Ile wa s killed in action and I opened his bag in 
the F, 1' . I1!ork ing i11 orphanaae.s seemed so hopeless . 
1. One yotJnq man lost toth l egs , 1 arm , had t rack and 3 chest u.bes . 
11,id maqqots c r.::Ml j ng do1,.n ches t LuLcs . r ~ vcr s t abilized enough to evac -
uate ~Jert until he died. Still remember hi s name . 2. Another kin 
h2ri ha .1 f his hcc1d rlown away hy a flare which exploded in l1i s chopper 
(acc j dcnt ) . nfter 8 hour s or so in the OR (neurosurgery. maxil l ofc1ci a l, 
opht.alma l nr!i a l etc ), he ret.urned to post-op ( SICU/PF. ) where I wor ked 
with nrdors to check hjs vital signs . Died next morning - never had a 
chanrn PcmcmLor hjs n ame too. 3 . Rurns . Hate them. Yi ds. pilots, 
solrliers Vi etnawese. Mon tagnards - can't s t and to care for burn s to 
this day . .bu t T love I CU s. It ' s the s mell . 4 . . We a l ways k new when 
we l•iere going to 1 e l1 i t l Jecause wama· san s would leave work ec1rly. 
I 
Found the v;; to /:~ tv:o -·fa cecJ and ~, na tty -· muc 11 lih f= the Fren c h . ':c1 r d s 
were very 1-1arm . _c;. F j r s t kid v: J-·o d ied on 11:e i.·a ~; ] 9 years o ld . v1carj rq 
a peace meda l. Cri.ed in IC roe. ,. for r1 v.'hj l e - the n c l eanel hjm ur . 
First and o n e of the fe ~ time s I cr i ed . 
Yes - death and bodies bl o ~n to hell. Vi etnam \ ~ ts [iqh tin9 the 
enemy and our r.ount ry el f: v:ell . 1, g overnment that ;, u t us tr.r! r c a nd r o r-
ge t us . A rress tha t on ly told the bad things . 
spitt ing on a nevdy r eturned Viet - the Vi e t beat t h,i /,el l out of J, im 
The war cor:dn<] to on end ,1s t lic poli t i.cian s f r orr, /!,11Cr i r ., tc",ur er1 it 
rf: s u rfacuJ aft.er trey l eft- . !>nd Lady Rird Jchnsr-n · :-; ( ? ) tr 11 cks tru c k ·-
ing do ...  r. th rr 2 c! .<' j n l.'i e ln ,1 n: . The mother "'' /Jo car..c· t c> Vi.~t J-'am ana .se t 
J. y l,e r sr·, n':-: t ,. , i n i rite , . .s i v c c · n ? - he died. 'J' /;e 1 I~ ;1c ar o lr! wlic, v! , 1s 
.sl,ct to l ie21 an.-: as he sa"'· my tears ~ai d, "Don't e n ' nur s e , cveryt hj nc 
will 1:e fin e · hi s la s t word c, . Tl1e t]ood we p ut j_nto 1,r·c, ,• s c,nJ:; tn f ?il'JC 
the So u tl1 \·ict:J,ar ·c• s .-1 que s ti oning then ki ll t hem in 3(1 1;-,inutc s . GI '~; 
earr ing in wi th rr.,tte n cnmt at 1,oot s tha t p11l .ied their .c; J: .in off ,,.·/,r·n } 'O tl 
n u l l ed the boot off - no cJothcs , no food, no r e s t. no shelter, no 
'] r a ti tude no joJ· v.·ell clone n o nothing hu t hc l.l ! ! 
fi lled "'·ith c1;;::;or ;: rr,ents of oar!; , h a nds , l egs. etc . 1 ne v, r cnu J ci 
figure out ) ?0 11· tJ·.cy cecided that t his a rm 1,·a.s prGv j o usl}' GI LTc,e .cr.~it h. 
I J: .elie"e to crn s v.er your auestion in _j ust a few h' rd.; - r o u d o n 't c;o 
to He ll without s ufferin q s o m€' kind of e 111o tional c onrl i r: t s . 
don 't return ~·.i thon t scars . 
And . you 
t:y 1,rotJ-,er. Tommy a (?)-off meclivac J1eli.co1Aer pi l ot, died wh i .J c! 
I 1,·as there - T 1,·a s J1is e scort offi c e r t o home an d vi e lost his body 
temporari.7.}' ir. .c .F. 
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A c h i ld d i ed d uring my shif t - ~ amasan f e h e r pinea p p le jui c e ~n d 
she a s p ir a t e <'\ -- I £".l~ould hav e realized the child wa s t oo lethargic. "l' 
!"Ol d i c r. v1it h t 1 P \,olt.on' h a1f E h i s i00y blown away . 'fl. d e u.r John l e tter . 
~f t e r ~orkinq 0n or thopedic unit h a d dr e am s of a rm s a n d l egs l aying i n 
;. r ,ilc in a cl ump. l f ami ly c oming from U . S. t o v· s it a dying son. You ng 
1ur~Ps f a l li n g in 1ove wi t h older, mar r i ed ph sj ci a n s. e tc. 
On e of our GT. "s d i e d bec a u~ e hi s end tr a ch tube b e came de f lated a nd 
we c oulfn· t replace i t fa st e nou gh I c a n s till see thi s fe llow. 2 cays 
af t er I ~ ad \ een a t u. party with a f e llow h e came in t o the E . R, wi t h 
1,otli l egs ll lm,·n o ff . 
Ye s ! I tC'1 t \ r-c a u s P. oE on e xt.r e m l y close r e l a i cm s hip (ase xu u. l) 
t hat I es t aLl i s l,cd wi t \1 a o the r f e n•ale offi cer - I was now Le s bi a n 
a r.d d itmn n ear comn itted s u icick in V1'1 b e c au se of this. 
'J',m sp0ci f ic dea ·t ,s o f young Ame r ican s o l d ier s we r e e s pec i a lly 
d if ficul f o r nP. to cope with. 
Th er e ,-,ere J times , :hen I found it very h a rd to cope with my 
fee.l i n~, . The firs t occurred a month or so a fter I ar rived i n VN, 
whil e I was wo rk ing on a me3 ica1 u n it. Our ward got a ll psych casua lties 
t n ut came! . ~ l. n , :,C C'ct U S':: o n r o f o ur ·arc1 doc tors h ad v o l unt e ered t o take them. 
(We h a d n psychi a t r i s t~ psycholo gist s , or p s ych nur s e s ). Ear l y one 
e v e ning v' e qot c1 young Spec ial Force s g u y in fr om Bet l et. 'The f,F 
camp the r e h ud \ ~( 'C' n under se ig0 f or s ome t- i me and h e had crack d under 
t he s tr a in. Tll v e ninq h e k e p t t ,eqci :i n g me to qive him h i s uniform -
k ept Sdy:i ng he- hc:H1 t o g e t bac k , that his buddie s need d him . I f0 l t 
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totally helpless, totally unprepared to help him . ~e sent him out t o 
a hospital thut hacl a psych unit t he next day 
happenned to h .i r.,. 
I s t ill wonder what 
The second occurr-d while I as a head nurse on a surgical unit 
71 young J-,Jc1 J.:. so l dier wa,; transf rred up t o our unit from post-op. Ile 
had a head wound U ~t our neurosurgeon wouldn"t touch - had refused to 
oper.1 con h:im. vJithout surgery he had virtually no chan e of s urviva l 
(1-,e vmuldn ' t have had much of a chance even with surgery) and they needffrl 
the ,~pace in post-op . He lived about a week, and dur ing that t.iP1e some 
of his rri,.t:il 1-:,,s forwarded to the hospita l. One of the corpmen gave me 
a ,,·hole stncl. rf le t ters a n<l I was putting them away , I noticerl the re-
turn i:tddrcs~r<,. ~11 thr letters were from people a t a small predomin-
antly b J ac~ schco near rny hometown . It really upset me and I had to go 
utslde to com1ose myself a nd I t hink even the patients realized I was 
upset that af t ernoon. I th i nk i t upset me for a nu~ber o f reasons-· 
lie v:as fr ort near home ancl. tha t s udde n l y made i t very persona l. I thought 
he mjgtt have Leen rafted out of school, or possib ly goofed off a bit 
too much . flunk ed out, a nd go t drafted: but fo r some reaso11 l had t h 
d istinct fc0l:ing hr ha d been in school . And it seemed like such a wa s te -
Ind I kept th ink ing that non of his fri e nds knew he was dying . A fe½ 
daysaf t er t.ha t h Drrcste::ci . We tried t o resuscitate h i m - we knew it 
was futjl~ , but ~0 always t ried . 1~e s urgeon who had r fused to operate 
.,.,as t rono;f 1-red ou t a nd we ha<l a new neurosurgeon l.,y ther .. 
'J'l1e thj rc1 Ecp i sode occurred s hortly before I went home. One of our 
r'aJors 1,:ho hacl gone out to Japa n for surgery returne~, un2xpec sd l y 1nd 
since th<'Y ro t lcn ' t a sign a ma j or as a staf f nur se ( she wouldn't hav e 
l ,e0n ar le t0 cope a nyway) jt was decided that shE would be my replace-
men t - I <,.·ou J.rl rc,ma in m1 for rny rema j n ing rron th and s l.e was to take it 
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easy. ~hat djrln ' t work out very we ll a nd she ~as driving me crazy so 
I a s c d to be r.eass jgncc, to post ··op We were los i ng nurses and not 
qctting rPpJ acen cnts anc'l !.hey were v ery short r a nc'l I 1,:antec'l to be busy 
for my l a st fcv weeks. ~bout a week after I wen t to post-op . I ad 
an aL,so l utely Lo.crendou s night. When I 1-,e n t in t o work I h ad 3 pa tients -
7. not rca l baci1 but the third was a VN child who had come in for some 
e l ective eye s11rgery ( we d i d c orrective type su r gery on VN when we wer en ' t 
real buc-y ) . . 
S0me thing had happcnned during sur gery and the child as 
brain ~ead . We had him on a venti lator and right a fter r came on d uty, 
the chief of surgery cam by and told me that when the k ic'l ' s BP got down 
t o d0/0 I could shut off t he v e ntillator . Not long af t er tha t 2 ~ontag-
nan1 kjds ;;ho l1ad been h e rding t heir wate r buffalo when one of the tuffalo 
ste ,ped o n a mine . The l i ttle girl came out of OP a wl. ile l a ter. She 
wasn ' t too l>ac.1 a nd I was able to keep up with all 4 patients pretty wel 
fevera] hour s l2ter they finally brought h e r brother o ver. Ile was , rrass 
of bandages over his abdome n . had 3 cutdowns. all with b l ood being pumped 
in had a n unrcgisterable temp tecaus e o f all of the co l d blood hc'rl been 
g iven was J:eing Lagged , had a head wound t hey hadn"t t o uched becau se he 
<:c,ulrin ·t take any more su r oery, and l is pupils 1,ere fix c1 and dilated. 
We got him on~ ventilator and I wa s left with i nst uctions t o pu~p in 
t lood a n d fresh fl.ozen plasma unt il his 13I' b ecame audib le at 1 00 . .n.fter 
the kid ' s surg 0on Jeft 2 other doctors came in They Loth kind o f s hook 
their h , arts , more or l ess to l d me I was wasting wy time and made a few 
comments abou was ting the pla sma (which was l ike p ure go l d). A corpsma n 
cawc over to holr ¼ith my 2 not so bad pa tie nts, ~ut he was new and 
couJ.c'n 't do rr,uch tha t 1vouJ.d help with the o ther 3 , and everyone e l se was 
ti ca up ¼ith th0ir own patient"'. I got into a routine-· I would p ump up 
t rr0 blood r .;1c:i~~ on th montagn rel boy. suction him take his v ital s , chect 
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his pumps and dressings , go to the VN k id . suction him and t ake his vita l , 
go t o the g i rl check her vitals, and dress ings and irrigate her NG bec -
ause she ·was fnll of r:i ce - and about e v e ry o her time I qot to her I had 
to r eplace her NC because she k ept pul l ing it out e ven though I had her 
hands restra:inec, The chief of sur(_iery came by in the middle of this anc. 
told ~e to g o a~ead a nd p ull the p lug on the ~J kid - I r eroember tel l ing 
him J d:ian •t hav ti~e to do post-mortem care and it would h ave to wa it. 
Finally the r·,or,tagno r d hoy ' s BP became auaib le for the first tirre , l:.ut 
I 1r10s havin~; 1r our ,J e s uctioning him - he had a srrall E tube in and we 
l::i (°\n · t li a vc sm2 l l c a theters . We got t he surqeon in a n d he got anqry when 
J told him I thought th k:id ' s tube was plugaing up . Ee said he"d chang e 
it - so he pulled it ou t and then couldn ' t get another one in. When he 
fj naJJ y gave ur try i.. ng and admitted the kid was dead he pulled me a side 
and told me I l1ad kil l ed the chi ld. I remember wonder i ng h ow much I v,as 
suppc s cc, to h e abl to do ·· I literally had not stopped moving for hour s. 
tha one c , :i 1a v,ould h ave been a handful for one person full - t i me a n d I 
h an 2 o h e r pa1_ients for clirec t care , a tl, ough o n e ( the V 1 child ) got 
1:1:inirral ctttPnti r r, ana :> more to keep an eye on, I just couldn"t beli vc 
he had su:ie1 tha t to rr.e . I listened to hirn s,1 i d · J s that all?. walked 
r ,ad: to the pati e nts checked the 3 live ones , pulled the p lug 01 1 the VN 
J, id 2nd then cl i c'l l'ost mortem care on those 2 Later, after one of o u r 
other s, rgeo s (whc J'l1 I n'spectecl ery much ) t o l d n'e tha tl1e kid s hould 
h,cive L ·en pronounc e d dead in the OP . I got angry . If Jt abu sed - tat 
lo e ha blc1mec'\ me for a child ' s death v;hen p robably notr,i n g wou l d have 
kept r1irr alive ~ngry that he had wasted so mu ch blood a n d plasma - we 
c·oni; l a nlly 1,,; n 1· 1 it ' d th,1t y,Jf' woull1 ~:uc1(1en l y qet ,i n :inf lux of c<1su a l i s, 
when we were low on suv1• l ies or had a hou seful of VN patie nts . That night 
d e vastatecl m 
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'The 0cath of a pat i en t wi t h ma l aria that I f e l t respons ible f or. 
AnoLher )at i•nt d i ed fro~ rabies . I bad become too c l ose to h i m. Th e 
orphans ¼ere always so l oving a nd cheerful , but I knew the y had n o future. 
,,·t,cir fath rs ¼•ere GI' s and obody wanted them. We went on Medcaps fr eq -· 
u en tly t o trc?l these kid s . I f e lt good atout the Medcaps, Lut there was 
so iruch that ncerled to he done for them . I s t i. 11 think about tht~m. I 
ask ed f or my grc1ndn•other a nd her church group t o get tog e the r s orrte old 
clothes for mu Lo (J ive t h em . She wro te b a ck tha t t he pos t a ge wc:i.s too 
high. We offcrPa to pay it . but t h ey dropp d the subjec t . 
Taking a young head t rauma to a nothe r h ospital -· air e v a c (¼·e 
,,er ·' on ca l 1 a l nae ) . J was the l as t person he saw and he didn •t even 
k now me_ I h ad to ge t ancther E . T. tube to t ake b a ck with me and I 
c ri ed for hour s 
Work in<J j n ICC ;:=, s PRN with no or i entat i on. Watching sacks of clead 
to~ics t a k n off ship . Listening t o our pi l ots a nd so l diers . etc . te l l 
of r,o.ving to holrl of f cn9 ag ing the enemy see ing Funed car,s ki lled as a 
re; ~;111 t . J,istrning t o paLient t e ll of hi s buddy b e ing drawn and quarterer'! . 
Th e 1,•ounc s s u ffe re;<" . Pe in<") told. ' r·uam , my 1 eg is on the oth <> r 
slrti t·cher' L·1ug add ict icm f a c-ou sin. who I a:c r angcd t o hav2 r ent home. 
'J he c r yinq e,ut of (Juys in t h ir s leep . 
7\ fr i e 11 r (o co rr cn:c1n ) who 0 vcrctosed on heroin anc d i ed - Fa l lj ng in 
J ovc v,·i th murriec1 men - watchi ng GI ' s d i e every d.:1y f r om J·iorr i b] e i n juries -· 
t l ·c i,ovcrty a n d hopelessnes s a nd destru ction al l over the cou ntr y and the 
¼'o r s t 1,as 11, v:i ng t..c l e av e j t a ll 
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TET offens ive - Rea l m'nd boggling experience . Never worked harder 
in roy life. 
I think c.eath was always hard - Mutilation of · handsome· a nd young 
bodies-· Having to see and deal with the dead (eith r who e bodies or 
parts ) brought in by chopper to our helipad to later be picked up by 
Cra ve s Peg i strat ion - very hard! When Pres Johnson stopped the bombing 
of the t- orth - '!'he b ig question was ··why? eing rocketed and mortared 
with some f r equ~ ncy was so terrifying - d ea th s e emed ever present! ~he 
;nti -war d emonstra tions at home ~e r e s o ver hard to comprehend a nd deal 
~it~ - Ve ru l y fe lt no one cared abott us - It made things we did an<l 
SiJ\\· so fuU le !":o diffj cult ! 
!lavi ng to :.;tc.1 nc' close b y t o wa it fo r a GI to cie , so I could put 
dat a n~ ti.e of de ath on the card. having to qo to the shed to attempt 
l o f i nd J[' or r. c· c0ad GI ' s brought in b helicopter, the n if no ID , 
hav i.ng to taq Ll'CP' ' GT j!J GI Jl 2 , etc , etc, until I t-l10ught I would 
s crea r,1 • 
T don• t t i.i nk there 1r:ere a ny s e ci fi e even l s . Fa ch ca s ua lty, whe ther 
CI i'I. T'\11': or \' i ct·nc1n, s e national wa s emotionally wretchinq - es eci ;i l ly 
tl.e chi lrl rcn . Tl .c deaths o f s o ma ny fine youn g America n ki~s wa s suc h 
a was t e . T de 1·emcmbc r one specifi c ev ent that wcJs es e cially tra u~atic -
a c r e \1 of GI '~; f r or · an 7\PC was brought j n , al l DOA -, the medi evac al so 
J--,rouqh i n a srra ll child. abou t 1 0 that ha d a (pseunotherilx ) from a frag 
'The !11P<l i e va c s said the little boy was the one who ad trigg e red 
th cornn1,rnd --c~o l c, 11 at f' rl min t hat k ilJ cc a l l the GI ' s . I sti ll remember 
that cr iJd' s f 21cc o thL, very day. 
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on1y day 1 to now. Yes there was - I remembered it fr the first 
~ sine it haprened 1wo years ag around July~- I ended up on a 
J still hav n't discussed it, 
()ne ti1l'.e I had to change some d ssing..., on a K.::>rean patient •ho had 
1.ost bot\, 1egs ar•ove the knees . He v,as a v ry brave man and didn't want 
anY pain roedication . ~e gave him a large dos of morphine and then 
rcwo .a ~is dres~i gs while he was yelling the entire time . It was one 
of the hardest things I had e v ery done. When the dressi gs we-r:e off hL 
stumps "ere fi) l e ~ wi th maggots. To this day 1 can smell the stench 
from his sb..1mp~;, 
WLcn deat \, nit incr ~ased f o llowi n '!'FT (for GI • s ) , 7\nKhe Ham ,urger 
Jiill, etc, to about 300/week in country. usually l ess than 100/v;eek . 
The young \)oys 'clo\,n to piece , The 1\ir Force pilot I had b en 
qoin~ with for~ n~n hs was k illed ~en hi s plane era~, d in he South 
(J,ina ~: a. 
Yes - during Lhe TET offensiv of 1968 one partic11.ar incident al~ays 
corr8S to mind - A young tlarine having hi s fingers cut off at the beds i d 
and his 1oo~ing Dt we and there was oth:ng I could d to help him . 
I 1 alh oi a f1· i c 1,c - a helj copt. r p · 1ot - five da s b fore he was to 
meet 1,i s w:i c· i r· l ',w:a. ii CJ!"\ r &P . Dea 11 of a Vietnarri se r ,a "Y on our ard -
U,c fv 0. ) inq that mo-r: conlc1 hav :le n done in the states, 
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I guess there were quite a few events tha t were harder than hell to 
cope with emotionally, but some of these I have managed to block comp letely, 
For example, I remember tha t I had to work one day in the eye clinic -
I remember arriving there a nd opening the door and that's it. No recol-
l ection, just a feeling of horror. 
Some things I haven't blocked and these are the things that frequently 
fla s h. unhidden . in my minds eye. Ironically one of these things happenned 
in the states but p e rta ins to Nam and i s so ugly and flashes so often that 
I will relate it. 
My very fir s t duty day in Nam I was assigned to ··special•· a 19 
yr old with e nceph a litis. We worked 12 hour s hifts , so I spent a l ot of 
time with him , Next day i. specialed him again and he wa s colt'atose, I 
knew he was going to die and inside I felt a nger , horrible anger. He 
h a d 7 days to go in country and he would have gone home He was just a 
kid, he should have been home h aving a good time, Instead, he was 
going to die in that stinking h e ll-·hole. I specialed him for 2 more 
days ·· I wanted him to live so bad I couldn't stand it - even gave him 
mouth to track , J:\nd when he died I crmldn·t even let his family know 
how , or let the n, know we 'd tried so hard and taken such good care of 
him - it was fru s trating and heartbreaki g. Welcome to Vietnam. I'd 
been in country one week a nd my first and only patient was dead. 
One time I had t o work recovery and t here was this guy 20 or 21 
v'ho had stepped on a mine. Both leg s gone - complete ly - not even any 
stubs . He jus t e nded at the bottom of his pelvis. I hoped he wouldn't 
wake up (from anesthesia ) whi l e I wa s there but h e did . Ile kinda raised 
u p a nd looked nmvn a nd threw hims elf back on his pillow and didn't cry 
or anything. lie just got this ironic look on his face and said '·I've 
rea lly been wanting to go home , 1 >Jt sure wanted to go with both my legs·· . 
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My last day in country , this young . good looking guy - maybe 20-22 , 
came limping in to E.R. He's packing all of his gear and weapons and wear-
ing his stee l pot . He was wearing a tee shirt and his fatigue pants 
were cut off like shorts and he was wearing thongs. His right leg was 
about 2 times as large as his left leq (from foot to thigh) and it was 
so red it looked like it would glow in the dark. I asked him ''My God , 
what happenned to you•· and he replied quite calmly "I stepped on a 
fucking pungi stick 3 days ago and it's t aken me that long to get here. 
I had to walk' I asked him what he was ~earing on .his feet when he 
s t epped on it and h e replied, '"These thongs, my damn jungle boots rotted 
off my feet a month ago and I couldn't get a nymore. I know I'm dead•·. 
I knew he was too. How are you supposed to respond to something 
like that? ~m ile brightly and say ' Oh me , t hey'll jus t cut your leg 
off at the thigh. give you some outdated antibiotics and you'll be 
fine?'' 
Stateside I had a psych patient 23 year old nbattle fatiguep. 
Very han~ some , well-ma nnered, pleasant guy prone to outbursts of rage . 
He v-ras comfortabl e ,,,ith me and would talk for hours, but could never 
bring himse lf to tell what had happenned in Nam that so destroyed him, 
Then o ne day, short ly after he"d received a package , he walked into my 
of f i ce. up to my desk and said ''You know that thing that happened that 
I've never been able to talk about?- and I said 'Yes r and he said "Well, 
now I can show you and tell you'' and threw something down on my desk in 
front of me. So I looked to see wh2. ·.:. it was a.nd it was pictures. The 
one on top s howed three GI's heads atop 2 ft sticks which had been shoved 
in the ground. I almost vomited . One of the heads belonged to his very 
best friend· they ·d been close friends al l their lives , had gone in 
the l\.rrn.y on the buddy system and had been on patrol (S & D) together the 
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the day his b uddy was killed . They ·d coine to a fork in the trail and the 
group split up a nd ten minutes la ter my patient and his group rounded a 
bend in the trai l and voi l a - the heads I have a hard time e motionally 
hand ling this on e t o this day . Sometimes that picture will flash and I 
cry. 
I worked in the E _R. 100% of the time and occassionally the 
sheet madness of g r oss wounds and ma ngled bodies p ut me o n · emotiona l 
overload'' - solitude and sleep usually helped 
Some of the persona l r e l ationships - both with patie nts and wi t h 
other personnel. 
Yes . of course. The desperate ly wounded and shatte red bodies a s 
seen i n tr i age and the ope rating room. We were a ne urologi ca l center 
for head wounds. 
The init ia l exposure to the phys i c a] maiming h act a n impac t after a 
few flights with patients r finally coached myself i n to being more ob-
jective - had to - to survive! 
Yes - I c a n't a nd won't describe them . I don't mean t o be uncooper-
ative but that ' s the way I feel. I put alot of this away along time ago . 
I will say that I sure l ost my rinnocence ' . 
Yes , the whole blood y mess. Lack of s upport from the American 
peop l e to win o nce the country had been committed. 
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Yes - the loose attitudes regarding relationships between single 
nurse ' s a nd married Dr.s . It was the ~eat . drink , a nd be me rry a tti-
tude ... ,. Maybe that h e l ped everyone cope. 
Death, dying . suffering , negative attitude of some physic i ans and 
command . No trainjng to protect ourselves against the e n emy as during 
TET 1968 . Fear. 
1. Being s eparated from the fri e nds I made in Nam . 2 . Seeing 
y oung soldiers Leing wounded for a cause not supported by the 'Jl.me rica n 
public 3n gen e ro1 . 
Th i n tensjve care unit was p~r ticularly difficult to work in a s 
many patients cl i ed, espe cia lly under one incompetent h ead nurse . 
The first time I saw a wounded Amer i can GI - talked it out with 
a college classmat e who was also there. 
Sending h eal ed patients back to field and getting them back dead, 
dealing day in and out with a people who kicked, hit, bit, and threw 
shjt on you wr,1l c y o u were trying to get them we 11 , only 2% of my pat-
ien"Ls were i"J11 r. i can. micke y mouse games from t he brass . 
The pressure s ituations , as in TE'I , which I don't handle well 
'Jl.  brief stint on the head wound ward. The later rea lizatio n that 
I was pre judic a a9ainst all Vie tnamese. The cas a l socia l relat-
i ons hips which we re too s lm rt-lived y e t i ntense . 
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A fellow I was dating rotated home and I was terribly depressed 
without him. but in time that passed and I became gratefu l that 1 was 
lucky enough to have ever known him - we are still friends, but the love 
was meant only for one place and one time in our lives , I learned from 
that. 1. I was not accustomed as a female (U .S .) to being treated, 
a ttacked (verbally) like flies on a piece of meat in the hot sun - the 
degree of sexual harrassment by the troops wa s incredible and unnerving -
I found it disturbing to believe that sex was more important to most of 
t he guy s than even life itself. 2. The degree of drug abuse, even among 
hospital personnel was incredible l Even with the knowledge .• the Hosp . 
c.o. chose to do nothing so as not to b lemi s h his own military record -
even doctors were selling and smoking pot, sentrys were stoned on duty 
(I had my own weapon for prote ction in the event of a ground attack 
by the V . C. - I knew we couldn't count on anyone in roy compound for 
protection) and one of our OR team committed suicide (we think, or 
was murdered ) on my anesthesia machine - drugs were everywhere and I 
hated any one on them , 
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